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ABSTRACf
One of the major blocks to learning in schools is disruptive and violent
behaviour. Violence usually stems from some form of harassment or is a response
to it. Harassment and its results appear to be major distractions from the
learning process. This study sets out to gain som e insight into the degree to which
violence in our schools is ingrained and how we respond to it.
Data have been published on school su spensions in Northern Territory
government schools between 1990 and 1995. While suspension and exclusion
from schools are by no means the only responses to violent incidents they do
provide a scale of comparison of perceptions of severity of incidents. The
published data also provides information on the frequency of suspensions for
various types of incidents. These data are contrasted to teacher and principal
perceptions.
Perceptions of teachers of middle school (years 8-10) in Darwin area
comprehensive government schools are sought on frequency and severity of six
types of violent incident. These perceptions are compared with responses of

principals and assistant principals to scenarios depicting each type of violent
incident. Both sets of perceptions are compared with those of trainee teachers.
Results of the surveys and comparison with departmental data show the effect
of gender constructions on responses to violence, divergence between teacher
perceptions and actual rates of su spension, consistency between schools in u se
of suspensions, differing perceptions of particular teacher groups and differing
perceptions of different types of violence.
Recommendations include a reduction in the use of suspensions, particularly for
spontaneous incidents and establishment of whole school approach es in anti
harassment education, staff development and school structuring to produce non
violent climates in schools.
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ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations are used in this thesis.
ADD

Attention Deficit Disorder

DEET

Department of Education, Employment and Training

DEETYA

Department of Education, Employment, Training and Youth
Affairs

DINKS

Double Income, No Kids

DPS

Damage to Property of Students

DPT

Damage to Property of Teachers or the School

EBS

Electrical Brain Stimulation

IRSED

Index of Relative Socio Economic Disadvantage

LOTE

Languages Other Than English

NSW

New South Wales

NTDE

Northern Territory Department of Education

PAS

Physical Aggression to Students

PAT

Physical Aggression to Teachers

SElFA

Socio Economic Indexes For Areas

VAS

Verbal Aggression to Students

VAT

Verbal Aggression to Teachers

USA

United States of America
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CHAPTER 1
~ODUCTIONANDL~ATIONS

1.1 Setting the Scene

This thesis sets out to examine the responses of teachers to violence in the middle
secondary school. In the first chapter there is an outline of the observations of
school suspensions which led to a crystallisation of this problem. The first
chapter also aims to define the limitations of the thesis, and its aims. The second
chapter presents a review of the literature pertinent to this issue. In the third
chapter the research method is explained, and hypothesis are formulated which
will be tested through analysis of the data gathered for the thesis. The fourth

chapter presents the results of the two surveys u sed in this thesis, the raw data
appearing in the appendices. In the fifth chapter these results are analysed in
terms of the hypotheses outlined in the third chapter. The discussion of the
results in chapter six has necessitated a return to the literature reviewed in
chapter two with some new material being introdu ced to aid interpretation of the
results. In the final chapter conclusions and recommendations are made which
may be of use to other educators.
The problem of disruptive behaviour in school (of which violent behaviour is a
subset) is not new. Plato complained of it over 2000 years ago. Behaviours which
derive from aggression, competition and displays of sexuality and individuality
are a part of human nature. These behaviours are often displayed by adolescents
inappropriately as they learn to cope with new emotions and personality traits
in the transition from childhood to adulthood. All of this is natural, but must be +
understood and channelled if education and learning are to take place in an
institutionalised environment where a variety and number of individuals are
brought together. These behaviours may not be problems in other learning
environments: in a technologically driven world of the future, for instance, where
learning may take place from individual homes, through a networking paradigm
and the use of virtual reality technology, such behaviours and their
countermeasures may become things of the past. But in the current form of school
based education, these behaviours can at times provide an obstacle to learning,
and dealing with them becomes the province of every teacher, school
administrator and education system.

~
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Responses tend to differ. Responses of individual teachers differ, responses to
different individual students differ, and collective school or system level
responses differ. Despite differences, there are three broad phases of
management of student behaviour which are employed in most classrooms and
schools to som e degree.
The first phase is the setting of behavioural expectations. This is illustrated in the
m ost basic and crude form by the setting of a body of rules governing the
behaviour of students in classrooms and schools. These rules may be
accompanied , sometimes, by an outline of consequences for students if the rules
are broken. A more developed level may be a school behaviour management
policy. In its more mature form, student management programs such as anti
harassment and conflict mediation are implemented.
The second phase is a maintenance phase in which ongoing activities promote
and reinforce the behavioural expectations of students. Linked to this is an
induction program for new students so that a culture of non disruptive behaviour
and a consciousness of harassment issues is promoted. This phase can include
the incorporation of curriculum materials which illustrate the themes being
promoted, the involvement of parents in school activities, and ongoing discussion
and illustration through a student pastoral care program or student forum such
as a representative council.
The final phase is, in effect, an admission of breakdown of the first two and
involves responses to student behaviours which have transgressed the standards
.§et. This

final phase usually involves sanctions, punishment, exclusion and

parental involvement. This is the point at which positive reinforcement ceases
and students are presented with consequences of their actions. However, it is no
less effective a part of the cycle than the first two, its frequency of use depending
to an extent on the effectiveness or lack of effectiveness of the other phases. This
third phase is the level at which controlling authorities, in this case the N orthern
Territory Department of Education, become involved, particularly through formal
legislation on the three main sanctions of corporal punishment, suspension and
expulsion.
1.2 Scope of the Thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to focus on student violence in the middle school in
Northern Territory government secondary schools. It examines the responses of
teachers in the classroom to violent incidents, violent incidents being defined here
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as extreme examples of disruptive behaviour. These responses will be contrasted
with the application by school administrators (principals and assistant
principals) of the Education Department guidelines for dealing with such
incidents.
To do this the thesis sets out to examine factors leading to school exclusion
(principally su spension) among Northern Territory Junior Secondary (years 810) students, particularly incidents of a violent nature. Data from Northern
Territory secondary schools on incidents of violence considered of sufficient
seriousness to warrant school action (action by the principal or assistant
principal) have been collected for the period 1991-95. These are examined and
discussed. Causes and frequency of violence in schools as well as the nature and
effects of violence \Vill be explored through an examination of parallel research
studies and other relevant literature including proceedings and recommendations
of the 1996 ' Forums on Violence in Schools' which were conducted by Education
Departments nationally (and in the Northern Territory in March 1996).
The thesis seeks to compare the unpublished data on suspensions from Northern
Territory secondary schools with the views of secondary principals and assistant
principals on what sort of violent incidents warrant su spension or exclusion, and
the duration of such suspensions or exclusions imposed. The methodology will
consist of two survey questionnaires. First, a questionnaire to principals and
assistant principals in selected Darwin government secondary schools citing
hypothetical case studies with a view to determining how they arrive at
judgments on suspension and exclusion and what constitutes an accepted period
of suspension for a variety of offences. (The criteria for selecting the schools
involved in the thesis are explained in the chapter on methodology). Scenarios
were developed involving both male and female students on a range of types of
violent incident through discussions and trialing with a group of experienced
school administrators. The results of this survey will initially be compared with
Northern Territory Department of Education data collected for the period 199195. Titis will be done using a sample group of principals and assistant principals
who will be asked to record their judgments on a variety of hypothetical
scenarios modified from real life situations (Survey 1).
These responses will then be examined in the light of teacher perceptions of
disruptive and antisocial behaviour which will be sought through a questionnaire
(Survey 2) of a sample group of teachers of junior secondary students from the
same schools as the respondents to Survey 1.
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Issues which will be examined in the literature review include: the nature of
adolescent behaviour and the notion of middle school; the nature, frequency and
occurrence of violent behaviour in schools; constructions of gender, power and
violence; exclusion from schools, how it is carried out and who d ecid es, on what
basis and for h ow long, educational effects, the incidence of recidivism and
alternatives to school exclusion; the effects of disruptive and antisocial
behaviour and m easures which have been taken to counteract it.
Issues which will be examined through analysis of the survey results include:
teacher perceptions of what constitutes serious incidents of violent or disruptive
behaviour; teacher satisfaction with school treatment of offenders; gender effects
on perceptions of respondents; correlations between perceived severity of
incidents and duration of suspensions imposed; the effect, if any, of teacher
experience on perceptions of severity; which forms of violence are perceived as
being of greatest frequency and severity.
Benefits which are anticipated to arise from the thesis are: a clearer
understanding of the rationale used for exclusion and suspension; a rationale for
the duration imposed; the effects of suspensions on the institution (as opposed
to the effects on the individual); a comparison of the views of those empowered
to exclude students and the views of the teachers in their schools; a comparison
of the judgement of experienced school administrators and neophy te teachers or
trainee teachers on school exclu sion to detennine wheth er a need may exist for
training in school responses to violence.

1.3 Aims
Through an analysis of data on violence and exclusions in Northern Territory
secondary schools, and a comparative study of responses to violence in schools,
the thesis sets out to collate the views and attitudes of teachers on experiences of
violence, degrees of violence, frequency and severity of violent incidents, and
strategies for prevention of violence, or sanctions when it occurs.

In order to do this the proposed research aims to test the following:
•

gender effects: whether there are differences in the perceptions of male and
female teachers and whether there are differences in resp onses to the actions
of girls and boys;

•

similarity and consistency: whether perceptions of severity of violent
behaviours correlate with recorded penalties in the form of suspensions and
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to conclude whether there is consistency in the application of suspensions
between similar schools.
•

teacher effects: whether the perceptions of different groups of teachers differ;

•

degree: whether some types of violence are seen as more severe than others; .

in order to explore the causes of and responses to violence in schools.

1.4 Background and Personal Interest
Initial interest in this area came from involvement in dealing on a daily basis with
disruptive behaviours at a particular school, School A. Many of these behaviours
resulted in suspensions from the school. Statistics were collected in 1994, 1995
and 1996 on the frequency and type of incidents leading to suspension from
~

school, and these appear below (see Tables 1.1 to 1.3). Violent incidents should
not arise, are regrettable and are to an extent preventable. When schools are able
to implement the first two phases descnbed above, the recourse to the third
phase of retribution should be reduced significantly. It will never be eliminated:

-t-

because new students or new staff find themselves in situations for which they
have not yet been prepared; because environmental and other outside factors
may cause a breakdown in learned behaviours; and because interactions at
school form only a small part of the total interaction between people involved in
the school. For these reasons the third phase will always be needed and must
always be available. Given this conclusion, what is needed is an assurance that

this final phase is effective and that those who are in a position to implement it
have the means to do so knowledgeably, fairly and consistently. This then is the
reason for conducting this study on responses to violence in schools.

School exclusions are a serious matter in a system which encourages universal
attendance. The criteria for suspensions are specific and strict and are outlined
in the Education Act (1981) of the Northern Territory Government. Section 27

'SUSPENSION BY HEAD TEAa-IER' which states in part:
Where the head teacher ... is of the opinion that the child should be
suspended ... for reason that the presence of the child at the school
would, in his opinion, be injurious to the health or moral welfare of other
children attending the school, by reason of the child's insolence,
repeated disobedience, immoral conduct or serious breach of discipline,
he may suspend the child
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It is emphasised (in Departmental Memo 1675/ 93) that the act of suspension

should not be regarded primarily as a punitive measure. It is 'first and foremost a
protective measure for other students at the school' (Departmental Memo
1675/ 93). Repeated suspensions may lead further, to expulsion by the Minister
as defined in section 28 of the Education Act.
1.4.1 Snapshot of School A - the Pattern 1994 - 1996
Initial interest in the area was generated from analysis of data collected at a
particular school, school A. An outline and analysis of the data collected in
School A, year by year, in the three years 1994 - 96 inclusive, is presented
(fables 1.1 to 1.3). This is followed by a summary over those years to identify
trends (fable 1.4). These are examined to discover whether any yearly pattern or
year by year trend exists. There is then a more detailed examination of two terms
in 1996 to explore gender or year level differences and wheth er there is any
pattern evident (fables 1.5 to 1.8). A particular area of interest was which
factors may be associated with aggression toward s teachers. This is explored
through data presented in Table 1.9.
Data from School A will later be contrasted with data collected by the Northern
Territory Department of Education on suspension from all secondary schools for
the years 1991 to 1995 inclusive.
Table I . I : Incidents resulting in suspension from School A in 1994

REASON

Tenn I

Tenn 2

Tenn 3

Tenn 4

Total

Fighting

19

8

I

3

31

Assault students

8

5

3

16

Assault teachers

2

Swearing at teachers

7

Sexual offences

3

6

2
9

7

29

5

Fire

2

Electrocution

1

Theft

4

Cannabis

10

Graffiti

2

10

2

Other

7
2

I

TOTAL

40

32

19

15

106

The first table (Table 1.1) shows the nwnber and reasons for susp ensions from
School A during 1994. Although there were 106 su spensions during the year, this
total number of suspensions does not reflect 106 separate incidents, as some
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incidents {such as fighting and smoking cannabis) involved more than one
student, and so resulted in multiple suspensions. When a breakdown by gender
was applied it was found that of the 106 offences, eighty h ad been committed by
boys and 26 by girls. This was not reflective of the proportions within the school
population in which girls and boys were almost equally represented.
The number of suspensions for fighting and assault, which declined during the
course of 1994, continued to decline in 1995 {see Table 1.2). However, those
resulting from verbal or physical violence towards teachers continued unabated.
In 1995 suspensions for offences related to cannabis occurred in the second half

of the year. This may have been related to seasonal growth factors, to improved
awareness and d etection by teachers, to increased carelessness by users, to
changes in availability in the local community or to changing population of the
school resulting from possible enrolment of u sers.
Table 1.2: Incidents resulting in suspension from School A in 1995
REASON

Term 1

Term 2

Tenn 3

Tenn 4

Total

Fighting

7

3

8

2

20

Assault students

4

3

Threat to teacher

1

2

2

l

Swearing at teachers

5

8

5

8

9

Fire Alarms

6
26
1

2

Theft

3
l

Vandalism
Cannabis

3

2

5

3

Selling Cigarettes
Spitting on people

4

4

23

80

Weapons
Assault Teacher
Bomb Hoax
TOTAL

18

19

20

It is difficult to draw conclusions from su spension data on the level of occurrence

of offences such as possession, use and supply of cannabis, tobacco, alcohol or
other drugs or possession of weapons. The incidence of suspensions for these
offences is more related to the frequency of detection than to the frequency of
occurrence. In contrast violent offences are almost alw ays d etected as there are
usually victims or offended parties {who complain), witnesses, and sometimes
injuries which have to be treated . Thus a study of violent offences based on
suspension rates has more validity than a study of all offences for which
suspensions have been used, some of which are victimless.
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A breakdown by gender of the eighty suspension offences in 1995 showed that
over the course of the year 68 offences resulted in suspension of boys and 12
resulted in suspensions of girls.
Incidents in 1996 involved 31 female and one hWldred male students. The general
pattern of offences in 1996 appears similar to that of previous years.
Suspensions for fighting occurred at the start of the year and d ecreased to none
by second semester. Aggression toward s teachers continued Wlabated (and is
examined in more d etail below - see Tables 1.7 and 1.9). Total suspensions at
school A in 1996 were 122 compared to eighty in 1995 and 106 in 1994. This
increase may have been due to an increase in enrolments, to introduction of anti
harassment programs, to the increase in abusiveness towards teachers or may
simply have resulted from a 'bad year'.
Table 1.3: Incidents resulting in suspension from School A in 1996

Term I

Term 2

Term 3

T erm 4

T otal

Assault

5

3

3

3

14

Verbal Abuse!

16

14

9

16

55

Fig hting

6

4

lnti midation

5

Theft

2

F ire

1

Weapon

1

Vandalism

5

REASON

threat to T eacber

10
9

3

2
4

s

6

11

5

9

Sexual

3

3

Disruptio n

2

3

3

Cannabis

Total

45

27

32

27

122

Data from the three years is presented in a single table in Table 1.4 which reveals
a consistent pattern over the three years. There is a sharp decline each term of
violent offences such as fighting, and a decline each year in total incidents of
fighting. This may correlate to declining enrolments over the course of each year,
but as it is not reflected in other types of offences, and the yearly d ecline effect
does not accoWlt for the progressive d ecline over the three years, it is m ore likely
a result of school COWltermeasures and programs on anti-harassment which
promote a culture of non violent behaviour. This culture, nevertheless, h as to be
learned by each year's new intake.
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Suspensions for abusive behaviour towards teachers seems to continue unabated
throughout the year in each year recorded, and in fact increased sharply over the
period of study, doubling in relative frequency from 27.4 percent to 55 percent
(Table 1.4). In many cases abusive behaviour towards a teacher is a result of
student response to an interpersonal situation. There is, however, also the odd
occasion when a student may abuse a teacher for no discernible reason, (as in an
incident when a boy called out 'Mr X, you fuckhead' in the school yard to a
teacher who did not teach him). Whatever the case, it is an obvious area for
further examination. It may point to a need for teacher development activities on
recognising and dealing \-Vith situations which may lead to this type of behaviour,
or for school development activities centred on the uses, abuses and distribution
of power.
Table 1.4: Comparative data on suspensions from School A 1994-96

REASON

1994

1995

1996

number

percent

number

~cent

number

percent

Fighting

31

29.2

20

25.00

10

8 .2

Assault students

16

15.0

13

16 .25

14

11.5

Assault teachers

2

1.9

29

27 .4

55

45 .0

4.7

3

2.5

Swearing at teachers

1.25
32

40.00

Sexual offences

5

Fire

2

19

5

4.1

Theft

7

6.6

3

3.75

2

1.6

10

9.4

5

6.25

9

7.4

2

1.9

2

2.50

11

9 .0

9

7.4

Cannabis
Vandalism
Intimidation
Other
TOTAL

2

1.9

4

5.00

4

3 .3

106

100

80

100

122

100

Some incidents increased dramatically in frequency for different reasons. The use
of a surveillance camera in 1996 led to apprehension of those responsible for
overnight or weekend vandalism where this had not been possible before.
Suspensions, as well as police action, resulted in those cases which involved
students who were enrolled at the school. Suspensions for intimidation appear in
1996 as a result of student willingness to report such incidents. This probably
resulted from the school's introduction of a whole school anti harassment
program with publicised consequences and a resulting increase in feelings of
confidence and security on the part of students who had been targeted. These
latter two categories (vandalism and intimidation) illustrate some effects of the
three phases of student behavioural management discussed above. The first
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phase of setting behavioural expectations and the second phase of promoting
and reinforcing these expectations may lead initially to an increase in the third
phase of responses as the first two lead to a raising of consciousness and
awareness levels and a recognition of certain types of behaviour as being
offensive. The incidents listed in Table 1.4 as 'Other' are those which were so
isolated as not to occur with any consistency from term to term or year to year,
such as an electrocution, possession of weapons, and a berserk outburst once by
one individual of verbal, physical and sexual assault and theft.
1.4.2 The Pattern Semester 1 1996
In Table 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 data are presented on the gender, ages and grades of

students involved in incidents of physical or verbal aggression resulting in
suspension at School A in Terms 1 and 2, 1996.
Table I .5. I Gender, ages and grades of students involved in incidents of aggression resulting

i."l suspension at School A in Term I, I996
term I, 1996

student

Ages

Grades

gender
Aggressive offence

F

M

fighting

<13

13-

I4-

I4

I5

4

3

>15

4

9

9

2

verbal abuse

2

10

4

4

4

threat/assault

1

2

1

I

Total

7

25

7

6

17

9

10

11&
12

assault

2

8
2

2

6

5

2

2

6

2

2

2
10

14

6

2

Table I.5.2 Gender, ages and grades of students involved in incidents of aggression resulting
in suspension at School A in Term 2, I996
term 2, 1996

Ages

student

Grades

gender
Aggressive offence

F

M

<13

13-

14-

I4

IS

>I5

8

9

4

I

2

2

1

assault

3

3

1

l

3

3

2

2

3

2

8

8

3

3

2

threat/assault

1

4

4

5

I4

Total

2

10

6

II&
12

fighting
verbal abuse

10

2

3

0

Of thirty two offences in term 1, fifteen involved abusive behaviour towards

teachers. These were fairly evenly divided between male and female teachers.
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The two incidents involving a senior student involved the same male student
swearing at female teachers. The two incidents of female students swearing both
involved the same girl.
As can be seen from Tables 1.5.1 and 1.5.2, the majority of incidents (24 out of

32 or 75 percent in term 1, and 16 out of 19 or 84 percent of the incidents in term
2) involved students in years 8 and 9. Only two out of the 51 offences for the
semester involved a student in year 11 or 12. There were thirteen incidents of
assault but only two fights in term 1 and four assaults and two fights in term 2.
Examination of ages shows that 19 out of 32 students involved in term 1, and 12
out of 19 in term 2 were under 14 years old. The majority of incidents (27 out of
51 or 53 percent) involved a single age group - 13 to 14 year olds (in either grades
eight or nine). Most suspensions (25 out of 32) were for a duration of less than
one week, while the three suspensions for three weeks (which included the one
week mid-semester break) all arose from the same incident. Boys accoWlted for
25 out of 32 incidents in term 1 and 14 out of 19 in term 2, and also for 12 out of
15 of the incidents in which aggression was directed at teachers in term 1 and
seven out of the eleven incidents of aggression towards teachers in term 2.
In Table 1.6 an analysis is presented of the day of the week on which an offence
occurred which resulted in suspension. No incidents took place on a Wednesday
in term 1 -w;th the bulk (twenty out of 32) occurring on a Thursday or Friday. In
contrast, in term 2, Mondays and Thursdays were relatively event free, although
Fridays seemed still to be a day when offences were likely to take place.
Table 1.6 Days on which incidents occurred, of physical or verbal aggression, which resulted

in suspension at School A in Term 1 and 2 1996
Day on which
offeooeoccurred

term I
(32 suspensions)
Mon

fighting

2

assault

3

verbal abuse

3

Tue

Wed

Tbu

8

Fri

Mon

Tue

2
2

4

4

3

5

10

Wed
2

4

threat/assault
Total

term 2
( 19 suspensions)
Tbu

Fri
2
1

3

1

2

10

3

3
2

6

8

A further analysis was conducted of the gender of teachers who were victims of
student aggression in terms 1 and 2 of 1996. This appears in Table 1.7. Since the
majority of offenders were boys, it might be supposed that a gender connection
would show the majority of victims to be female teachers. While this does not
appear to be the case at first glance (see Table 1.7) when the relative proportions
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of male and female teachers are examined it seems more likely. This is discussed
in more detail below. Of the 14 'violent' incidents in term 2, 1996, which were
committed by boys, seven were directed at teachers. Of these, swearing was
directed mainly at male teachers (in a ratio of 5:1), threats were directed only at
female teachers and assaults were directed only at males. There w ere 12
incidents involving students under 14 years of age, 16 involving students in years
8 or 9, none involved students in the senior school. Most (14 incidents) took
place on a Wednesday or a Friday.
Table 1. 7 Gender of teachers subject to incidents of verbal or physical aggression in 1996 at
scbool A
tenn I

Teacher Gender
verbal abuse

F

M

F

M

6

6

1

5

2

3

2

8

4

8

threat/assault
7

Total

tenn 2

Sixteen suspensions were for 1 week or less with the three of more than 1 week
all involving recidivists. The maximum suspension for 4 weeks was for an
unprovoked assault by a student with a history of such assaults.
Table I 8 Duration of suspensio M imposed in wceb I and 2 of 1996 in weeks
Suspension duration in

term I

tenn 2

wcdcs

(32 suspensions)

(19 suspensions)

<1

1

>2

<I

I

2

>2

4

fighting

4

assault

8

verbal abuse

11

threat/assault

2

1

25

2

Total

2

3

2
4

2

3

1

3

10

6

2

Over the course of the entire semester, of 51 offences, 26 involved aggressive
behaviour towards teachers. There were forty incidents involving students in
grad es 8 and 9, and 44 involving children under 15 years of age. Boys were
involved in 39 out of 51 offences (or 76 percent), and in 19 out of the 26
incid ents (73 percent) of abusive behaviour towards teachers.

1.4.3 Alulysis of Student Aggression Towards Teachers
The twenty five incidents of aggression towards teachers resulting in suspensions
in term 1 of 1996 were examined more closely. It was thought there may be a
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pattern evident in the total experience of teachers who were victims, their years
at the school (as it was felt that familiarity and rapport were strong factors),
and gender of the victims. The results of this examination are presented in Table
1.9 below. Of the twenty five incidents resulting in suspension fifteen teachers
were involved, seven female and eight male. This was not reflective of the
proportions of male and female members of staff as there were thirteen female
and twenty two male members of teaching staff. Ten incidents were directed at
the seven females and fifteen at the eight males. Thus the distribution of
incidents, rather than the distribution of ' victims', was more closely in proportion
to staff gender distribution. Of the fifteen teachers who were subject to abuse,
eleven were in their first year at the school and two in their second year. Of the
twenty five incidents twenty one were directed at teachers in their first or second
year at the school. Nine incidents were directed at five Maths teachers. This
appears to be disproportionate and may reflect frustration and pressures
experienced by students in Maths. Two teachers who were subject to abuse on

three occasions were both experienced teachers but were the sole teacher in their
subject area (Technical studies and LOTE). This may reflect frustration with the
subject or may reflect perceived isolation and lack of support available to the
teacher. The point will be pursued in the analysis of data from Survey 2 (see
chapter 5).
Table 1.9 lncidcols of abusive behaviour (verbal or physical aggression) towards teacher-s in
1996 at School A

MJF

Subject

Years

Ye:anat

Taught

Teaching

school

an

I

F

English

>20

F

maths

F

maths

1
5 . 10

matbs

5 • 10

science

5. 10

lote

>20

maths

5 ·10

an

threat/ass

total

ault

F

2

2

F

1

1

1

F

3

3

2

F

matbs
phys ed

2

2

ad min

5

Soc ed

>20
5 . 10

Soced

10. 15

1

Tech

10 . 15

5

TOTAL

verbal

M
M
M
M
M

I

3

3

2

2

2

2
2

M

M
M

1

I

2

3

20

5

25
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Further analysis of data collected in semester 1 of 1996 at School A showed that
of sixty nine suspensions for the semester (including suspensions for non violent
incidents, such as possession of cannabis, not listed in Tables 1.5 to 1.7} there
was a high incidence of recidivism. There were thirty six suspensions imposed on
fifteen students. Of these two had received three suspensions each and two had
received four suspensions each. Four of the reoffending students were female and
the remaining eleven were male.
These data will be referred to further in Chapter 3 in the discussion of
methodology and the postulation of hypotheses.
1.4.4 SUJIUll.1..r}' of Data from School A

\\Then examining school A data overall over the three years it is evident that the
majority of offences resulting in suspensions can be construed as violent offences.
These were offences in which there was a victim. (This is consistent with the
guidelines for suspension, being the act of removal of a person whose continuing
presence would constitute a danger for others}. Most offen ces involved one of the
following two forms: physical aggression between students or verbal and
physical aggression towards teachers. In fact these two categories accounted for
seventy three percent of suspensions in 1994, eighty four percent in 1995 and
seventy two percent (if intimidation of other students is included) in 1996. There
appeared to be an annual decline in the pattern of physical aggression between
students, which was always at its highest at the start of the school year. There
appeared to be very few incidents of suspension for verbal aggression between
students and this may indicate that these types of incidents are not perceived by
teachers to be sufficiently serious to warrant suspension, or that teachers
intervene, treating them as indicators to possibly more serious interaction. (This
will be examined further in the analysis of Survey 2). It is also apparent that the

large majority of suspension offences are committed by students in the 13 to 14
year age group in years 8 and 9. For this reason the thesis focuses on junior

secondary school and the troublesome period of early adolescence becomes a
focus.
The data on incidents of aggression towards teachers, although collected only
over a single semester, appeared to show that teaching experience, and to an
even greater extent, duration at the school, were significant factors in incidents of
aggression towards teachers. Other factors which may be an influence are:
pressure on students to perform in the subject area; gender of teachers; isolation
of teachers. Data from the same two semesters also shows som e interesting
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trends on days of the week when offences occur with more than a third of all
offences in the period occurring on a Friday, and fewest on a Wednesday. The
significance of this may be related to student tolerance levels. It may have been
interesting to analyse whether there were significant differences in the number of
offences committed before, during and after lunch.
Data collected on the duration of suspensions (see Table 1.7) was used in the
design of Survey 1 in deciding what time periods for suspensions to present as
options.
Gender factors appear to show a disproportionate number of boys being
involved in suspensions for incidents of aggression and a disproportionate
number of female teachers being victims of aggression. Gender constructions and
their influence on violent behaviour are discussed in detail in Chapter 2, and
gender effects are explored in both the surveys used in this thesis.
From the examination of data collected in school A over the three year period it
thus appeared that there was an existing record, which had resulted from
consistent application of rules and criteria, of incidents of violence. This record
was in the form of school suspension data. It should be recognised, though, that
there are other incidents of violence which d o not result in suspension, either
because they are unreported, undetected. not considered to meet the criteria for
suspension, or dealt with in some alternative manner.
15 Suspensions in Northern Territory Secondary Schools

Having assembled some preliminary data from one particular school it was
pertinent to examine data over a similar period from all Northern Territory
secondary schools. This data is presented in a Northern Territory Department of
Education Policy Branch (1996) draft document Suspension of students in Northern

Territory Secondary Schools. Some of this data is sununarised below. An
examination of this document shows the following points of interest to this thesis
and of compa.rison to the data collected from school A and presented above.
The overall rates of suspensions in all secondary schools over the six years
(1990-95) for which data were presented almost doubled, from around four per
cent of school population to more than eight per cent. However this was not
consistent across all Northern Territory secondary schools. There was
considerable variation between schools from the highest rate of around twenty
five per cent to below one per cent. Some of the variation may be accounted for
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by the nature of the school. Secondary colleges seem to have a very low
suspension rate, which is consistent with the age of students concerned, and may
reflect a different approach to student management. Small community schools
also showed a low rate. Schools with a lower socio economic index (see Chapter
3 methodology) and I or high turnover rates of students had higher suspension
rates.
The NfDE draft docwnent (1996) showed that the overwhelming majority of
suspensions in ahnost all schools, in all the years surveyed, were for fighting. The
next largest number was for verbal abuse of teachers, with physical aggression to
teachers occurring at a much lower (about one third) rate. Suspensions relating to
cannabis increased over the six years and was at about two to five times the
level of suspensions for other forms of substance abuse such as alcohol or
tobacco. This may reflect relative ease of detection (both perceived and real) of
such offences, frequency of reporting, relative perceptions of seriou sness, or
greater use of cannabis. Suspensions for possession or use of weapons occurred
at an extremely low level. Again this may be due to infrequent incidents of
possession of weapons or it may be due to infrequent detection of weapons.
There were some apparently aberrant su spensions given. For example, a low
number of suspensions was recorded in each year for absence from class or from
school. It is difficult to see how the continuing presence of a person who is absent
can endanger the physical or moral wellbeing of others, should the truant
reappear. Other reasons given for suspensions included theft, disruptive
behaviour, damage to school property, dangerous acts and unspecified other
reasons. These all occurred at a relatively low frequency .
Recidivism was reported to some degree, with data showing that in 1995,
seventy three students received two suspensions, thirty received three
suspensions, and thereafter the numbers decreased sharply to one student who
had been su spended six times. A small number of these students lost more than
twenty five days in total through repeated suspensions. Some of these had been
suspended from more than one school. There were no expulsions from schools in
1995.
1.6 Related Studies on Violence in Schools

In order to clarify the parameters of this investigation a review was made of
other studies on violence and aggression in schools. The purpose of this was to
compare other findings on perceptions of severity and frequency of violence, to
review starting points, and to decide whether any previous work could be used
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as a model. 1bree studies in particular were examined. These were a Queensland
study on disruptive behaviours in primary schools, a Victorian study on violence
in secondary schools, and an audit conducted by the Northern Territory
Department of Education on violence in all schools.
The first of these was a study by a team from Queensland University of
Technology led by Professor Oarrie Burke (Burke, Jarman, Whitmore, and
Austin, 1994). This study examined perceptions of primary school teachers in
the Redcliffe area of the frequency and severity of a range of disruptive
behaviours, and teacher satisfaction with responses. Because the study involved
primary students, and because it examined a wide range of disruptive
behaviours, many of which could not be construed as violent, its findings are not
directly applicable to this thesis. However, the instrument used, having been
validated in Burke's study, was.used as the model for the questionnaire used in
Survey 2 of the present work. It took the form of a questionnaire combining both
scaled responses and open ended answers. Since Burke's study was used as a
basis for an instrument of the current thesis it is discussed at greater length in
Chapters 2 and 3.
The second was a recent Victorian study (McGrath, 1996) which found that
when school principals were asked to rate the time and effort spent on
procedures to prevent and respond to violence in schools, their responses varied
between significant and very significant. This highlighted violence in schools as
an issue of some importance, if only for the disproportionate amount of time it
consumed. Two thirds of Principals considered that at some time violence had
been a dominating issue for them. This included violence initiated by outside
people; violence initiated by ex students; violence initiated by current students;
violence initiated by students from other schools. In some of these situations the
Principal had no jurisdiction over the people involved and it was extremely
difficult to prevent these situations or take pro-active measures in relation to
them. However principals were able to respond by rating nineteen forms of
violence according to significance and frequency.
McGrath's findings were of relevance to the current thesis as they provide an
interesting point of comparison for quantifying violence in schools. McGrath
found (1996:7 table 1) that student abuse of teachers has a very high ranking
both because of frequency and significance. Other incidents of high frequency
were found to include trespassers being on school premises (it should be noted
that unlike the Northern Territory, Victoria does not have laws preventing
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trespass on school premises), fighting and assault between students, sexual
harassment between students and possession of weapons by students. The
forms of violence perceived as being of m ost significance, other than verbal abuse
of teachers, included outsiders assaulting students inside the school, abuse of
staff by outsiders, parents or family members, intruders loitering and fights
between students. The lowest ranking both in terms of significance and ttequency
included assault of teachers by parents, students or ou tsid ers and events
involving interschool assaults.
The third study was the audit on violence in Northern Territory Schools
(Henderson, and Lawrence, 1995). This arose &-om the Northern Territory
Department of Education role in the Northern Territory government's Domestic
Violence Strategy. The main purpose was to conduct an audit of strategies and
programs within the department that address violence in sch ools. This was
extended to include an investigation of the types of violence that occur in
Northern Territory schools. This study is discussed in some d epth as it provides
a benchmark audit of the situation in schools with respect to violence.
Henderson and Lawrence (1995) surveyed all Northern Territory sch ools to
discover the perceptions of teachers on the seriousness of varying forms of
violence as well as ttequency, the perpetrators (looking at male I female and
student / teacher interactions), methods of dealing with violence and their
perceived effectiveness, and the level of support available to schools in dealing
with incidents of violence. They also surveyed the use of corporal punishment
and which aspects of violence were addressed in the school curriculum. Thus it
was a very wide reaching survey and produced a high level of responses ttom
Northern Territory schools. It was not within the scope of the survey, however, to
distinguish primary ttom secondary or the responses of male ttom female
respondents. Nor did the surveys distinguish between whether responses were
ttom individuals, groups, or individuals purporting to represent groups.
Henderson and Lawrence did not provide a definition of violence to
respondents, so that a broad range of behaviours was encompassed by the term.
Henderson and Lawrence cited literature and interstate statistics as showing the
vast majority of violent acts are committed by males. Girls are much less likely to
fight and when they do it is generally in response to perceived slurs on their
reputation ('Enough's enough' project report 1994:26). This seem ed to be
supported in responses.
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Respondents were asked to rank seriousness of a range of types of violence
which included physical, verbal, psychological, damage to property and teasing.
The term 'serious' cau sed confusion, as som e respondents pointed out it could
refer to severity or frequency. Other types of violence identified by respondents
included attacks with weapons, biting, humiliation, shaming, play fighting, rock
throwing, threats, and throwing furniture and other objects. All of these were
seen as serious or very serious. In terms of frequency, teasing was seen as the
most frequent. Among the more frequent other forms were verbal abuse and
pushing. When frequency of violence between groups was specifically examined,
events perpetrated by male students on female students seemed the most
frequent, then female to female students, male to male, female to male and at the
lowest end teacher to student and teacher to teacher. Student to teacher violence
was perceived as occasional, with male student to female teacher most frequent,
and female student to male teacher the least frequent. However in the absence of
a clear definition of violence and because of the wide nature of the responses it is
doubtful that any conclusions from this would have much validity.
Among the most commonly identified causes of violence in schools teasing was
most frequent followed by bullying and family feuds. Some factors were
prevalent in Aboriginal community schools. The problem of children being tired
and hungry as a result of community disputes was low overall but reported in
more than half of the Aboriginal schools, and illustrates the difficulties in
combining data from such a diverse range of sources.

In answer to a question about methods to deal with violence eighty five percent
indicated that they used an individual response to each occurrence and sixty six
percent indicated they used school support structures. Only eleven percent
reported using a school behaviour management policy.
Respondents were asked to relate three recent incidents. From these responses
information about location of violent incidents was extracted. The conclusions
from this were very specific but appeared to lack validity, because if
respondents are asked to recall three recent incidents rather than the last three
incidents they will recall the three most lurid incidents. These probably occurred
in the playground.

The survey showed only a low proportion of incidents leading to suspension.
However, in the survey, the option of suspension was not given, although the
options producing the most common responses were. Perhaps respondents saw
su spension as a later outcome, with their response being the first teacher
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response (particularly since only the Principal can suspend). These findings on
the face of it would seem to be at odds with published data on suspension rates,
or else imply that a large proportion of violen ce escapes suspension. However,
this was not an investigation into suspension. Furthermore the numbers of
suspensions in primary and rural Aboriginal schools may be far fewer than in
secondary schools. No comparative data were provided.
The numbers of incidents respondents indicated should lead to suspension did
not accord with published Departmental data on secondary school suspensions.
These show a range of four to eight percent between 1990 and 1995. On the basis
of responses to this survey the level of violence could be estimated to be around
forty percent of the student population. If so then the suspension rate for violent
offences should be running at sixteen to thirty two percent and not at the one
percent quoted .
When asked about perceived effectiveness of responses to violence, seventy five
percent of respondents reported they were satisfied most of the time with their
own treatment of incidents. The reported sources of support varied but a
significant number nominated Behaviour Management advisers. On the matter of
corporal punishment eighty one percent reported that it was not part of the
Behaviour Management plan of the school and was not used. Of the nineteen
percent who did confess to using it, all reported use was 'very rare'. This is at
accord with the results of Survey 1 subsequently conducted for this thesis (see
Chapter 4).
From the selection suggested as dealt with in the curriculum 'Non Violent Conflict
resolution' was mentioned in eighty one percent of cases, sexism and racism
eleven percent, protective behaviours seven percent and sexual/ racial
harassment one percent. This draws a couple of comments. First it seems that
only one area was ticked or included from each survey whereas there is no d oubt
that several of these issues are incorporated in school curricula. Secondly in the
light of the claim that all respondents identified sexism and sexual harassment
as the main causes of violence it seems to receive very little attention in the
auriculum.

Some respondents in Aboriginal communities indicated that violence w as a part
of life with 'payback' being a feature of their justice system.
In the survey of support staff Behaviour Management Services claimed the

majority of referrals had a violent component and the vast majority of these were
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male. A lot of input from curriculum writers in a variety of subject areas claimed
to incorporate aspects of violence control in their curricula - non violent conflict
resolution, sexism / racism, construction of gender and links with violence,
personal safety issues.
Henderson and Lawrence recommend the need for more research in a number of
areas. Among other things they highlighted a need for further research on
the links between the construction of gender and violence in schools. Their study
also reveals a need to examine more closely the role of official responses such as
corporal punishment and school exclusion. I intend to address these in the
current thesis.
1.7 Limitations

This thesis attempts to focus on the perceptions, experiences and opinions of
teachers and school administrators. The following associated possible factors or
situations have been considered and rejected from this particular thesis.
•

Types of violence considered in this thesis are limited to the following six
broad general categories: Verbal aggression to peers (where a student
directs insulting, abusive, statements or 'put downs' at peers.); Verbal
aggression tD teachers (where a student directs insulting, abusive,
statements or 'put downs' at a teacher); Physical aggression at other
students (where a student directs physical attack at another studentpunching, pushing, spitting, throwing things); Physical aggression towards
sta.ff member (where a student physically assaults a teacher or other staff
member); Damage to property of student (where a student has items of
clothing or property deliberately damaged, hidden or stolen resulting in a
distressed state); Damage tD property of sta.ff member or school (This
includes incidents of vandalism or graffiti, fire, theft, actions directed in
aggression individually or collectively against staff or the school). This
questionnaire was modelled on the Burke et al (1994) study of misbehaviour
in South Queensland Primary Schools. Factors on which Burke et al sought
responses which have not been included in this thesis include: Verbal
disruption (where a student talks non aggressively at inappropriate times interrupting the teacher or other students); Physical disruption, (where a
student exhibits non- verbal, non- aggressive interactions - distracting others,
passing notes, playing games); Verbal or physical resistance (where a
student refuses or fails to keep class or school rules, or carry out teacher
directions); Display of Inadequacy (where a student acts stupid, dumb,
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refuses to try, withdraws from the group, wants to b e left alone); NonVerbal and Disruptive noise (where a student bangs objects/ desks/ doors,
scrapes chairs, moves clumsily, whistles, farts); Three behaviours, Racial
Victimisation and Abuse, Offensive and Obscene Behaviour and
Unwelcome teasing were considered to be a part of verbal aggression to
peers. (Burke et al 1994:97 - 106) The other factors were not included in the
secondary survey because the survey purpose is to ascertain teacher views on
violent behaviours which are associated with susp ensible offences in the
Northern Territory. Most behaviours described above cannot easily be
construed as violent according to the definitions used in this paper and tend
not to result in suspension or exclusion from school unless they are repeated
to an extraordinary degree.
•

The thesis is limited to behaviours displayed at school by middle school
students. In Northern Territory schools this means year 8, 9, and 10 students.
This group includes adolescents, but discards older ad olescent students who
may be beyond compulsory school age and younger, primary adolescent aged
students who are in a different educational setting . Data analysed from
school A (Table 1.7) showed in a semester period that out of fifty one
offences only two were committed by students in years 11 and 12.

•

The thesis recognises the importance and validity as well as the contribution
to the body of knowledge provided by the opinions of students, parents, non
teaching school staff and other members of the community. However the
inclusion of data from all of these sources is beyond the scope of this thesis
and would need to be pursued in a further study.

•

The thesis recognises the dynamic and continually changing nature of the
student population especially due to the large transient population in the
Northern Territory. It also recognises that there are differences in the student
makeup from school to school and an evolution in student attitudes,
behaviours, cultural norms from generation to generation and with time. Thus
the thesis is limited to examining situations and views pertaining to 1996
only.

•

Student population density, due to class sizes, design of buildings and
availability of recreational spaces may have an effect on observed
behaviours. For the purposes of this thesis this factor will be assumed to be
equivalent between schools which are compared and will be assumed to have
the same weighting in the effect on teachers whose opinions are solicited. In
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fact the four schools involved in the thesis had very similar class sizes in the
middle school (maximum size of 30) and similar recreational spaces. The
design of the school buildings is widely different although all wer e air
conditioned and had similar allowances made for student work spaces,
access to toilet and drink facilities and other standards.
•

It is possible that the frequency and nature of incidents may be related to

environmental factors. In fact data indicates that for incidents such as
physical aggression between students there is a consistent decline during the
school year which is not mirrored in any d ecline of the same d egree in student
population during the course of the year. Environmental factors may include
seasonal changes. Anecdotal evidence suggests that in the Top End the 'build
up' to the wet season is a time of disproportionate trouble, alleviated almost
instantly by the arrival of rain. Conversely cool days at the height of the dry
seem to bring about very subdued behaviours. In schools in Central Australia
teachers report certain dry winds from the desert having an adverse effect on
student behaviour. Other environmental factors may include days of the
week on which particular offences occur. An analysis of offences at School A
(see Tables 1.6) shows that for the two terms concerned there were few
offences (six out of fifty one) occurring on Wednesd ays, but three times as
many (eighteen out of fifty one) occurring on Fridays. This suggests that some
offences may occur at particularly high frequencies on particular days, but a
wider analysis would be needed before drawing any confident conclusions on
this. Other environmental factors may include whether incidents occur at
recognised breaks, after certain classes or in particular sections of the school
detennined by architecture. All of these factors may influen ce student
behaviours and transgressions, but are beyond the scope of this thesis.
•

In examining data on school exclusions and suspensions collated by the
Northern Territory Department of Education, it is recognised that there may
be differences from school to school in perception of the seriousn ess of
offences relating to suspension and this forms a part of this thesis. However
what is not taken into account is the difference between individual teachers
who report incidents. Different teachers may choose not to report incidents
of a similar nature to the school authorities responsible for types of discipline
which are recorded, with the result that, although the incident may be
identical to others that are reported, this particular incident is dealt with by
the teacher concerned (or ignored) and not recorded. There is no way of
determining the extent to which this phenomenon may be influencing the
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thesis or may contaminate data. However, some extrapolation may be
possible from the second survey on teacher attitudes.
•

Changing pressures on students and teachers may account for some of the
behaviours of students and tolerance levels of teachers. For example some
school terms may comprise presentation of particularly difficult, easy or high
pressure courses. Examples include the Independent Research Report (part of
the Social Education curriculum which, in many schools, is presented in a
particular single term and occupies a disproportionate amount of student
time}, and the various folio requirements for moderation.

•

Primary school of origin may be a factor in situations where a feeder primary
school had a markedly different culture to the high school. It may be that
there is a disproportionate number of students originating from a particular
primary school who are involved in incidents of disruptive behaviour. This in
turn may reflect conditions in that primary schooL On the other hand there
are a number of students who do not originate from a particular primary
school. Instead they have enrolled from outside the 'feeder area'. These
students may have come from interstate or overseas or from other Northern
Territory schools. Behavioural disorders displayed by these students may be
due to a number of obvious factors - conditions in the feeder school,
dislocation in the case of moves from elsewhere, difficulty in adapting to a
new environment, difficulty in becoming a part of an already established peer
group. These factors are beyond the scope of this particular thesis.

•

Changes in the environment of students, particularly changes of teaching staff
may be a factor for some students in disruptive behaviour. Anecdotal
evidence shows that where students are subjected to numerous changes in
teacher in a particular subject during the course of a year, the collective and
individual behaviour of students deteriorates to the point where disruption is
the norm. First year teachers, emergency relief teachers and student teachers
seem often to have more to contend with than established teachers in a
school. (Table 1.8 shows that of twenty five incidents involving abusive or
violent behaviour towards teachers at School A in 1996, all but seven
involved teachers in their first year at the school). As this is a constant factor
in many Northern Territory schools it has not been considered in this thesis,
but it is recognised that it has an undefined effect. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that where there are many changes of staff students tend to rebel,
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telling new staff that they have broken previous teachers, or driven them out,
and intend to repeat the same.
•

The effects of the transition from primary to secondary school may include
sufficient change to be unsettling to some students. This would depend on
whether there are programs in place and the mitigating effects of such
programs on disruptive behaviours. The effects associated with transition are
not considered in this thesis and would more properly form the basis of a
separate study.

•

There may be a correlation between reporting of student disruptive behaviour
and teacher experience. For example disruptive incidents may be reported
more frequently by neophyte teachers than by experienced teachers. The
frequency of occurrence of disruptive behaviours may be quite independent
of the frequency of reporting of such behaviours. This thesis will attempt to
draw conclusions from data gathered on this parameter.

•

Contextual factors are an important parameter in making judgements about
intent and the relative severity of violent actions. In making judgements on
consequences of student action it is important to understand the context of
that action. This includes the individual's current circumstances and previous
history. Whether those responsible for sanctions such as exclusions consult
the student file, counsellor, nurse or other sources of student information
before making decisions on exclusion has not been included as an aspect of
this thesis. Rather it has been assumed that experienced school
administrators do these things, and in Survey 1, by presenting hypothetical
situations, the need to understand student background has been minimised.

While all of these limitations are not a focus of the thesis, they may emerge as
factors in the open ended responses of teachers, and thus may be sufficient to
warrant further study.
Although not within the scope of this thesis student views are an essential part
of developing any view of violent behaviour in schools and its consequences. In
an informal and unpublished Student Representative Council survey of two
hundred and twenty middle school students at one school in 1996, students were
asked, among other things, about their perceived sense of safety in the school.
Teasing, spreading rumours and bullying were seen in that order as being very
prevalent. Of less concern, although they were acknowledged to exist, were racial
and sexual harassment. Students indicated that they felt some areas of the
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school were unsafe, such as the toilets at breaks and areas where smokers were
known to congregate illicitly. In the survey one hundred and forty eight students
said that they wished the school was graffiti free while two hundred advocated
a litter free environment. In terms of consequences, there was a strong advocacy
for the use of retributive justice such as making good damage to the school and
community service, although detentions and suspensions were mentioned, and a
'good talking to' was also seen to be of value. O early students are concerned
about their own wellbeing and the attractiveness of their environment and see it
as unacceptable to transgress accepted forms of behaviour.
1.8 Overall Outcomes

Through an application of current literature and research in this area it is hoped
that this thesis can produce the basis for clear guidelines to b e developed on the
use of suspension for incidents of violent behaviour in junior secondary schools.
Furthermore it is hoped that recommendations for school d evelopment plans
involving staff development, student learning and community information can be
d eveloped which may address the conditions which nurture or p ermit violent
behaviour. In this way violent tendencies can be addressed in a way that will
minimise the need for recourse to forms of referral or exclu sion of normally
adjusted students and provide a rationale for the application of the laws on
suspension.

In this chapter the background for the thesis has been outlined as well as an
articulation of its aims. To do this the limitations of the thesis were discussed
and the areas not covered in the thesis were discarded .
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Violence in the Junior Secondary School
The purpose of this literature review is to define and clarify the parameters of
the thesis: ' teacher responses to violence in the junior secondary school'. It
therefore becomes necessary to examine the issue of violence in society, which
leads to a discussion of intent and therefore a consideration of aggression.
This area has received wide attention from behaviourists and sociologists.
While it is not intended to present an exhaustive review of the literature on
aggression, a concise view of the relevant factors, historical background,
psychological theories of causes of aggression and the sociological perspective
of aggression in our society will be discussed. This will necessitate an
examination of current feminist literature on gender constructions and violence
which raise the issue of gender and power. The focus group for the thesis is
junior secondary students (years 8 to 10) in Darwin schools. This adolescent
group is going through a unique stage in human development, although
characterised as being misunderstood by all the rest of us. A discussion of the
characteristics and problems of adolescence is presented.
The year 1996 started with two of the worst incidents of individual violence
this century, the Dunblane massacre in Scotland and the Port Arthur killings
in Tasmania. It is topical therefore to consider the extent of violence in our
society and particularly in our schools. There is a perception among teachers
that they are having to deal with increases in violence both in quality and
degree. McGrath (1996) initiated a study of the extent of violence in schools
following a number of very violent incidents such as interschool fights and
besieging of teachers by drug crazed youth. He describes other incidents such
as invasion of a school by ethnic gangs, assaults and attempted assaults on
school principals and teachers by ex-students, even to the extent of u sing a
motor vehicle with the intention of causing injury, and the milling of several
hundred students from two schools, a crowd dispersed only by the arrival of
police cars and helicopters. Despite the sensationalist views promoted in the
media (for example the editorial in the Northern Territory News Thursday 6
February 1997 'Violence at School') incidents of such a violent degree are rare
to the point of non existence in Darwin government schools. McGrath's
research was undertaken in the depressed socio economic northern wedge of
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greater Melbourne. He defined violence as being where 'any member of the
school community (student staff parent or visitor) is assaulted, intimidated or
abused'.
McGrath developed a questionnaire to estimate the relative and absolute
significance of violence for principals and their schools. He measured the
frequency and significance for principals of nineteen forms of school violence.
Aspects analysed included why these forms of violence were significant,
whether there was a pattern, and both proactive and reactive programs to
address violence. He found verbal abuse of teachers to be the most frequent
and among the most significant with other frequent forms involving physical
aggression and assault between students and problems associated with
trespassers. Six of the ten most significant forms of violence were found to
involve outsiders or parents. The others included sexual harassment and
possession of weapons. None of McGrath's forms of violence included
damage to property.
The problem of outsiders raised by McGrath remains an issue, particularly in
Victorian schools where trespass laws do not exist as they do in Northern
Territory schools, which also enjoy the support of school based community
police. The use of measures to combat incursions of outsiders such as hiring of
security guards as was done in one NSW high school (Northern Territory News
Tuesday 18 March 1997, 'School Guard Concerns Top Cop') produces alarm
and political reactions.
The House of Representatives Standing Committee on violence, in the 'Sticks
and stones' report (Crawford, 1994) stated that violence is not a regular
feature of school life. The committee asserts that violence finds its roots in
society. They found that
Research into bullying in Australian schools shows that where
schools have adopted policies involving staff, parents and pupils ...
lower instances of bullying occur (Crawford, 1994:vi).
Definitions of violence abound. Violence, according to the United States
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence is 'Overtly
threatened or overtly accomplished application of force which results in the
injury or destruction of persons or property'. Legal definitions revolve around
dangerousness, in which there is a high probability of substantial injury. For
the purposes of this thesis the definition of violence provided to the House of
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Representatives Standing Committee by the Australian Education Union
(AEU) will be used:
Violence in schools is present in any situation where a member of the
school community (teacher, student, other education worker, parent
or visitor) is intimidated, abused, threatened, or assaulted, or their
property deliberately damaged by another member of that
community or the public in circumstances arising out of the activities
of the school. (Crawford, 1994:1)
The AEU, in providing this definition, made it clear that it did not see
violence confined to the physical aspects portrayed so often by the media, by
which most community views are shaped.
The 26th Annual Phi Delta Kappa I Gallup poll (Elam, Rose and Gallup,
1994) surveyed public opinions on what were perceived as the biggest
problems the nation's public schools had to contend with in the USA. The

results obtained are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Public perceptions of problems in US public schools
Category
Figbtingviolenc:e/gangs

18

Lack of discipline
Lade of financial support
Drug abuse
Standards/quality of education
Lade of fAmily structure
Cri.melvandalism
Poor atti~truancy
Parents' lack of support/interest
Difficulty in getting good teachers
Poor curriculum/standards
~ discrimination
Miscellaneous
Don ' t know

18
13

11

8
5
4
3

3
3
3
1
9
11

from Elam et al 1994

It is interesting to note that the first two of the categories revealed by the

survey are reflected in problems experienced by teachers in dealing with
students in the classroom and in the playground, and to find the level of
influence of violence-related factors. Of further interest is the very low
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perception as problems of quality of teaching and the curriculum, and of
racial discrimination (although this was eliminated as a school related issue in
the USA by the 1970s through desegregation, it has resurfaced through the 0.
J. Simpson trials {1994 and 1997} and the Million Man March {1995}). It is
also interesting that 11 percent of schools didn't know what their problems
were.
Trimboli and Bonney (1994:iii) have found very few Australian studies on the
problem of school violence, but a plethora of overseas studies, particularly
from the United States of America. Trimboli and Bonney detail results of a
study of police reports of assaults in all schools in New South Wales between
1990 and 1992 (inclusive). During that period there were a total of 877
incidents of aggravated or non aggravated assaults reported in NSW schools.
The number of reported incidents is comparatively small in relation to the
total school population in NSW. In contrast the per capita aggravated assault
rate in the community during the same period was 16 times higher than that
reported in schools, and the rate for non aggravated assaults in the
community during that period was twenty times higher than that reported in
schools.
The data collected by police from school reports showed 75 percent of
victims and 70 percent of offenders to be students (with the remainder
including school staff, outsiders, intruders, parents and visitors to the school).
The highest rate was found to be in government secondary schools and the
lowest in non government primary schools. The majority of incidents resulted
in no physical injury or in minor injuries such as abrasions or bruising. Most
occurred during the school lunch hour (Trimboli and Bonney 1994:17) and in
the playground (Trimboli and Bonney 1994:18) with over 95 percent taking
place during the school day. Most involved persons in the 14 to 15 year age
group. There was reported use of weapons in 12.3 percent of cases.
Reports of assault increased over the period of the study, but this may have
been as a result of more assaults being reported rather than more taking place,
or perhaps both. It is estimated, for example, that in 1993 almost 68 percent
of assault victims did not report the incident to police (Trimboli and Bonney
199428) and several writers have noted that school principals do not always
notify police of assaults which come to their attention on school premises.
Trimboli and Bonney (1994), in comparing government and non government
schools, point out that the rate of recorded incidents was 41.8 per 100,000
students in the former and 6.5 per 100,000 students in the latter. Data from
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Northern Territory secondary schools between 1991 and 1995 (NTDE, 1996)
showed a rate equivalent to 12,500 incidents per 100,000 students resulting
in suspension. Despite a comparison of NSW police data with Northern
Territory suspension data it would seem by extrapolation that a huge number
of incidents go unreported to the police, and this is therefore an unreliable
indicator of the total incidence of violence in schools.
2.2 Violence in Society
Early humanity is historically characterised by violence, some of it
meaningless. Medieval chivalry was a code brought in to curb violence to some
extent. Violence was used as a means for settling disputes. Owens and
Ashcroft (1985) warn against characterising violence, or the extent of violence,
or perceived increases in soctetal violence, as a modem p henomenon. (They
point to the prevalence of sword fighting in France in the seventeenth century
with vast numbers of attendant injuries and fatalities). Historically violence
has also occurred as a response to violence. Owens and Ashcroft (1985) point
out that there is also legal and illegal violence. Corporal punishment, while a
sanctioned form of institutional violence in schools has been illegal in most of
Europe for some time, (in Poland corporal punishment has been illegal for
over 200 years).
In complex societies the degree of aggressiveness among members is not
uniform. Certain groups (eg street gangs) may be characterised by extremes of
violence. Some subcultures may develop which are breeding grounds for
violence, and there are factors assoctated with these subcultures such as
overcrowding and poor housing. Soctological and anthropological studies
show that purely biological explanations for violence are inadequate. Violence
and power have been found to be closely related. Davis, Leijenaar and
Oldersma (1991) describe power as a structural feature of society. They
propose that power has been exerctsed if A can make B do something which B
would not be likely to do when left to his/ her own devices.

In many school districts in the USA concerns about violence in schools
outweigh concerns about the academic aspects of schools. The problem
transcends international borders. In examining reasons for suspension of
students in schools, violence was the source of a large number of suspensions
both in the Northern Territory Secondary Schools data, and in the overseas
studies of suspension from schools.
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But what are the causes of youth violence? A survey from the National Law
Journal (US) is quoted in The Practising Administrator (17.3) which categorises
the opinions of 250 US judges who hear juvenile cases, on the root causes of
violence by the nation's youth. These opinions are as summarised in Table 22
below.
Table 2.2 Causes of Youth Violence in the USA (National Law Journal)

Causes

Percen1

Single parent/family breakdown

26

Dru~

21

Unemployment

17

Poor housing

15

Poor education

7

All of the above

5

Not sure

5

Olbcr

4

The number of judges who thought social factors and indicators were the root
cause far exceeds the number seeing education or lack of it having an
influence. It may be argued that unemployment is a result of poor education.
Nevertheless the other factors quoted are seen as strong influences on
disturbed youth. These are seen by juvenile court judges as causes of violence.
It would be interesting to speculate on whether similar indicators are

prominent causes of classroom disturbance and disruption in schools.
Violence has also been the subject of a recent Project of National Significance
in Australia- the ' Forum on Violence in Schools' (DEETYA, 1997). These were
held in all states (except NSW which was addressing the issue in other ways)
in 1996 and this report collected responses. The forums were held as a

response to the 'Sticks and stones' report. Several common factors arose in all
states from the forums. These included recommendations for a whole school
approach with a comprehensive plan, an overall vision, a guiding strategy,
support systems and involvement of the whole school community. Gender
was considered to be integral to issues of violence. An examination of social
construction of gender and the relationship between femininity, masculinity
and power were seen as necessary in reducing violence in schools. There was a
recognition of cultural diversity and the need for greater understanding of and
awareness of different cultural groups within the school. And finally there
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was a consideration of societal factors and the need to examine the culture of
violence within the community.
Thus violence seems a key issue in any discussion of adolescent disruptive
behaviour in schools.
2.3 Theories of Violence and Aggression
Appendix 4 of the 'Sticks and stones' report (Crawford et al 1994)
categorises a multiplicity of theories on violent behaviour under three main
headings: intra-individual theories which see violence as arising from within
the individual, for example through personality, inherited factors, alcohol or
drug use; social psychological theories which see violence as arising from the
effects of social interaction; and socio-cultural theories which include the view
that violence may serve a certain function in society, that conflicts are
inevitable and that violence is used by people who lack the power and
resources to influence others. An understanding of these theories may be
helpful in understanding the causes of violent behaviour.
Schostak (1986) describes 'violent imagination' as a dimension of personality
which, he says, begins in experiences of violation of self and grows through
our culture. He argues that schools contribute to the development of a violent
imagination in adolescents which guides judgments and actions. The child's
images and experiences may include both physical and psychological forms of
assault, some of which are considered normal and others abnormal or even
criminal. All contribute to a sense of violation. According to Schostak
(1986:5) ' the structures of violence are deep within society' and we are
surrounded by images of force.
Schostak (1986:58) sees the classroom existing as the major experience of the
violation of individuality in a young person's life, and a source of frustration
to those teachers who would wish to be able to respond to individual needs
and interests. Schostak argues that to adapt to the role of pupil a child must
suppress its individuality, spontaneity and autonomy.
The ability to control and regulate incidents of violence could have an
important contribution to the improvement of the quality of life. Aggressive
acts in children and youths need to be understood for a number of reasons:
they appear to be increasing in frequency; aggressive dispositions formed
early in life may shape adult behaviour; and the quality of childhood and
formation of personality are shaped by expression and inhibition of
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aggression. A number of theories on the causes of aggression abound. These
include biological, psychological and sociological theories.
2.3.1 Biological Theories
There appear to be eight biological classes of aggression which may overlap.
These are: predatory, intermale, fear induced, irritable, territorial, maternal,
instrumental and sex related. The development of aggression in a variety of
species has enhanced and not retarded their survival and it occurs across a
very wide range of species. In other species it has advantages such as ensuring
survival of the most aggressive, spacing out the population to maximise use of
resources, aids selection of those most capable of defending the offspring, can
become altruism and be the basis for ritualised behaviour and the forming of
bonds. However it can also be argued that aggression is an unfortunate
biological legacy of an evolutionary history in which it was advantageous for
survival and now, they argue, it may threaten survival and must be
eliminated.
Aggression in biological systems works least when resources are abundant or
when there are adequate alternatives to its use. Aggression in humans has
been classified as coercion, punishment and revenge, specific goal attainment,
self defence and attention seeking. In humans aggression has been viewed as
being instrumental (used as a method of pursuing some goal) or affective
(with the primary purpose being to cause injury) (Kaplan, Konecni, and
Novaco 1984:267). With the possible exception of maternal aggression the
other forms can probably be related to many incidents of violence among
school students.
There has been considerable debate about instinct versus learned behaviour
and the transferability across species. Ethologists such as Tinbergen have
warned against making extrapolations from experiments with rats or other
observations on animal behaviour. Postulates of hormonal causes attribute the
influence of androgens or male sex hormones, although the assertion of
domination and aggression may lead to the rise in hormone level and not the
other way around. Owens and Ashcroft (1985:32) found no convincing data
to support the role of hormones. They discuss genetic causes - that some
abnormal chromosome patterns may affect behaviour, or that some inherited
personality types may be associated with aggressiveness. However they have
found only a weak association with genetic factors. They describe the
investigation of possible neurological factors. Experimental work on Electrical
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Brain Stimulation (EBS) and removal of brain structures has shown a link
between increase or reduction of aggression and the brain. However this is
highly complex and fraught with difficulty in drawing conclusions. For
example EBS manipulation fails to overcome normal social inhibitions. The
removal of brain sections may reduce or increase aggression or may affect
physical functioning in a way which produces alienation, and thus feelings of
aggression are secondary. Sham rage and true rage are produced by
stimulating dilierent areas of the hypothalamus. Other brain disorders have
been suggested as causes of violence, some of these are environmental (eg
alcoholic poisoning) and others inherited.
2.3.2 Traditional Psychological Perspectives
According to Sigmund Freud (Nye, 1981) the two most important human
drives are the sexual and aggressive drives. These reside in the id, and so are
not subject to conscious control. Aggression cannot be bottled up, and must
be released through displacement. Freud believed that a tendency towards
violence and destructiveness is the natural human condition. Aggressiveness is
an innate pleasure seeking behaviour. The superego consists of a conscience
which can punish the ego with guilt. It can also reward by heightening sell
esteem. Psychopathic personalities have little superego development. Normal
psychosexual development proceeds through stages, the oral, anal, phallic,
latent and genital stages. During socialisation there is gratification and
frustration in varying degrees, of these stages. To pass through these stages
requires an optimum amount of gratification (not too much or too little).
Fixations may lead to inhibitions. A primary association is therefore guilt. It is
erected by the superego in place of external authority. Dangerous states in
society are reached when there is no release of aggression and destructive
energies are in a high state of tension.
Caprara (1984:88) discusses the Freudian constructs of aggression. Freud
firstly related aggression to libido and to frustration of the sex drive. Secondly
he related it to the ego (sell preservation and the control of reality) a primary
impulse, and finally he related it to the extroversion of the death drive. In
Freudian psychology it is debatable whether the origin of hostile tendencies
refers back to innate characteristics of the species or rather to experiences
which have conditioned development of individual conduct. Aggression
originates in the repression of guilt and moral anguish and is repressed to
safeguard relationships with loved ones. According to

Eysen~

individuals
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learn a conscience through which aggression is controlled (Owens and
Ashcroft, 1985).
In contrast to Freud's explanations for aggression, and other forms of
behaviour coming from within the individual, B. F. Skinner (Nye, 1981)
advocated Radical Behaviourism. This contradicted Freud by asserting that
explanations of behaviour are not reached by speculating on the workings of
the inner mind, but only by observing behaviour. Skinner emphasised the
importance of discovering functional relations (or cause and effect
connections) between environmental conditions and human behaviours.
Skinner's contribution was to point out that social and physical conditions of
our environment are critically important in determining our behaviours. He
distinguished respondent behaviour, which is elicited, from operant
behaviour, which operates in the environment to produce consequences. He
believed that if behaviour is reinforced it is strengthened and the probability
of its occurring increases. Self control is not a result of will power or other
unexplained inner strengths, but results from manipulation of external stimuli.
A person exhibiting aggressive behaviour must have a history of such
behaviour being reinforced (both positively and negatively, both in providing
positive reinforcement and removing negative reinforcement). Skinner's views
give us some hope for changing behaviour by changing the environment rather
than attributing things to innate factors such as naturally lazy or aggressive

students.
Skinner and Freud were determinists. They believed that explanations exist
for everything we do, and thus behaviour is lawful and not accidental. A
different behavioural paradigm, Humanistic Phenomenology, ascribed to Carl
Rogers (Nye, 1981), concerns the growth and fulfilment of human potential. It
holds that human nature is positive, we are essentially not evil: if we are not
forced into socially constructed moulds then we will live in ways which
enhance both ourselves and society. Phenomenology stresses the importance
of the individual's immediate conscious experience in determining reality.
Rogers says a person must be open and responsive to internal feelings as well
as to the external environment. Rogers calls this the actualising tendency,
which he maintains is the single, basic human motive. Rogers emphasises that
humans are growth oriented and forward moving. Rogers is optimistic and his
growth motivated person is quite different from Freud's tension reducing
person or Skinner's environmentally controlled person. For Rogers
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maladjustment can be traced to the stunting or sidetracking of the individual's
actualisation process.
On destructive aggression, Freud believed this was a tendency inherent in

human nature as an outgrowth of the death drive. There are aggressive human
impulses which can never be eliminated totally, thus wars are inevitable.
Skinner sees aggressive behaviours as being mainly a result of past experience
being reinforced -if, by being aggressive, you got what you want, you will
continue to be aggressive. lf things were changed so that destructive aggressive
behaviour was never rewarded it would be greatly reduced. Rogers says that
harmful aggressive behaviours are exhibited by persons who are not fully
functioning. People who are more in touch with their inner experiences and
who have clearer perspectives about the world around them are less likely to
be destructively aggressive. If they do indulge in aggression it is likely to be
realistically appropriate.
These three views constitute the major paradigms of contemporary
psychological thought. Their interpretation of aggressive tendencies and
violence provide a different perspective to biological and social theories.
2.3.3 Measures of Aggression

Both psychological and biological explanations of aggression give rise to
attempts to measure aggressive tendency. Kaplan and his colleagues state
(1984:44) that discussions of the measurement of human aggression are
complicated by the number of definitions of aggression and the many diverse
techniques for its measurement. The question of intent is at the centre of much
debate over what constitutes aggression. Because of this ambiguity it would
seem that a study of violence is far more objective than a study of aggression,
and a study of responses to violence eliminates many of the problems
associated with defining aggression. However, aggression is an undeniable
part of violence. Kaplan distinguishes 'instrumental aggression' (in which
anger and hostility are at a minimum and which is exhibited in pursuit of
some non aggressive goal) and 'hostile aggression', which is motivated by
anger or rage, and in which the reinforcement is the perception of injury to the
object of the anger. Most aggressive acts contain an element of both the types
of aggression, but the distinction is seen as useful. In situations of violence in
schools which lead to suspensions the perception is of hostile aggression.
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There have been links made from experimental studies between frustration
and aggression (Owens and Ashcroft, 1985). An aggressive response occurs
when an individual is frustrated in attempting to achieve some goal. This is
seen as just one example of reactive aggression. Aggression may also be seen
as a learned behaviour, in that it is reinforced in organisms which find it
useful in obtaining their goals.
Kaplan (1984) discusses measures of violence. These are often conducted
through national measurements of the crime rate. H e points out that since
records have been published in the USA (since 1933) there has been an annual
increase in the crime rate. However he argues that this is probably due to the
increase in the frequency of reporting of crime. This can sometimes be
correlated to the increased attention to law enforcement. He concludes that
measurements of aggression are most accurately carried out through
laboratory tests such as the Bobo doll measure (Kaplan 1984:50) and
aggression machines (Kaplan 1984:49).
Olweus (1984:104) describes a two dimensional model of sodo-emotional
behaviour. One axis represents stability or adjustment while the other
represents activity (extroversion) and passivity (introversion) The four
quadrants thus defined contain the stable introvert and stable extrovert and
the unstable introvert (which Olweus asserts represents withdrawn behaviour
and personality problems) and the unstable extrovert (for whom Olweus
predicts conduct problems). Aggression is a motivational trait. In motivation
theory of aggression, aggression is seen as part of the wider field of
motivation. Komadt (1984:74) describes Atkinson's (1964) formula for
determining motivation for a particular aggressive act. In this mathematical
representation motivation for a specific aggressive act is a function of: the
enduring aggressive motive; the expectancy of success; and the incentive for
the specific aggression goal. From these are subtracted the enduring motive to
avoid aggression; the expectancy of punishment (externally or by guilt); and
the negative incentive of the punishment. Traditional forms of addressing
violence in schools all involve raising the three latter factors to give a negative
motivation for aggression. If we could also reduce the former factors by
reducing the aggressive motive, the expectancy of success and the incentive for
the aggression goal, this would lead to lower levels of aggression and hence
fewer instances of violence.
Leyens, Herman and Dunand (1984) discuss the effect of violence in the
media. They cite Bandura (who began by examining the effects of imitated
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violence) and Berkowitz (who was revising the old frustration- aggression
hypothesis), who insisted that there were stimuli present in cases of violence,
and violent films provided such stimuli. Early studies were inconclusive with
some showing violent films produced a decrease, some left it unchanged and
some produced an increase in the level of violent behaviour of the audience. It
seemed to depend on the level of aggression of the viewer. There is a view that
the real life aggression of some children leads them to watch aggressive films
or television programs, rather than the media having an effect on the
behaviour of the individual. It is necessary also to consider the social context
of viewing, that people view movies normally as a soda! affair, in company
with others, with whom they have discussed the movie before and after. So it
is not only the stimulus but also the context of behaviour which needs to be

examined. Most sodeties do not teach aggression, they teach how to control

it.
Cultural factors seem to be more important than biological or psychological
factors in understanding human aggression. Studies of simple societies show
that cultural factors can be a major determinant of aggression and violence.
They also show that violence and aggression are not inevitable aspects of
'human nature'. So we come to the soda! I anthropological perspective, and a
discussion of gender and violence.

2.4 Gender and Violence
The introduction of gender as a theoretical construct enables the transfer of
relations between the sexes from biology to sodety. Power relations and
gender asymmetries may be seen to be socially produced and reproduced and
thus subject to transformation. Gender is central for understanding sexual
dichotomies, behaviour differences between the sexes, sexual identity, sexual
divisions in social activities and the symbolic representations of masculinity
and femininity (Davis, Leijenaar and Oldersma 1991:5).
The parliamentary committee on violence in schools found sex based
harassment of girls by boys to be a major source of violence, both in the
classroom and in the playground (Crawford et al 1994:7), as were inddents
arising from radst attitudes. It was suggested to the committee that girls
purposely underachieved, particularly in a co-educational setting to avoid
drawing attention to themselves. Crawford et al (1994) conclude that violence
does not result from a single cause, but is influenced by a number of factors
including the family, cultural factors (especially sodal and economic), media
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influences and the school environment. Despite this panoramic perspective on
causes of violence a significant body of the current literature focuses on gender
constructions as a social basis for violent behaviour. For this reason a review
of gender and violence has become a particular focus.
The Australian Education Council (1992:6-7) reports boys b elittling girls,
ignoring female students and teachers, aggression, teasing, name calling, and a
range of sexual advances from groping to rape. Girls also report unpleasant
experiences of sexual based 'put downs' from teachers. This also happens in
single sex schools with particular power groups. Such sex based harassment
on the part of boys limits girls' participation, limits their access, causes them
to be submissive and undermines their feelings of safety.
There is a complex interconnection between gender, violence and power.
Under the 1992 sex discrimination act (quoted in 'No Fear' 1995:7) sexual
harassment is unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature which makes a p erson
feel offended, humiliated or intimidated. The reaction of the person subject to
the behaviour must be reasonable in the circumstances. The intention of the
perpetrator is irrelevant to whether the behaviour was unwelcome. Sex based
harassment according to the National Action Plan for Girls 1993-97 (1993:11)
'is based on the presumption of power relations which discriminate against

girls and women'. Sexual harassment often goes unnoticed because adults see
it as part of the social norm or unreported because girls feel that it is making
an issue out of something trivial or that they will be considered square.

2.4.1 Constructions of Gender
Our understandings of masculine and feminine behaviours and characteristics

are learned. The resulting behaviours are not biologically determined or fixed
in time but develop, change, are challenged and resisted individually and
collectively. Understandings about what it means to be male or female are
culturally informed and are learned over time and in different contexts. The
'Stages' project material (Allard, Cooper, Hildebrand and Wealands, 1995) is
designed to be used by teachers looking for gender inclusive teaching materials
and how they intersect with current theories about gender. It arises from the
belief that educational contexts can begin to challenge the ways in which these
understandings of gender are seen as mutually exclusive. Allard, et al (1995)
state that gender is a construction. Individually and collectively we take up a
range of masculinities and femininities which are affected by other cultural
factors such as age, ethnicity, class and race. In Australian society the
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masculine is in many ways constructed to have cultural privileges over the
feminine, and to be more powerful.
Allard, et al (1995) define 'sex' as comprising biological and reproductive
characteristics, in contrast to 'gender' which represents understandings about
appropriate feminine or masculine behaviours and characteristics that are
learned. They propose that the challenge is to move beyond the binary
opposition (in which masculine and feminine behaviours are seen as
opposites) to see behaviours as a range of negotiated responses to different
contexts.

2.4.2 Links Between Gender and Violence
The links between gender and violence may be explained in a number of ways
('No Fear', 1995). The first of these is by individual pathology, that a few men
have psychological or biological conditions which predispose them to violent
behaviour, (and some women have personality characteristics which
predispose them to being victims). Individual pathology assumes that violent
behaviour is somehow abnormal or deviant. This is at variance with research
which shows the overwhelming number of men who are violent to women do
not have psychological problems. These types of explanations rely on shifting
responsibility from the perpetrator to the victim. They also are the source of
responses such as exclusions and student services referrals.
The second way of linking gender and violence is through socialisation, the
learning of gender specific behaviours, sets of values and beliefs. The problem
with socialisation theory is that it ignores individual's roles as agents in
selecting which constructs they will adopt. It also ignores the whole area of
power in gender relations.
A third approach is in terms of 'Natural and Essential Differences'. These are
not only biological differences but differences in behaviours, abilities and
desires. These types of explanations allow violence to be excused as 'boys
will be boys'.
The final explanation is based on the social construction of gender. The links
between gender and violence are explained by the notion that gender is
socially constructed. Men and women can take up a range of masculinities
and femininities which are sometimes contradictory. Gender identities are
influenced by a range of factors such as class, culture, religion, age, body
shape, sexual preference. One key difference between this and other
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explanations is that men and women are actively involved in constructing
their own gendered identities. Social construction of gender also depends on
situations and on relations of power.
Sex role socialisation theory (Connell, 1987) is another way of explaining how
girls and boys learn to be masculine or feminine. This can disadvantage girls
through the education system. There are stereotyped, customary expectations,
both held by men and internalised by women, which are promoted through
families, mass media, schools and other ' agencies of socialisation' (Allard, et
al 1995:23). Inequalities can be eliminated by breaking down the stereotypes.
Because girls are socialised differently from boys (different toys, behavioural
expectations- what's ladylike, dress) they become passive, submissive, quiet,
co-operative, and reticent about their own abilities and skills.
The problem with the use of sex role theory is that it ties sex differences too
closely to roles so that they 'highlight the pressures that create an artificially
rigid distinction between men and women and plays down the economic,
domestic and political power that men exercise over women' (Connell,
1987:50). The ways in which we construct gendered understandings vary
across different cultures and classes and are informed by our ethnic
backgrounds, religious beliefs, race and range of experiences.
Gender as a construction is premised on the idea that we can negotiate out
own understandings concerning femininity and masculinity. These beliefs are
not concrete but develop as a function of age, experience, socioeconomic class
and other cultural determinants. People are active agents in determining
meanings. They construct concepts of gender from society and the media and
do not simply absorb what they are told. This construction is based on their
own outlook and experience and so they will choose selectively what
reinforces or denies their concepts, which in tum remain fluid. People may
exhibit different forms of behaviour which vary in degree of masculinity and
femininity depending on the context. Sex role theory would see this as a result
of 'incorrect conditioning' into sex roles.
Allard et al (1995) point to the role of language in constructing our
understandings of gender. Language reinforces the idea that femininity and
masculinity are oppositional. For example if men are active, then women
(being the opposites of men), must be passive. Language creates and
emphasises oppositional dichotomies related to gender leading to exaggerated
conceptions of femininity and masculinity which can then become a regulating
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and legitimising mechanism for power differentials between men and women,
and so endorses and reinforces the subjugation of women. Patterns of talk are
also observed to differ between women and men. Allard, et al (1995) observe
that men use talk to exhibit knowledge and skill and to hold centre stage
while women use it to develop rapport. Women are more likely to use more
expressive language, to be more polite than men, and are better listeners. Men
interrupt more than women and this c.an be seen as a kind of conversational
bullying. Some teachers in the 'Stages' project observed that there was much
more tolerance of the use of bad language from boys than from girls and that
sexual standards are different for boys and girls. It was also noted that in
some schools sex based harassment is used by boys to harass, intimidate
silence or humiliate girls.
It is often observed, that in the absence of training to the contrary, teachers

send gendered signals to students about the ways they expect them to behave.
This can produce feelings among some students that they are not included.
Gendered assumptions are worth examining and deconstructing so that the
impact they have on students can be understood.
In the 'No Fear' materials (1995) it is stated that gender based violence occurs

in both public and private and can range from physical and sexual abuse to
indignities, intimidation, harassment, verbal abuse and bullying. It is
pervasive but often ignored. Violence includes a range from overt acts which
are readily identi.fied and obviously unacceptable to others which are not
often thought of as violence such as hurtful or belittling comments as well as
less obvious forms such as exclusion. These all have the potential to cause
suffering and fear. Thus context is an important consideration in typing
something as violent.
Dominant constructions of masculinity are characterised by attributes such as
strength, aggression assertiveness and competition. It is no coincidence that
the vast majority of violent crimes recorded in Australia are committed by
males. Aggressive and intimidatory behaviour also has the effect of exerting
power over others.
2.4.3 Development of Masculine Constructs
A male perspective on youth culture, attitudes and violence is presented in
Walker's (1988) study of male youth cultures, 'Louts and Legends'. Walker
describes social patterns over a five year period amongst four groups of boys
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from year 10 onwards. Walker (1988) stresses the vital, powerful and short
lived cultural realities of life in a formal educational institution. This is
determined in part by factors outside the school, such as family circumstances
and ethnic affiliations. The maturation process among boys seemed to involve
a revision and reconstruction of meanings of mascul.in.ity.
Walker finds male youth attitudes encapsulated in the statement: 'you may be
born male, but you become a man' Walker (1988:88) The process is cultural,
cutting across class ethnic and age divisions. Walker described 'being a man'
as being a grown up person who needs a set of responses to others, male or
female, as gendered persons, 'women' or 'men'. In examining relations between
a perceived h omosexual group and others Walker concludes 'we are
confronted with the development of a sex/ gender system in which the
oppression of certain types of males is linked with the oppression of females.'
(1988:88). In the lives of boys at an all boys school he concluded that a
sex/ gender system was evolving through the construction and maintenance of
a power structure. A vital pivot is the relation between gender and age, as a
young person starts to act in ways he perceives older persons expect of him.
Thus there is an ascendancy of one form of masculinity. One form of
behaviour observed was the inference of homosexuality which was commonly
drawn from unorthodox masculine behaviour. Explanations from other males
seemed to be in terms of deprivation of a strong male family influence (father
had died). Support from female teachers to boys was no solution to these
cultural problems.
The targets of h omosexual bullying became more confident as they realised
that by using a theatrical approach they could defuse it. By winning a
competition in which they camped up 'Star Trek', they became legends, and
won the approbation of the other group.
Walker contends that power structures are based on choices, both by the
dominant and by the dominated, and he maintains that cultural articulation,
social power and humane social relations are all effects of choices (Walker
1988:96). But choices occur among options, and the options are always given,
so to ignore the options is to miss the structure of social power. This means
some peoples' choices are privileged at the expense of others. Any analysis
which fails to note this is treating the problems of the victims in a manner of
examining their choices only. Some boys, in failing to deal with their own
sexuality, may be dealing with their problems through identification with a
reference group. To study individuals as cultural beings mean that we look at

how they acquire, develop and change their dispositions and practices in
shared group contexts. Since individuals have to live with the consequences of
their choices it is important to develop soctal nous (Walker 1988:98) Some
adolescents are more m.arginalised than others because they are culturally and
politically oppressed by others. Their problem is to contest the boundary
definitions placed upon them by those of the dominant cultural group.
Unorthodox behaviour, male or female, or the likelihood of it, could be
grounds for a pre-emptive physical strike. This wards off threats to gender
identity. Walker found that the study group were not revolted by female
homosexuality. Female homosexuality was simply perceived voyeuristically
and presented no alternative model of male sexuality by which they may have
felt threatened.
Walker found (1988:102) that the fundamental power relation was not
between dominant males and those who transgressed the conventional
boundaries of gender, but between males and females. The highly anxious
among the males advocated violence as a way of maintaining masculine
ascendancy.
2.4.4 Suppression of Girls
Oark (1993) has found a great divide between the written material on gender
equity and the things that teachers perceive and experience: isolation and
harassment of those teachers who carry out departmental policy, and what
she perceives as the level of violence and hatred between girls and boys. To
illustrate that teachers expectations of girls are generally lower than of boys
she cites an experiment conducted in South Australia, in which teachers
always applied the rider 'could do better' to girls' work, no matter whose or
how good it was. The surprise was that the quality of work from all girls
continually improved.
Oark points out that there can be a confusion between treating boys and girls
in the same way, and recognising that there are gender differences. The

feminists seem to assert that the upbringing of boys with ' war toys', and with
aggressive behaviour being encouraged, contributes towards violent behaviour
in males later in life.

Oarkhighlights the labelling of girls as 'slags', ' drags' and other such
derogatory names, which really have no masculine equivalent and can result
from a wide variety of behaviours: dressing too sexually, going out with

someone, not going out with someone, having trousers too tight, Laking
contraception, frequenting certain places, talking too loucl All of this controls
the behaviour of girls and can serve to separate them from one another. When
a girl gets a label her response is to protest that she hasn' t done whatever got
her the label, not to question the legitimacy of the label, and if she protests too
hard, the label simply changes to one which is equally degrading.
The main paradigm here is of naturalism and individualism. Oark cites
Katherine McKinnon (1987) who stated 'Gender is an inequality of power, a
social status based on who is permitted to do what to whom. Inequality
comes first. Differences come after. Difference is the velvet glove on the iron
fist of domination. The ideology of difference is central in the enforcement of
domination.'

24.5 Gender and the Development of Aggression
Social psychology looks at how variations in the environment can lead to
differences in observed behaviour. At one time sex differences in
investigations of aggression, altruism, cooperation and competition were seen
as a nuisance variable, and often investigations were confined to one gender
to avoid the discovery that men and women acted differently (Deaux, 1976).
Deaux states that differences in aggression between males and females
appear early, before the effects of socialisation have much impact. It must be
remembered that inheritance is only an expression of potential. The manifest
aggression of an individual must be learned. She cites studies on parent child
interactions which have shown no difference in tolerance for aggressive or
dependent behaviours. Young boys receive more physical stimulation and
young girls more vocal stimulation. Parents use more physical punishment of
boys but at the same time are more likely to praise boys when they do
something well. Socialisation pressures are greater for boys. For example a girl
who is a ' tomboy' is discouraged less than a boy who is a
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From a cross cultural perspective, if there was very little variation in
aggression then it could be said to be biological but the fact that there is found
to be a great deal of variation suggests that it is social. In his celebrated ' Bobo
doll' experiment Albert Bandura (1965 quoted in Deaux 1976:83) showed
that children who watched an adult thumping the stuffing out of a Bobo doll,
and who were given the opportunity to play with the same d oll, produced a
gender difference, with boys displaying more aggression. However, when
children were offered rewards to reproduce what the adult model had done
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the girls were able to be just as aggressive. This showed that girls had the
capacity to learn aggressive behaviour.
In electric shock experiments conducted by Arnold Buss (Deaux 1976:84)
shocks of greater intensity and frequency were delivered by males than
females. Experiments on honking at traffic lights and butting in to cinema
queues are inconclusive in showing men more aggressive than women. Deaux
quotes studies showing that men took the role of victim far more often than
women. Perhaps there are norms in society that women should be protected
more carefully.
2.4.6 Gender and the Role of Schools
What role do schools play in the construction of, or resistance to, violent
masculinities? This must be seen in the light of the imperatives of particular
forms of society. It is postulated that violence against women is more likely
when patriarchal structures are threatened or in decline, and that masculinity
cannot be considered in isolation, it must be seen as being in concert with
female identities and subject to change with time. As men lose power in one
area they search for new ways of expressing it in order to reclaim their sense
of manhood. Violence is one such expression. Schools are social sites where
young males find themselves absorbing some of these tensions. Fitzclarence
(1995:29) warns against adopting a mono causal perspective, and attributing

all violence to gender factors. Connell (1987) also warns against this form of
reductionism. He points out that the causes of violence are embedded in a
linked composition of social, historical and personal factors. Gender
constructions are a part of this. He points to the emergence of a masculine
hegemony which ranks versions of femininity and masculinity in such a way
that there is a global dominance of men over women. This ascendancy implies
a continual struggle to achieve and maintain dominance but also implies
complicity and resistance. Thus schools have a role as agents of social change
in providing role models, education and organisational structures which
challenge ingrained constructs and thus remove much of the source of violent
behaviour.
2.5 Age Entitlement and Hyper Rationality
Fitzclarence (1995) considers the construction of certain forms of masculine
identity which appear to be at the centre of the violence phenomenon. He also
points out the historic struggle between two forms of behaviour, aggression
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and altruism. He quotes figures in Victoria as showing a threefold increase in
suspension rates from schools for serious misdemeanours between 1985 and
1991 (The Age 3 October 1992). This may correlate with the reaction in many
schools to the removal, as a recourse, of corporal punishment, without
substitution of other means of recourse other than suspension. It may also
reflect a general increase in suspensible misdemeanours. ln the following
period (1990-95) in Northern Territory Schools there was also a considerable
increase in the number of suspensions (NTDE, 1996).
Better understanding of violence requires a consideration of the context.
Fitzclarence (1995) quotes the National Committee on Violence (1990) as
stating that although Australia is a less violent society now than during its
early history, it is more violent now than at any time since the Second World
War. The rates of non fatal violence have increased, and the perpetrators of
violence are overwhelmingly male (Fitzclarence 1995:33). If we accept that
aggression, and the capacity to act violently, is learned and culturally
transmitted, then in examining violence in schools we need to be aware of
constructions of gender which take place elsewhere. Violence is viewed, not as
an event, but as a process which embraces the linkages between the causes of
violence and violent outcomes. It must be recognised as an enduring social
problem transmitted across generations.
Fitzclarence introduces the concept of hyper-rationality, or change, which is the
increasing tendency towards 'regulated society characterised by technology,
bureaucracy, surveillance and in particular commodification' (1995:32). He
warns of its social dangers in the increasing marginalisation and repression of
other aspects of humanity. So the emerging and dominant forms of education
have backed away from a concern about the student's identity formation. The
process of rationalising aspects of violence and suppressing the emotional
dimension, both as a defence and to keep difficult and painful thoughts and
emotions at bay, becomes over extended and self contradictory when there is
an over emphasis on intellectuality and the emotional dimension is restricted.
In explaining the emotional dimension the example of shame is used (for

example the shame of unemployment). Where a culture allows or causes such
an emotion to be repressed there is alienation which in turn produces an
increasing spiral of conflict / violence. The violent solution appears
increasingly to emerge as a consequence of the form of social change described
(hyper-rationality)' (Fitzclarence 1995:34). ln other words, reducing people to
the level of objects in order to rationalise things reduces the emphasis on
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caring, compassion and collective responsibility and makes it possible for the
violent response to come to the fore.
In contrast with hyper-rationality (or change) Fitzclarence proposes the
paradigm of age entitlement (continuity): rationality is seen as an adult
attribute and so is given cultural privilege over expressions of emotion which
are seen as associated with childhood and immaturity. This is an aspect of
social violence which has been perpetuated through generations, in the
exploitation of children and in their own repressed emotions, which emerge to
perpetuate the situation in adults. The social construction of children as not
fully human not only allows this to occur and continue, but it also accounts
for the age entitlement paradigm, which if extended to adolescent children is
an interesting counterpoint of gender as a basis for bullying and violence
against younger, less mature or weaker children.
Increased retention rates when they have not been met by relevant or useful
curriculum are turning schools into holding pens for adult life and producing
the ingredients for violence in the age entitlement paradigm. This is seen, not
only in violence against others, but in increasing levels of suicide in this age
group (a feature of which is the high rate of male suicide). So it seems the
pressures of gender constructions in society, along with the conflict between
hyper-rationality and age entitlement, produce a lethally violent mixture.
2.6 The Nature of Adolescents and Middle School
Burke and Jarman (1994) have commented on the special learning needs of
adolescents in the middle years of schooling. They argue that the present
grade 6 or 7 transition between primary and high school provides a break in
schooling at precisely the time when continuity is of paramount importance.
They cite recent newspaper reports which portray our schools as places where
teachers are plagued by insubordination and resistance and where many
students are violent by nature. They argue that student behaviour is a product
of interpersonal, intrapersonal and contextual factors (Burke and Jarman
1994:53) as well as being influenced by school ethos, the nature of the
physical environment and teacher behaviour. They point out that teacher
response to student disruptive behaviour may stimulate further disruptive
behaviour. Burke and Jarman (1994) are among a number of commentators
who prescribe, not a single solution to this complex issue, but a multi level
approach recognising age and gender differences and emanating from the
individual teacher level as well as whole school approaches coupled with
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special purpose programs (such as anti harassment and soda! skills for
students and behaviour management for teachft"S). They tiso applaud the
suggestion of a discrete middle school made in the Schools' Council PrqKt
paper (1992).
Bradshaw (1995) discusses the failure of regular schools to deal with students
with behavioural disorders. Suspensions, expulsions, transfffs, ~abllshment
of special schools and wilderness schools, he argues, treat some of the
symptoms but fail to address the underlying causes - that many adolescent
students do not see their education as relevant or rewarding.
2.6.1 The Adolescent

Upsitz (1980) defines adolescence in terms of a multiplicity of changes takmg
place in a person's life between the ages of ten and fifteen. She points to many
indicators of the troubled times that this age group are experiencing: school
violence reaches its height during the junior high school years; fourteen and a
half is the average age of runaways; the average age of children in foster care

is twelve; juvenile crime, excessive drinking, drug abuse, suicide rates are all
disproportionately high for this age group and are sad indicators of the
difficulty children have getting through this period in their lives. Small wonder
that classroom disruption is at its peak in grades 7 to 10.
Upsitz discusses definitions of adolescence ranging from biological definitions
(from the onset of puberty to the completion of bone growth), to cultural and
sociological markers of adolescence, such as the period between dependent
childhood and self sufficient adulthood. She further argues that adolescence
must be viewed in a socio-historical context. Olangmg times and lower
employment prospects, as well as increased leisure time, produce different
pressures on people in this age group.
The Schools Council (1992) describes adolescence as a significant stage of life
in its own right. 'It represents the most momentous changes in the phySJcal,
and hence emotional and psychological aspects of the human expenence'
(1992:3). The Schools Council discusses a youth culture wtuch. through 1ts

emphasis on music, enthusiasms for friendships and peer group influen~,
and ever changing fashions in clothes, food and hairstyles impacts
dramatically on schooling. This youth culture for example: exalts energy and
movement in contrast to schools which often seek to channel energy; appeMS
indifferent to the close reading of books which is often the duef means of
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transmitting and shaping knowled.ge in schools; develops its own fashionable
and changing idiom and expression, while schools attempt to develop verbal
communication based on standard Australian English; is strongly influenced
by television, video, computers, films and magazines, rarely in the stream ever
seen by their teachers. This influence has implications for schooling. Television
viewing patterns increase with age, peaking in the early teens. Some overseas
studies have shown heavier viewing in children from lower socioeconomic
groups. Average viewing time for twelve to fifteen year olds was shown to be
about the same as the amount of time spent in class at school, and for about
20 percent of this group it was far in excess of this. However there seems little
evidence that TV, videos and computer games actually retard learning. The
impact of peer and social relationships, particularly among girls is very
important. The impact of sport, especially on boys seems substantial. The
impact of part time employment is also significant. An increasing number of
young people are engaged in part time employment after school and at
weekends. These all compete for time with the demands of school and
homework. Given the number and diversity of other activities, for many young
people the demands of school are to be resisted, evaded, ignored or
compromised. These pressures are also the source of stresses for parents,
which could impact on this group.
What do adolescents learn? Most states practise the use of a core curriculum,
but student need seems to be for a 'relevant' curriculum. where relevance is
defined in terms of practicality and interest. Finn, Mayer and Carmichael
emphasised the importance of developing key competencies in all young
people. This raises the question of the impact of profiling on junior secondary
curriculum Another issue is the impact of the curriculum on division of the

school years, T-7, 8-10, 11-12. Most schools have in effect a program to
minimise the impact of these transitions, (eg year 7-8 primary to secondary,
peer support and other programs). In the Northern Territory the report of the
Secondary Education Review in 1992 recommended that strategies be
developed to facilitate the movement of students from primary to secondary
education. Difficulties in these transitions are recognised as well as difficulties
in moves from system to system. In Europe and the USA the middle school

(years 6-9) is treated as a separate and discrete phase of schooling (processes
of teaching and learning) and school (buildings and facilities). The middle
school should recognise that adolescents are not simply victims of their
developmental stage - 'hormones with feet'.
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It seems that for adolescents, student self esteem is critical to the
development of effective learning. Effective pedagogy is hard to measure, but
it is generally acknowledged that relationships between students, students
and teachers, students and parents, and students and other members of the
community are critical factors. There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that the
least experienced and least competent teachers are allocated to classes in the
middle school. Many schools divert resources to the post compulsory years to
the detriment of the middle years of schooling. There is perhaps a need for
specialist training or inservice for teachers of young adolescents.
On entering secondary school the strong pastoral care element of the primary

school is sometimes quickly withdrawn. There is some evidence to suggest a
decline in academic level of students in the second year. McRae (1990, cited in
Schools Counci11992) provided a list of what could be considered as
conditions for successful student performance. These are:
•

attendance and a motive for attendance

•

a climate of safety and security

•

fluency in the use of the spoken form of the language of instruction

•

a sufficiently calm emotional state to be able to be attentive and
concentrate

•

ability to extract basic patterns and meaning from text

•

ability to produce basic patterns and meaning from text

•

conditions which allow sustained work on teacher set tasks both at school
and at home

•

physical surroundings which will not cause physical discomfort (including
temperature, smell).

Where these conditions are not present or not strongly enough present,
difficulties arise in the intellectual development of the student. Many of the
factors in the list are at least partly within the power of the school.
2.6.2 Adolescent Behaviours
The adolescent age group is particularly subject to behaviour disorders.
Achenbach (1980) points out that this is not surprising, considering the
changes experienced in physiological and biological development, cognitive,
intellectual and emotional development, and moral and social development. If
all of these factors and more are subject to change and variation, at different
rates, and at rates differing from one individual to another, it might therefore
be thought to follow that there will be dysfunctions in almost every
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individual. Achenbach discusses some specific behavioural disorders. He
presents data to indicate the following are commonly observed and referred
problems: arguing, inability to concentrate, hyperactivity, demands for
attention, disobedience, jealousy, impulsivity, stubbornness, temper, mood
changes and self consciousness. There were significant differences between
boys and girls in some of these behaviours and a very large difference in the
incidence in clinically referred and normal children (although most of the
behaviours desaibed were found to occur at a high rate in normal -non
referred - children as well). Achenbach (1980) also discusses less common but
clinically significant problems which emerge in this age group such as anorexia
nervosa and suicidal behaviour. These point to possible attempts at rejection
on the part of the child of the profound changes they are experiencing in this
part of their lives.
One of the causes of dysfunctional behaviour among adolescent boys in
particular, which has only recently become acknowledged in Australia, is
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD). ADD is characterised by the child being
easily distracted, forgetting instructions and flitting from task to task.
Oilldren who manifest the syndrome are also prone to speaking and acting
without thinking, being restless and fidgety and having a short fuse. They are
also prone to mood swings, disorganisation and procrastination. Many

unaffected children show some of these behaviours and this has led to
scepticism amongst some teachers who see ADD as the 1990s medical excuse
for student misbehaviour, where previously they had been exposed to terms
such as hyperactivity and dyslexia. Green and 0\ee (1995) insist that ADD is
an hereditary condition. Most modem research scans can show differences in
the brain patterns of affected individuals and these can be largely reversed by
the administration of stimulating medicine. The recognition of ADD has
implications for teachers and for classroom practice in response to the
presence of afflicted students, who, Green and 0\ee estimate, may form
between two and ten percent of the population. They presaibe a quiet class
with a teacher who will be there every day, a firm but encouraging teacher
who knows when it is best to back down, seating away from distracting
children, stepwise instructions and constant feedback and an acceptance that
the child cannot help it. This last requirement is very difficult for many
teachers to accept. (Most of these may be good practice for all). The necessity
to administer medication is also a source of anxiety to some teachers (Turner,
1995). Although Turner accepts that ADD cannot be dismissed as a
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euphemism for misbehaviour he expresses concern about the possible
necessity for teachers to administer drugs.
Of further concern are findings published by the Schools Council in Project

Paper No 7 (1993), showing significant levels amongst Australian youth of
analgesic, alcohol and tobacco consumption with a low but disturbing
incidence of harmful levels (ie binge drinking). The findings also point to low
levels of fitness, poor exercise habits and a high proportion (over 30 percent)
of adolescents being overweight. One survey found over 25 percent of
adolescents between the ages of 14 and 16 had experienced sexual
intercourse. The Schools Council also expressed alarm at the increasing levels
of suicide in the age group.
Oearly adolescents bring with them a troubled and complex nature which
teachers and schools must recognise in coming to terms with their needs.
2.6.3 Youth Gangs

One way in which youths tend to organise themselves is in gangs. It is
therefore relevant to refer to the issue of gang violence, and whether it pertains
to the school situation. Healey (1996) describes a gang as 'a group of three or
more people with some form of identity, who regularly congregate together for
some common purpose which is generally disreputable'. This includes
territorial identification and also associations with drugs and violence. Healey
quotes Pulse Consultants (1994) who distinguish three major categories of
gangs in Australia: graffiti gangs, street or youth gangs and criminal gangs.
Graffiti gangs are increasing due to the influence of the entertainment m edia,
high youth unemployment, immigrants from troubled areas and a break down
in family and cultural ties. Their report suggests that the possible profile of a
gang member is 15 - 20 yrs old male, low socioeconomic status, low education
and unemployed. The 'ST' Vietnamese gangs in Sydney's Cabramatta (ST
stands for the Vietnamese words tinh, tien, tu, tun and toy- sex, money,
prison, die and conviction) use young boys as street couriers for drug supply
(Martin 1997). Continued unemployment along with the fast money to be
made in heroin supply provides the reason for their existence. Healey finds
little evidence for the existence of organised gangs in the Northern Territory
outside the local chapters of motorcycle gangs, which are almost clubs. There
is also some evidence of attempts by local youth groups to organise as gangs

with names like the Karama Ghetto Boys (KGB) and Evil Blades, but these
seemed to be graffiti gangs. Martin (1997) discusses problems in the Redfern
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area known as 'the Block' where young children sell drugs, teenagers hijack
cars at knifepoint, intruders are bashed and police are attacked. He quotes
local residents who attribute factors such as the effect of notorious
paedophiles in the area and the teaming up of Aboriginal and Vietnamese
youths in juvenile detention centres. Other commentators blame successive
governments' inability to confront the problems caused by the interplay
between endemic poverty, dispossession unemployment, despair and racism
(Sykes, 1997). But this is an extreme of youth violence where it relates more to
crime than to happenings in schools.
There are a number of theories on why children join gangs. Healey describes
the following: gang structures are sensible and fill the needs of adolescents;
dispossessed children are drawn together to gain mutual support; children
revolt against the mores of established society and create a subculture with a
reverse set of values; children empower themselves through gangs. This teen
culture includes modes of dress fashion, mannerisms and language which are
adopted from USA (because it is the dominant western culture). However Dr
Roy Ferguson (Australian, November 30 1995 piS) advocates that increasing
use of the internet will lead to an increased cultural awareness which has the
potential for good in diversifying this teen culture. Healey concludes that a lot
of gang activity is adolescent male activity, (minor property damage and
disorderly behaviour) but is not criminal. Although there is little other than
anecdotal data most of this suggests that gang members are non school
attenders. Gang violence in NSW was not considered a significant problem in
schools. Thus gangs are a group largely beyond those being dealt with in any
study of school violence.

27 Violence and Disruptive Behaviour in Schools
Schooling today must be viewed in the context of a changing society. There is
a shift in society's standards due to the pernicious effects of the media and a
lack of clear standards. 0\a.llenge to authority is the norm and we are beset
by other social and economic factors such as youth unemployment. There is a
declining role for the family in shaping values and an increase in the influence
of the peer group. Even the teacher's role as a purveyor of knowledge has been
eroded by the competing forms of expertise in the mass media.
Burke et al (1994) cite research which indicates that disruptive and antisocial
student behaviour is a product of intrapersonal, interpersonal and contextual
factors (such as school ethos and the physical environment). Teacher
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behaviour and teacher expectations, as well as the attitude teachers hold
towards students, all mediate. Coulby and Harper (1985) define and discuss
four dimensions of pupil behaviour: the school, the teacher, the pupil and the
peer group.
The 'Sticks and stones' report (Crawford 1994) has attempted to quantify
incidence of violence through a study of school suspension rates. The total
number of school suspensions in the ACf, for example, in 1991 was 447 out
of a total government school population of 40,000 students. As the committee
points out this data is of limited usefulness because of the variation between
schools in interpretation of the rules governing suspension, and also because a
number of cases are treated through exclusions which do not appear in school
statistics. However this type of data does provide a starting point in
quantifying the extent of the problem. It may also provide a useful basis for
surveys on perceptions of the type of incident for which school suspension
and exclusion are appropriate and the length of time for such exclusion. As
part of the current thesis, data collected from Survey 1 (Appendix 4) and an
analysis of suspensions in Northern Territory secondary schools, may provide
information which will be helpful in drawing conclusions about the
consistency of applications of the rules on suspensions, and the validity of
using suspension rates as a measure of the extent of violence in schools. The
small size of the Northern Territory teaching service, frequent informal and

formal interaction between secondary teachers in administrative positions
and the efforts of the Northern Territory Education Department to ensure
consistent applications of the rules on suspensions (through circulation of
periodic memos clarifying the interpretation of the legislation) may all serve to
make the use of suspensions as an indicator more valid than they might be in
a larger school system.
Violent behaviour in schools encompasses a large range of categories, but three
perspectives in particular are examined in detail in this thesis. These are
bullying, which includes verbal and physical aggression to other students and
damage to student property, vandalism, which may also include the latter but
is also directed at school authorities, and direct forms of aggression towards

teachers, both verbal and physical.
2.7.1 Bullying
Besag (1989) defines bullying according to the following four parameters: It is
a repetitive attack which causes distress not only at the time of the attack but
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also by the threat of future attacks; it is characterised by an imbalance of
power; by its nature it may be verbal, physical, social or psychological; and it
can be defined by measuring the effects of the act on the vulnerable child.
Teo and Waugh (1997) classify three types of bullies: tough bullies, sneaky
bullies and subtle bullies. Bullying, according to them, can be repeated
violence, either physical, verbal or psychological. Its aim is to hurt, frighten
and demean. It is often done from a position of power. This may be either
formal power, such as older or bigger against smaller or younger, or situational
power such as from socio economic groups, gender groups, teams at sport, or
gangs. Teo and Waugh feel the motivation to become a bully lies in overcoming
one's feelings of powerlessness, or by improving one's sense of power, control
and worth. They point out that bullying can be one of the factors which leads
to psychological disaffection with school. Teachers making little effort to
make their classes relevant or interesting produce bored, disaffected students,
who may in turn resort to bullying in order to amuse themselves.
The 'Sticks and stones' report quotes Rigby and Slee (1991) as showing that
one child in seven reported being bullied at least once a week in Australian
schools with the incidence rising to one child in four in some schools. It
expresses particular concern at the perceived increase in bullying in Australian
Schools (Crawford 1994:11). Rigby and Slee (1991) have defined bullying as
'systematic verbal or physical harassment of one child by another or others'
and as ' a repeated oppression, psychological or physical, of a less powerful
person by a more powerful person or group of persons.'
Dan Olweus, a Norwegian educationalist, is considered by some to be the
world's leading authority on school bullying. Olweus (1993) presents an
evaluation of intervention programs and a discussion of the implementation
of a whole school approach to bullying. He quotes his 1983 study (1993:13)
which shows that 15 percent of children in Norwegian primary and junior
secondary schools were currently involved in bullying either as victims or as
bullies (he used 'now and then' or 'more frequently' as his criteria). This seems
fairly close to the proportion claimed for Australian schools by Rigby and Slee
(1991).
In a previous study Olweus (1984) reports finding that bullying behaviour

was very stable: boys who were highly aggressive or non aggressive in grade 6
were found to behave the same way three years later. Olweus found through
quantitative studies of subjects followed over five years to ten years that
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there was no significant difference in the stability of aggressive behaviour
between males and females.
In practice there are problems with the imposing of sanctions for bullying.

Students learn quickly that verbal harassment is less likely to lead to
sanctions and can be used to provoke others into violence. Assumptions
about overt actions may be inaccurate. For example the victim who was
simply retaliating may be punished instead of the perpetrator. Actions can
result in payback and escalation of the problem in cases where students feel
they were applied inconsistently, an erroneous judgement has been made or
students have no opportunity to explain the source of the problem.
Olweus (1984) goes on to consider the effect of bullying on dominant and
submissive boys and the interaction between them. Three classes of aggression
are evident. These are: real aggression (dominant boys treating submissive
boys badly); neutral aggression (dominant boys treating submissive boys
gently); and play aggression (two boys of equal status playing aggressive
games). The latter is often seen in interactions between two equally dominant
males in the classroom and can be terribly disruptive to the class although not
in the least bit harmful to the boys.
Uoyd (1996) describes the distinction between 'malign' and 'mindless'
bullying and postulates a category of educational bullying where a teacher is
overly critical of a student's work and will allow no defence. Rigby and Slee
(1991) find that physical bullying decreases and verbal bullying increases with
age after about mid adolescence. Uoyd proposes that anti bullying programs
need to be schoolwide and sustained rather than addressing specific
incidents, and need to involve the wider community. Strategies must be
developed and implemented for victims as well as for bullies. Retaliation and
retribution are not likely to produce solutions.
Tulloch (1995) points to the problems of adolescents in resolving the mixed
messages of a society which, while on the one hand appearing to value
assertiveness and competition, on the other hand promotes the support of its
weaker and less privileged members. 'This cultural polarity between
instrumentality and nurturance parallels the dichotomy between Australian
perceptions of masculine and feminine ideals' (fulloch, 1995:279). She
proposes that masculine values can inform not only individuals, but also
institutions such as schools, particularly when emphasis is placed on
hierarchy and punitive discipline. She uses as her definition of bullying 'the
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subjection of a student to negative actions, perpetrated over a sustained
period of time by one or more persons in a situation of perceived imbalance of
power'. While both boys and girls are involved in bullying, most studies have
found that boys' bullying is more direct and tends to be physical, while girls'
bullying tends to be subtle and psychological, to the point that it is often not
detected or reported in questionnaires. Gender differences may lie more in
what is valued by the group, with girls putting more emphasis on sociability
and intimacy, while boys value toughness, self confidence and physical
prowess. Tulloch also points out that not all bullying is confined within the
same sex groupings. Boy's bullying, particularly of a non physical nature, is
very often directed against girls. The social constructivist view is that the
attitude of dominant masculinity in our society is based on suppositions of a
man's right to control and have power over women. Tulloch points out that
the early work of Olweus characterises boys as both perpetrators and victims
of bullying, while more recent studies have tended to consider male violence
against females and to acknowledge the gendered basis of violence.
Tulloch's study sets out to examine gender differences in high school bullying
and in particular the type and extent of cross sex bullying. She measured
bullying incidence in terms of frequency of both bullying and being a victim,
and in six categories: hitting and pushing; picking on; teasing; ignoring and
excluding; spreading rumours; threatening. She incorporated a question for
each category on each gender. There was also a questionnaire on peer relations
which sought to explore gender constructions in the respondents. Tulloch
found that significantly higher numbers of boys were characterised as being
bullies but the numbers of victims were about the same. In analysing responses
of both bullies and victims she found the majority of bullies were boys.
Physical bullying (hitting and pushing, picking on, teasing), was reported as
being done more by boys, while psychological bullying, such as ignoring and
excluding and spreading rumours, was done more by girls, (although boys
used it towards other boys to a greater extent than girls did).
She found discrepancies in reporting of teasing between boys and girls which
may suggest that what is seen by girls as harassment to boys is just a bit of

fun and not reported as teasing. The reporting of bullying interactions between
members of the opposite sexes seems very much affected by current
understandings of masculinity and femininity.
Tulloch concluded that in general the attitudes of children seemed to be a
rejection of bullying. She found that females involved in serious bullying were
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more deviant from gender norms than were male bullies. Both male and female
bullies were rejecting of victims and of forms of intervention. Finally she found
that language was used to stigmatise victims and make violence acceptable
(for example 'Nobody likes a wimp').
2.7.2 Vandalism
Vandalism in society is usually considered to be senseless, irrational and non
utilitarian. Unlike theft it is not usually motivated by any gain. Cohen (1973)
points out that vandalism may be pointless or tendentious. It may be
political, such as in the actions of terrorist or freedom fighters, and it may be
done, like the Luddites attacking the machines of industrial reform, as a token
of rejection. What society sees as deviant behaviour may actually be social
protest. Vandalism may also be one of the major problems of society. Ward
(1973) quotes Ralph Nader, in an address to the American Institute of
Planners, who pointed out that environmental violence in the form of
pollution and vandali~ and traffic crashes are two forms of violence beside
which street crimes, burglaries and campus violence are insignificant.
Ladd and Bowman (1995) present statistics collated by Gallup polls between
1980 and 1992. These show high school student responses in the USA to
questions about what creates very big problems at school. They show that
disruption of classroom work is consistently the biggest perceived problem.
This is followed by fighting, which has almost doubled in rating over the
twelve years, and theft, vandalism and students bringing weapons, which all
remained about the same level. The level of physical assaults at school,
however, was reported to be much lower than the level of theft and damage to
personal property suffered by students. In this section vandalism by students
in the form of damage to property of other students, teachers and schools is
considered. This may take many forms. It ranges from defacing of texts and
scratching initials in desks to attempts to burn or ' trash' schools (which were
not uncommon in the eighties, until schools began to install security systems).
Cohen (1973) notes that instances of vandalism peak in late adolescence and
are most often committed in company. One should, however, be wary not to
characterise vandalism as homogeneous (in the type of person responsible) or
meaningless. Cohen (1973:42) defines five types of vandalism as follows.
First acquisitive vandalism, which is done to acquire property or money, for
example stripping lead from roofing or breaking telephone boxes. Second is
tactical vandalism. This may not involve hostility. It may be ideological, done
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to draw attention to social issues, or to get food and lodging by being
arrested, or in the case of industrial vandalism as protest or to gain industrial
ends. Third is vindictive vandalism, which is the use of property destruction
as a form of revenge or as a form of spite. It is done to get one's own back or
to settle a grudge or if one feels one has been unfairly treated. It is a safe
outlet of frustration as detection is very difficult, as when the principal's
window gets broken. Personal violence may be out of the question because the
object of one's frustration is inaccessible, and so vindictive vandalism is used.
In Cohen's fourth category, play vandalism, property is damaged in the

course of a play activity (like damage to fencing by children climbing on it).
There is little malicious intent in this form of vandalism. Much school
vandalism in the form of graffiti on desks is play vandalism, (the writing of
graffiti, originally meaning the wall writings in Pompeii, may be more a search
for immortality than an aggressive attempt at violence). Graffiti, though, is
also used for purposes which fit it to other categories. Lastly there is
malicious vandalism which expresses malice, anger and aggression, and is
seen as both directed (in the sense that the identity and ownership of the
target are known) and responsive (in the sense that it is usually in response or
retaliation for some event). It carries a combination of maliciousness and fun.
(There is a fascination with destruction, like watching factory chimneys being
demolished).
A study by Goldman (1959) quoted in Cohen (1973) found that high
incidence of school vandalism occurred in schools in low socio-economic areas
with high transience and instability. Such schools suffered rapid staff
turnover, low staff morale, little identification among students and parents
with the school, a poor reputation, dissatisfaction with school administration,
obsolete school apparatus and overcrowding. All of these were interpreted as
a lack of interest in student welfare.
In schools only the more spectacular incidents such as mass breaking of

windows or trashing of classrooms are processed as offences. Damage such
as graffiti on toilet walls, names scratched in desks, flooding toilets by
blocking up sinks and leaving the taps running, defacing books, breaking items
of sporting equipment, may be institutionalised. Ward (1973) claims that such
damage tends to happen more on ritual occasions such as school leaving.
Although this may be true it is worth noting Cohen's distinctions in categories
of vandalism and applying them to the consideration of violence in schools.
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Damage to property of students is an aspect of bullying. It is usually a form
of malicious vandalism. Damage to property of teachers is usually done in
retaliation for perceived injustices. In this sense it fits Cohen's category of
vindictive vandalism. Damage to schools occurs at a number of levels both
during school time and after school hours, when it may be committed by
people unconnected with the school. It may occur through play, it may be
acquisitive vandalism, it can be tactical, or it may contain elements of all
categories.
Ward (1973) describes the stereotype of the vandal as a male working class
adolescent whose acts are wanton, motiveless destruction of public property.
This is a societal stereotype with interesting parallels in the feminist literature
which attributes violence to masculine constructs. In fact a great deal of
property damage in schools is committed by girls, particularly graffiti of a
vindictive type.
Ward (1973) refers to evidence for what he calls the 'Law of Diminishing
Vandalism', which suggests that persistent repair and renewal results in loss
of interest by vandals. This has been commented on by school principals who
have continually replaced vandalised articles such as pot plants, or remove
graffiti until the perpetrators lose interest. This may apply in cases of
vandalism directed against the school, but not at acts which target individual
students or teachers.
Because of the surreptitious nature of vandalism, detection of the culprits
remains more difficult than for most other forms of school violence. In
addition because of the ambiguity of intent there may be a range of recourse
used in response to incidents of vandalism.
2.7.3 Aggression to Teachers
Teachers, as the upholders of moral standards and protectors of children,
sometimes find themselves in situations where they are subject to direct
aggression as a result of their role. This may be aggression from students,
parents, visitors to the school or other members of staff. In a well publicised
recent incident a school principal in New South Wales was stabbed to death
when he tried to intervene to protect a student. McGrath (1996) reports a
number of incidents in which teachers in Victorian schools have been subject
to physical attacks from ex students and visitors. In Darwin there have been
two recent incidents in which female primary principals were physically
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assaulted by parents. The most recent, in term 1 of 1997, OCCU1'J'ed when a
parent was distressed over disagreement in the treatment of her child in a
disciplinary matter. The parent had become so distressed she was asked to
leave, but continued a tirade in the school reception area. When the principal
tried to intercede she was viciously attacked and suffered facial injuries and
damage to her clothing.
Such attacks may be uncommon, but NTDE data (draft document, 1996),
show a moderate level of suspension of students for physical aggression
towards teachers is consistent over the five years of data collection. This
suggests that physical attacks on teachers by students may not be uncommon.
In examining power relationships there are a number of classes of power

recognised. These are positional power, informal power and personal power.
Personal power is an exercise of individual choice in the knowledge of
consequences of its use. Personal power is influenced by community views
and expectations of what is normal or desirable. Some of these beliefs are
changeable (eg domestic violence has recently been seen as unacceptable and
not a private matter). Positional power is that which is enacted by persons in
positions of authority.
The role of a teacher is one of positional power with respect to a student.
Teachers as individuals may also exert informal power and personal power.
The educational community is one in which understandings of gender and
power are learned. As a result schools, and the way in which power is
exercised in, them play an important part in shaping behaviours and beliefs.
Students placed in positions of powerlessness in relation to teachers may
strike out to redress the balance through physical, or more commonly, verbal
aggression. The introduction of gender as a theoretical construct enables the
transfer of relations between the sexes from biology to society. Power
relations and gender asymmetry may be seen to be socially produced and
reproduced and thus subject to transformation.
'Students' attitudes to their teachers' gender often determines aspects of their
classroom behaviour'(DEIIT, 1992:17-18). Student perceptions are very
strongly influenced by understandings which equate masculinity with
authority and femininity with lack of authority. The DEIIT report goes on to
say that these attitudes derived from students perceptions of stereotyped
gender differences among their teachers and assumptions about men, women
and power in society. Male students said that they were more likely to

respond to the more aggressive approach of male teachers, and many boys
had the attitude that they weren' t going to let a woman tell them what to do.
Radical discourses of gender (Renew, 1995) challenge the male constructions
which seek causes in violence. In her feminist perspective female teachers have
no responsibility for provoking behaviour, nor for producing conflict or
pressure or in any way contributing to boys' behaviour. This may be hard to
accept. For example if a female teacher casts negativity on the manhood of a
male student in front of his peers or girlfriend and humiliates him, he may
respond by swearing at her. The teacher could probably have predicted the
response from her actions, and cannot take refuge in feminist arguments to
place all of the responsibility on the cultural background of the student, and
take none herself. In another example a male teacher makes a light hearted
remark about a female student's late arrival and is sworn at vehemently. Is
this also an example of male violence, and is the aggressive response of the
female student somehow less violent for the fact that a male provoked it?
Finally does provocation only count as such when it originates from a male?
Renew (1995) argues that any programs which seek to address violence must
first address the issues of power and the legitimation of power. Since, in the
examples above, the violent respondent may have felt personal power
challenged, the response may have been are establishment of power.
2.8 Responses to School Violence
Noguera (1995) describes a number of school measures taken in the USA
against violence. These include the installation of metal d etectors in schools,
the removal of violent students (through suspension, expulsion or transfer),
and the use of police grounds patrols within the school. Other less punitive
approaches have been used such as conflict resolution, mentoring programs
and the modification of curricula to reflect a n on violent bias. The overall
approach in the USA has been to 'get tough'. The success of this approach is
debatable. Noguera claims it has done more to fill the prisons than to reduce
the size of the gangs. He poses the question ' What is it about the structure
and culture of schools that has, in recent times, increased the likelihood that
violence will be perpetrated in them?' He argues that schools must find ways
of creating more humane learning environments and transforming social
relationships within schools so that those who are there feel less alienated,
threatened and repressed. Publication of data on the numbers of school
suspensions related to violence, Noguera argues, does little to reassure the
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victims of the violence, who thereby are shown what appears to be an
increase in the offence rather than an increase in the treatment of the offence.
Noguera believes that the question of violence in schools must be examined in
the context of the purpose and social function which schools have historically
performed. He points out that the development of the public schools in the
USA in the late part of the nineteenth century was based on the model of
asylums. The common preoccupation was the need to regiment, discipline and
control those held in these institutions. Although no-one would suggest that
schools were intended as asylums for the young, the need for them to serve as
a vehicle for the control of the bodies and minds of the young made it logical
to use the asylums as a blueprint for their design. They were seen as
institutions which would supplement the family in provision of social
guidance. This was a time when schools were swamped by an influx of
immigrants and class sizes were usually in excess of 60 per teacher. It is
obvious why, under these conditions, the need for order was paramount. The
needs of industry were for cheap labour and so the schools tended to place
more emphasis on punctuality, hard work and obedience than on training.
Noguera argues that, while social and economic conditions changed, the
schools were slow to respond to these changes, often because they contained
the same teachers and because the methods of schooling were entrenched. By
the mid 1960s however student insubordination and aggression towards
teachers was becoming more the norm. Some commentators at the time saw
this as related to the changes in society brought about by the civil rights
movement and a new student pride in self which was manifest in a need to
challenge authority. Soon a spiral of declining discipline had set in due to a
lowering of standards by teachers who began to fear physical confrontations
and to concentrate more on attendance aspects (since these were the basis of
funding). Violence exposes loss of the authority and power of school officials,
as do other types of disruptiveness (Noguera 1995:10), and so is seldom
discussed in isolation from other control issues. It is usually included with the
general problem of maintaining order in schools.
In describing 'The Disciplining Event', Noguera quotes Michael Foucalt who,
through a study of punishment in nineteenth century France, concluded that
the exercise of discipline has more to do with the reactivation of power than
the re establishment of justice. He sees a reflection of this in school discipline.
It is a means by which the school officials send a message to the perpetrators
of violence and to the community in general that the authority vested in them
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by the state is still secure. Punishment is an important exercise in showing
who is in control. He argues that this preoccupation with control limits the
ability of administrators to respond creatively to the crisis created by the
increase of violence in schools. On the other hand, according to Schostak
(1986), for some adolescents there is an evident desire to be controlled as it
takes away any irksome need for self responsibility. Without punishments,
coercive authority ceases, and this is an unrealistic representation of adult life
since in adult life there is coercive authority, only it takes different forms, such
as fear of loss of earnings, unemployment, prison or fines.
The most frequent concern expressed by teachers is difficulty in controlling
and disciplining their students. Noguera claims that teachers who lack
familiarity with their students are more likely to misunderstand and fear
them. A teacher who fears students is more likely to resort to some form of
discipline when challenged or to ignore a challenge in the hope that they will
be left alone, or refer the matter to school administrators or senior teachers.

Such steps only weaken the teacher's authority and standing with students as
they have not dealt with the issue effectively or have not dealt with it
themselves. When teachers are intimidated teaching becomes almost
impossible, with concerns about safety and control taking precedence over
concerns about teaching.
As an alternative approach to prevention of violence in schools Noguera

(1995) proposes humanising the environment. He suggests that a legacy of
social control still influences the structure and culture of schools. He discusses
ways in which it is made possible for children and adults to communicate
effectively as human beings rather than as anonymous actors playing out
roles. Improving the aesthetics of schools, giving students something over
which they can feel a sense of ownership (a school shop, a garden) and
overcoming the divide between the school and the community in which it is
located are all ways of humanising schooling. The form of organisation of
schooling itself defines the kinds of issues pupils and teachers will face each
other with. The forms contributing to the modem organisation of schooling
have been largely class based, punishment-oriented, authoritarian,
competitive and organised on the principle of division of labour. (Schostak
1986:58). These forms can violate or brutalise education or they can present
resources for freedom. To Schostak education requires as its first principle
unconditional freedom to question, to challenge. Where education leads to a
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sense of individuality, schooling leads to conformity to group-defined
identities. Thus, he argues, the one violates the principles of the other.

2.8.1 Authority and Responsibility
Smith (1985) points to conflicting views of authority, a concept he describes
as congested with differing interpretations. There is conflict and discontent in
the perceptions of teachers and others of misuse of authority, most often
caused by their own attachments of meaning to the idea being at odds with
those of the person to whom they attribute authority.
The notion of authority carries with it questions on the validity of rules. Rules
must be valid and reasonable, regardless of the person or body compiling
them and the person enforcing and applying them. They must also apply
without favour to all, and not only at certain times and to certain people.
Smith compares this to the notion of authority and expresses a view that the
same factors hold true for both. This distinguishes the acceptance of authority
from obedience out of fear of consequences. Authority has a rational justifying
basis which makes it different from simply wielding power.
This is different to the notion of authoritarianism, which is the idea that a
person should be obeyed simply because he is in a position of authority. On
reaching a position of authority, an authoritarian will characteristically not
feel obliged to justify his actions with reasons. This attitude, in teachers, can
lead to resentment and disruptiveness amongst students. There are
circumstances in which authoritarianism might be justified, such as in the
actions of police at a disaster scene. Whether it is ever justified in a classroom
setting is highly debatable. Authority must carry with it respect for the
decisions made and a recognition that they are reasonable, even if it is
inappropriate (as in the example of the policeman) to debate them at the
time. This press of circumstances is sometimes taken advantage of by
teachers, referring to the press of the syllabus as justification for actions
which they dictate with no other reason. This is an abuse of authority which
also leaves the teacher open to disruptiveness through their own poor
practice. To be authoritative, according to Smith (1985:59), is to be able to
indicate grounds for your actions, decisions and assertions.

Fry (1987) quoted in Burke et al (1994) points out that 'students' disruptive
and antisocial behaviours are mediated more than we suspect by teachers'
expectations and perceptions of their students, and the attitudes teachers
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hold towards their students'. As is seen in all the examples above the way
some teachers respond to students' disruptive and antisocial behaviour may
stimulate further disruptive behaviour, thus impeding learning outcomes for
many students.
Schostak (1983) points out that deviance is best understood as part of the
dialectic between deviance and control. It arises in schools because of the
nature of the institutions in their role as agents of social control. Schostak
asserts that it is not possible to examine deviance amongst students without
acknowledging the role of teachers and other adults in the school setting who,
he points out, are not free agents but are 'acting to well rehearsed scripts in
which teachers are expected to close ranks and protect colleagues and in
which adults are superior to children' (Schostak 1983:15).
2.8.2 Punishment

Smith (1985:60) discusses discipline in the sense of self discipline, as well as
in the sense of the imposition of authority by an external agent. He argues that
there are three cases: one where rules are followed because they are seen to be
appropriate and of value; one where the rules are followed under
manipulative coercion; and one where rules are followed from pwtitive
coercion - fear of punishment or some unpleasant consequence. Although the
first case is the ideal way in which classrooms and schools should operate
there is usually a time when recourse to some form of punishment appears
necessary.
A Skinnerian view (Nye, 1981) is that aversive control and punishment are
held to be less effective than positive reinforcement because the results are
unpredictable. For example, students may react to teacher threats designed to
increase learning by dropping out or indulging in vandalism. Punishment,
which Skinner sees as undesirable means of control with limited effectiveness,
involves providing a negative reinforcer (slapping a child, fining someone) or

removing a positive reinforcer (taking away a teenager's privileges). Many
intended punishments do not achieve their goal. For example, students put on
detention continue to be disruptive. This is because it has been assumed that
some event will be punishing. Some events thought to be punishment may
actually be reinforcements, like the kid who becomes a hero among his mates
through getting sent to the principal.
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Punishment is seen as bad because it may have adverse effects, because it
may only be effective in the presence of the punisher, and if no alternatives
exist to the punished behaviour the person may become withdrawn. Thus
aggressiveness can be reduced by reducing frustrating elements in the
environment. Unwanted behaviours can be ignored and thus extinguished.
Threats and punishment are the quick and easy way to control behaviour,
although not always effective.
A system based solely on punishments, sanctions or consequences is
restrictive and brittle, and may eventually lead to the perpetuation of failure
for some students. Such an unenlightened system is typified by the nineteenth
century English headmaster holdmg ultimate power of punishment and
discipline in the school. Protherough (1984) describes, from a review of
nineteenth century literature, an image of the school headmaster as a larger
than life figure who seldom appears, but whose presence evokes a sense of
awe, fear, terror. School discipline in the nineteenth century apparently was
based largely on fear. The dominant role of the headmaster seemed to be his
disciplinary function, both towards staff and students. He seemed rarely to
be seen, except when threatening or administering punishment. The types of
offences committed were often similar to those seen today such as fighting,
dishonesty, running away. The headmaster would administer a 'hot birching'
to recalcitrants.
Slee (1992) points out how times have changed. No longer is discipline a
euphemism for punishment. No longer are we permitted to administer schools
through a regime of fear. He discusses the traditional approach which, he
maintains, has been through fear and habit and has relied solely on classroom
teachers creating their own authority. This has been backed up by sanctions
and punishments. Early philosophers such as Dewey proposed that this type
of control would only drive aberrant behaviour underground and promote
trickery and evasion and that student learning would be an early casualty. A
punitive culture becomes more entrenched.
Seymour (1992) discusses the changing status of student discipline in New
South Wales. He records that NSW was cane free for only two years before
corporal punishment was restored. In 1983 the NSW Education Minister
reported a survey in his schools showing that 79 percent wished to retain
corporal punishment while only four percent wished to see it abolished. The
notion of students' rights (such as privacy of belongings) was raised and this
in tum conflicted with notions of sanctions against students and the idea of
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discipline. A major criticism in NSW regarding the abolition of the cane was
that nothing replaced it other than encouragement by the then minister, Rod
Cavalier, to use suspensions and expulsions in its place. At the start of the
1997 school year the NSW Department of Education has addressed this
criticism, at least in part, by posting directives and policies on steps to be
taken, particularly to counter bullying in schools.
Slee (1992) discusses the reasons for abolition of corporal punishment in
Victoria. In abolishing corporal punishment he points out that Victorian policy
makers had failed to address the connection between the schooling process
itself and student indiscipline. Suspension was to become the focus for
controlling students as was the provision of off site centres for disruptive
students. This thinking was still addressing sanctions or cures rather than
causes. Slee quotes the Dettman Report in Western Australia as finding that
suspensions were ineffective, as they not only did not have the desired effect
of improving student behaviour, but failed to deter others. In fact the students
most likely to incur suspension were the students least likely to dislike it. For
them it may become a reward. In addition they experienced a deleterious
academic effect. Students missing a significant proportion of schooling when
work was withdrawn during suspension were left, on return, in the dark as to
what the lessons were about and so may have tended to disrupt the lesson
through boredom
Smith (1985) distinguishes punishment from manipulation, seeing the latter as
having no redeeming features, while the former may in some circumstances be
appropriate. These may be so if it is fair (in punishing only the offender, while
manipulation is indiscriminate), and if it is just (in keeping with agreed rules).
Smith (1985:62) defines punishment as 'intentional infliction of some sort of
unpleasantness, by one somehow entitled or authorised to do so, on an
offender for a wrong voluntarily done'. A problem with punishment in schools
is the danger that it is administered without any reference to intentions or

extenuating circumstances. In schools teachers commonly punish students for
offences which are not expressly forbidden by published rules. To do so runs
the risk of students feeling that the punishment is at the whim of the teacher.
On the other hand to develop written rules to cover every contingency would
make a school rule- bound and unworkable. Smith describes this situation as
showing moral immaturity. A proliferation of the rules may also mean that the
contempt in which the more petty ones are held may begin to infect the more
important ones.
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In the Northern Territory Department of Education Handbook (1987), under

the section on Student Discipline, it is emphasised that 'in cases where
punishment is called for, the actual form of punishment will be largely a
matter for decision within the school' However it does provide firm guidelines
on two specific forms of punishment, detention and corporal punishment. In
the case of the latter there is a qualifying note that 'once parents have
removed the Head Teacher's authority for corporal punishment the Head
Teacher must comply with the request'. In practice corporal punishment is
seldom used in Northern Territory secondary schools, many of which have a
school policy of non use.
Smith (1985) professes a value in treating children and all people as free and
responsible beings, able to make choices and decisions about things which
affect them. He asserts that it is this which is violated by manipulation, and
which any philosophy of punishment must accommodate. He goes on to
qualify this in the case of children, since responsibility is comprised of
elements of learning and development, so that teachers must understand that
children are developing and learning responsibility. This process of developing
a sense of moral behaviour and responsibility constitutes much of the
cognitive change which takes place in the adolescent stage.
2.8.3 School Exclusion
In the recent Commonwealth Parliamentary report on truancy and exclusion

from schools (Fitzgibbon, 1996) the terms of reference of The House of
Representatives Standing Committee on Employment, Education and Training
included (among other things) inquiry and reporting on the various policies
and practices which currently exist within the school systems in Australia and
behaviours which lead to exclusion from schools. Submissions to the inquiry
considered that the use of school suspensions has increased (1996:2.29) and
that school discipline policies are being used as a mechanism for streamlining
the exit of some students from school.
The inquiry derives in part from the Australian Government's ratification of
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1990. This
involves a recognition of the rights of the child to education and carries the
responsibility to make education accessible to all children and to encourage
regular school attendance. Concerns are expressed by the parliamentary
committee (Fitzgibbon, 1996) about the number of young people in Australia,
particularly in the compulsory school age group, who are not participating in
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education through truancy, school refusal, school withdrawal, early leaving,
homelessness (resulting often from con.flict at home and at school), and
disciplinary reasons such as suspension or other forms of school exclusion.
Absentee rates in states which provided data were between seven and ten
percent.
Submissions to the parliamentary committee from all states indicated that the
use of suspensions had increased up to fifty percent in the past four years.
(Fitzgibbon, 1996:12). However there are no consistent definitions among the
State and Territory school systems of disciplinary practices of suspension,
exclusion and expulsion, and the maximum duration applied varies from
State to State (from five days in South Australia to one month in the Northern
Territory). There is also variation in the meaning of terms. For example,
expulsion generally means permanent exclusion, but in some states this is
from a specific school, while in others it means exclusion from all state
schools. This variation invalidates conclusions about commonality of practice.
In most States and Territories authority to suspend students and make

recommendations on expulsion is delegated to the school principal. In most
states the authority to expel a student is held by the minister, although in
Victoria this has been delegated to school principals.
The parliamentary committee found that grounds for school exclusion also
varied and in many cases were ambiguous allowing considerable variation in
interpretation. Appeal processes vary across the States and Territories and
the availability of information on appeal also varies making this an
inconsistently used avenue. The parliamentary committee claimed
considerable evidence which suggested that suspension was being used
without fully exploring other means of dealing with situations, rather than as
a last resort. In addition they claimed evidence that principles of natural
justice were not universally applied in cases of school exclusion. They
considered that natural justice was critical to school discipline policies and
that natural justice principles should be incorporated in school disciplinary
matters.
Evidence to the inquiry revealed disparity between official school policies and
the informal practices which occur. The committee expressed particular alarm
at the apparent increase in the practice of informal exclusion of students, in
which parents were simply told a child was no longer welcome at a particular
school. This allowed not only an avoidance of the use of the suspension
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procedures, but resulted in a waiving of the student's rights to a hearing,
assessment and appeal mechanism. Other practices frowned on by the
committee included rolling suspensions (in which a suspended student was
suspended again on or shortly after return) and encouragement of parents to
seek school exemption as an alternative to using disciplinary procedures,
which they condemn as an improper practice.
In all this the purposes of school exclusion must be remembered. Exclusion or

suspension, when correctly used, provides time out from a difficult situation
for both students and teachers and allows time to develop strategies in the
interests of the student and school community. However fairness and
consistency must be a part of any school discipline policy if it is to be
consistent with the principle that students must be responsible and
accountable for their actions.
A feature of this thesis will be a comparison of published data on
suspensions in Northern Territory secondary schools with the views of
principals and teachers on frequency and severity of violent incidents and the

use of school exclusion, and an attempt to deduce whether any consistency in
practice does occur.
2.8.4 Suspension
An examination of students suspended from schools seems a way to quantify

and compare disruptive behaviour. One such study was conducted in the
Sheffield school area in England between 1975 and 1979 and is reported by
Galloway, Ball, Blomfield and Seyd (1982). Perhaps it is not useful as a direct
comparison because of the need to exert comparative research methodology
on the design in both studies, to ascertain the nature of the similarities and
d.iHerences for cross cultural distinctions, because of differences in practices
which make suspension in England more equivalent to our expulsion and
exclusions more equivalent to our suspensions, and because the study reports
only exclusions of more than three weeks, (the proportion of which is less
than one percent of the school enrolment for the year). However it does
provide some interesting comparisons in the areas pertinent to this thesis. The
reasons given in the Sheffield study for exclusions and suspensions are shown
in Table 2.3. A comparison with the data for School A (fable 1.4) shows that
incidents such as bullying and abuse of teachers feature highly in both
situations as warranting suspension.
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Table 2.3 Precipitating incidents resulting in suspension from Sheffield schools, or exclusion

for at least 3 weeks, 1975-79 from Galloway et al (1982)
Number of
u ils

Per cent

Disrupting lessons
Violeooe tOMJ"ds teacher

48
42
33
29
23
20
18
17
12

Bad influcoce oo other studeots

11

18.0
15.8
12.4
10.9
8.7
7.5
6.8
6.4
4.5
4.1
1.9
1.9
1.1
100

Reason
Abusc'insolcnoe to teachers
Unspc:cificd bad behaviour
Refusal to aocq>t discipline/disobedience
BuUyingiVioleoce to other pupils
Persistent absence

Rdusal to accept punishment
Breaking school rules

Soci~medical

eg. infestation, scabies etc.

Tbeftlvandalism
Acts outside school
TOTAL

5
5

3
266

Galloway's analysis of the Sheffield survey (which involved 39 secondary
schools) found no obvious relationship between the school's use of exclusions
or suspensions and any aspect of its catchment area. It was not the case that
schools with most sodally disadvantaged pupils tended to exclude or
suspend more students. It was also observed that in schools where
substantial changes occurred in the number of students excluded, this
generally coincided with a change in head or deputy head teacher. It did not
necessarily follow that schools with the highest rates of suspensions had the
highest levels of disruptive behaviours. Other explanations are clearly
possible.
Galloway followed up the Sheffield survey with interviews of students who
had been suspended, their parents, and their school authorities. Among
information to emerge it transpired that 40 percent of the students had come
from families where the parents were separated or divorced. 0\ange of
current address was a feature for about a third of the students. Parental
employment was a factor examined and it was found that neither parent was
employed in 22 percent of cases. Poor health seemed a significant factor: 69
percent of suspended students had a history of serious illness or accidents
which had required in-patient treatment. In 27 percent of cases there was a
possibility of neurological impairment as a result of the illness or accident
(Galloway, 1982:43). Of course this does not discount the possibility that the
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neW"Ological condition existed before the acddent or even contributed to it.
Just over 80 percent of suspended children were found to have at least one
parent with psychiatric disorder or evidence of personality disturbance
(Galloway, 1982:40). Poor health was also a fairly frequent characteristic of
the pupils' parents, with almost half the mothers reporting chronic illness and
44 percent having received medication for minor psychiatric symptoms or
having reported such symptoms.
On reflection, even though Galloway's study led to possible extrapolations, it

seemed that a study of student disruptive behaviour based solely on numbers
being suspended was likely at best to be inconclusive, and possibly fraught
with inaccurades and lack of experimental control. For example it does not
account for the myriad disruptive behaviours which do not lead to suspension
or which may not even come to the attention of the school authorities. It does
not account for differences in the interpretation of the guidelines in different
schools, or in the same school over time by different prindpals and different
teacher initiation. It does not account for changing attitudes to discipline
within the school or for the use of alternative treatment for apparently similar
offences.
2.9 Conclusion - Defining the Research
This thesis sets out to examine specific behaviours displayed by adolescent

children in the school context. ln the surveys used consideration is given to six
specifically defined forms of violence, being verbal and physical aggression
and property damage directed against students and against teachers. It may
be argued that violence takes other forms, and there are certainly other targets
and perpetrators in schools than teachers and students. The six types
described form the limitations of this thesis. School exclusion in the form of
suspensions is a response to cases where acts of violence are seen to be
severe, and so records of suspension provide a measure not only of frequency
but of perceived severity of violent acts. Through analysis of the results of the
two surveys used in this thesis, and comparison with published data on
suspensions, it is hoped that issues such as school exclusion and gender
constructions may be applied to the formation of useful conclusions and
recommendations.
It would appear from the literature that there are significant observer effects
which arise from factors ingrained in some parts of sodety, such as
constructions of gender, age entitlement and hyper rationality. The theories on
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causes of violence range from the Freudian view that it comes from within the
individual, to the Skinnerian view that it is an artefact of environmental
influences. Oearly such varied explanations will have implications for the
perceptions of different teachers of the severity, nature and frequency of
behaviours they observe. In turn they will also have an impact on the type of
recourse used to redress violent incidents, and hence on the frequency of their
manifestation in collected data. The variation in treatment, such as
suspension duration, from state to state may also be of influence through the
training of the teachers administering such sanctions.
The target group of the thesis is adolescent children, typically between 12 and
16 years of age. This group is subject to more variation and change in
physiology, personality, educational, emotional and social development than
any other human group. Part of this change finds its outlet in bullying,
vandalism and aggression towards their peers, towards adults and towards
themselves. A state of conflict, for them, is part of their transition to
adulthood. Thus it may seem inevitable that violent incidents will always
occur, and are beyond our power to prevent. Education and a shift in societal
attitudes, however, may be able to play a part in reducing, redirecting or
eliminating aggression. What is patently within our control is our response as
teachers, as parents and as society to the violence which seems a natural part
of adolescent development. This thesis, then, is an exploration of teacher
responses to violence among adolescents.
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OIAPTER3
METIIODOLOGY

3.1 Focus on the Issue
The purpose of this thesis is to ascertain the degree of congruence existing
between the intent of those sections of the Northern Territory Education Act
(§27-29) dealing with suspensions and expulsion and teacher views on the
appropriateness of responses to violent incidents involving students. Two
groups of teachers are consulted. The first group comprises principals and
assistant principals who have to make decisions and respond according to
the guidelines set by the Northern Territory Department of Education and
moderated by their experience and knowledge of local conditions. The second
group is classroom teachers who respond according to their own background
and training, their perceptions of seriousness of incidents and school policies.
These two perspectives, if they can be recorded and quantified, can then be
contrasted, and where suspensions are indicated as appropriate, can be
examined in the light of recorded suspension data over the past five years. A
supplementary study examines the views of trainee teachers in their final
year, who have never operated in the classroom. These are compared to
results obtained from the principal and assistant principal group by asking
them to consider the same sets of incidents, in order to explore issues of
whether judgements associated with suspensions are consistent between
experienced and inexperienced practitioners.

3.2 Hypotheses
The great tragedy of science is the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis by
an ugly fact

(f. H. Huxley 'Biogenesis and Abiogenesis')

A number of hypotheses are proposed as a result of material discussed in
chapter 1 from preliminary analysis of suspension data and also as a result of
material presented in chapter 2 derived from a review of the literature. The
following hypotheses are to be tested by the data collected from a number of
sample groups in response to the Surveys 1 and 2 outlined below.
The first two hypotheses relate to the area of gender and violence. If, as has
been discussed in chapter 2, a prime determinant of violent behaviour is
gender construction, then one might expect that in instances of violence boys
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would be involved significantly more often than girls. This may reflect simply
a difference in the treatment of girls and boys for similar offences and so in
devising questions related to this area of investigation, this factor needs to be
taken into account. This is to be done in Survey 1 by constructing similar
scenarios with male and female protagonists and comparing responses. In
Survey 2 teachers will be asked directly to give their impressions on whether
types of incidents involve primarily boys or girls and what relative difference
there may be in frequency and severity of these. A further gender effect may
be that the gender of the respondent has an effect on the response. It may be
that female respondents perceive as more severe, incidents which male
respondents do not notice, or down play. A masculine construct which has
been discussed sees some violent behaviours of boys being excusable or
explainable or as 'boys will be boys'. As a result the first two hypotheses to

be tested are as follows.
•

Hl: That there are differences in responses to acts of violence committed
by girls and by boys. (responses by principals in terms of sanctions;
responses by teachers in terms of perception of seriousness and frequency)

•

H2: That there are differences in the perceptions of severity and frequency
of violent incidents by male and female teachers.

In analysing data from hypothetical scenarios depicting particular classes of

violent behaviour it would be useful to examine whether there is a correlation
between teachers' perceived notions of severity of such incidents and the
recorded responses through suspension data for such incidents. For example
over the last five years Northern Territory data have shown a very high rate of
suspensions for fighting. Would hypothetical scenarios of similar incidents
produce a similar response, or are real life cases tempered by knowledge of
specific individuals concerned, family backgrounds and other extenuating
circumstances?
There is a significant variation in the total number of suspensions recorded at
different schools, and among the four schools involved in this survey. This
may be due to differing interpretations and perceptions of severity among the
teachers and principals of these schools, or it may result from significantly
different student populations or school cultures. If differences in
interpretation between the principals and teachers can be el.iminated then we
can start to examine other causal factors. As a result the two following
hypotheses are proposed.
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•

H3: That recorded data on suspensions for violent offences accurately
reflects the perceptions of teachers of severity of incidents of violence.

•

H4: That there is a significant degree of consistency in the application of
departmental sanctions between school administrators in different schools
for the same types of offences.

Teacher responses to student behaviour depend on a number of factors. These
include training, both preservice and in.service, professional interaction with
other teachers, gender factors, teacher socio-economic background and
personality, teacher burnout and teacher experience in the present school and
in total. The matter of experience in dealing with student behaviour seems an

obvious factor. It may be useful to explore whether teacher responses relate in
any way to teacher experience. This can be done by analysis of responses to
Survey 2. In addition the duration of school suspensions must relate to the
perceived severity of the violent incident. It may relate to other factors, such
as allowing time to settle matters with the protagonists, closeness to the end
of term, number of similar incidents occurring in the school, number of
previous incidents involving the protagonist. However the prime criterion for
duration of a suspension, with all other factors being equal, should be the
perceived severity of the offence. Since such perceptions are derived from the
factors related above it may be useful to compare, not only the responses of
principals in different schools to the same scenarios (outlined in Survey 1),
but also to compare the responses of trainee teachers whose perceptions
would be based solely on preservice training and their own personal
background. A significant difference between these two groups could only
then be attributed to teaching experience. As a result the next three
hypotheses are proposed.
•

HS: That there are differences in the perceptions of severity and frequency
of violent incidents by neophyte and experienced teachers.

•

H6: That there is a difference in the sanctions suggested for violent
behaviours in hypothetical scenarios between experienced school
administrators and lay persons represented by trainee teachers.

•

H7: That there may be differences from school to school in perception of
the seriousness of offences relating to suspension as reflected in teacher
perceptions and also in the length of suspensions proposed.
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Initial examination of suspension data from Northern Territory secondary
schools shows the bulk of suspensions which are related to violence (ie
excluding incidents such as possession and use of cannabis), are for physical
aggression, with those for verbal aggression being solely for abuse directed at
teachers, (verbal aggression to other students does not appear to warrant
suspension), and very few involving damage to property. This may be a
reflection of differences in frequency of occurrence of such incidents, in
perception of severity, or it may be due to differences in frequency of
detection and / or reporting of such incidents. By examining teacher responses
to the questionnaires on frequency and severity it should be possible to
establish the relativity of these.
•

H8: That incidents of physical violence are perceived as being more
serious than incidents of verbal violence or violence against property.

Perceptions may vary between teachers for reasons other than gender factors
explored in the first two hypotheses. Data in Table 1.9 discussed in chapter 1
indicates that as well as teacher experience there may be some relation to the
subject area. Low level horseplay, which may be excusable in a physical
education lesson on the school oval, may take on entirely different
proportions in a workshop or laboratory. Teachers who are exposed to a
greater amount of adolescent behaviour through teaching a higher proportion
of students in years 8 and 9 may become either inured or sensitised to such
behaviours. Another consideration is that teacher feelings of collegial support
from their peers, or encouragement and discussion with peers, may colour
perceptions of teachers in larger faculties. These teachers may also, in hearing
of more incidents in their faculty rooms through being in larger faculties,
develop a perception of severity or frequency which differs from that of
teachers in smaller faculties.
•

H9: That teachers in some subject areas perceive greater frequency and
severity in the classroom of violent incidents.

•

HlO: Teachers who work in larger faculties perceive lower frequency and
severity of violent incidents

•

Hll: Teachers who teach a greater proportion of students in the middJe

school perceive a lower frequency and severity of violent incidents.
Finally there may be an effect in the location of the teacher's own training.
Some teachers in the schools surveyed were themselves schooled and trained
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locally, but most were from interstate or overseas. There may be differences in
perception of student behaviour which originate in the cultural background of
the teachers. These are explored in the final hypothesis.
•

H12: That teachers who have themselves been schooled in the Darwin
area perceive a lower frequency and severity of violent incidents than
teachers schooled elsewhere.

3.3 The Research Target Group
The 1995 Statistical Overview of Northern Territory Schools shows total
enrolment in all Northern Territory secondary schools in 1995 was 9971
comprised of 5065 male and 4912 female students. There were 7222 students
in years 8 to 10, which is the middle school area considered in this thesis. The
average ages (at 1 July) of these students was 13.57 in year 8, 14.51 in year 9
and 15.51 in year 10. Attendance rates in government schools between 1992
and 1995 followed a similar pattern (NTDE 1996:16) falling from the high
eighty percent range in February to the low eighties in May, rising in July with
the start of semester 2 and falling to the low eighties in August with a
stabilisation in the mid eighties until the end of the year. Age participation
rates from year 10 to senior school drop significantly. There were 82 percent
of 15 year olds, 67.2 percent of 16 year olds and 41 percent of 17 year olds
enrolled in schools (NTDE 1996:9). Retention rates years 8 to 12 peaked in
1992 and have declined since then.
The subject of this thesis of teacher perceptions is the middle school or junior
secondary school (years 8 to 10). The thesis examines behaviours of students
in the Darwin metropolitan area. Surveys were used among Darwin
government secondary schools with a year 8 to 10 component, of which there
are eight. Four of the possible schools were included in the survey. Of the four
not included one was the Northern Territory Secondary Correspondence
School where teachers would not have the same daily interaction with
students as in the others, and the student group is of a different makeup. The
juvenile detention centre school was not included because of the significantly
different makeup of the student background. One school was excluded
because it differed significantly from the others in being significantly larger
and older than the others with a large upper school (post year 10) component
and being located more remotely from caravan parks and new housing
developments and thus less subject to sporadic changes of enrolment. The
final school declined to participate.
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The four non government secondary schools were not included in the survey
because they are selective in their student intake (even if only to those
students whose parents are prepared to pay significantly higher school fees).
The four schools included in the surveys are located across the Darwin and
adjacent rural area. It is assumed that the bulk of the population of each
comes from its immediate neighbourhood. Thus it is important to examine the
demographics of each school neighbourhood to discover whether there are
particular factors which would affect the responses of teachers more from any
one school than from others.
3.4 Demographics
The 1993 social atlas of Darwin (Harrison, 1993) summarised results of the
1991 national census. Results of the 1996 national census will not become
available until some time after this thesis is completed. As a result
interpretations of 1991 data must be tempered by observed trends. For
example in some areas of Darwin in 1991 there were low population densities
due to the availability of vacant residential land and higher numbers of single
parent families which were provided government housing. Some of these
newer areas also featured higher populations in the lower age groups due to a
younger adult population with younger children There were also higher
numbers of families in rental accommodation and lower rates of home
ownership. In the more established areas these trends were less pronounced.
Since 1991 significant growth and development has occurred in these areas
with available land being built on and an increase in population. There has
also been an increased level of home ownership and these factors have altered
some of the proportions reported from the 1991 census.
The overall number and proportion of older people (over 65 year olds)
throughout the Darwin area was low. However it was particularly low (less
than 5 percent) in the areas which are principal feeders to the survey schools.
Older people may provide a moderating family influence. For example
grandparents able to care for small children allow the parents increased
freedom for work and leisure. The lower proportion of older people in these
feeder areas means lack of a significant moderating influence on family life.
The highest numbers of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people occupied
these feeder areas. Harrison (1993) states that the distribution of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people reflects their socio-economic status, with
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most found in areas with high rates of public sector housing. Education levels
as an indicator are also of interest. The proportion of people with no tertiary
or trade qualifications is also highest in these areas.
Some determinants such as OINKS (double income, no kids) which may be
seen as reflecting affluence, and low income households occurred at high rates
in some areas together. This may be simply a reflection of the areas of highest
population, or it may also reflect the very mixed socio-economic nature of
most of Darwin. The latter interpretation is significant in this thesis as it
supports the view that the socio-economic makeup of the students in the four
schools studied is, overall, fairly consistent. The effect of non zoning of
schools and the proportion of secondary aged children sent to private schools
may also serve to make the nature of the school populations fairly equivalent.
A more objective comparison of the demographic makeup of each of the
schools is available. The Socia Economic Indexes For Areas (SElFA) comprise
five summary measures prepared by the Australian Bureau of Statistics from
the five yearly Population Census. SElFA indexes are obtained by
summarising information on a variety of underlying social and economic
variables. They represent a very accurate and thoroughly detailed indication
of relative disadvantage and have been used to provide an objective scale of
comparison for geographic areas throughout Australia. SElFA indexes are
derived through Principal Component Analysis and include variables such as
family income, households purchasing dwelling, number of motor vehicles,
number of bedrooms per person, education levels, number and classification
of employed persons in the labour force and marital and ethnic status
(McLennan, 1990). Unfortunately these indices are also based on 1991 census
data and thus are subject to the same qualifications as the conclusions based
on material derived from the social atlas of Darwin. One SElFA index is the
Index of Relative Socia Economic Disadvantage (IRSED) score, which is
calculated for all Northern Territory Schools. IRSED scores are designed to
have an average score of 1000 with a standard deviation of 100 index points
(McLennan, 1990:2). The median IRSED scores for the schools involved in the
survey were extremely similar for three of the four schools, with the fourth
being significantly lower (scores were 1007.942, 1007.230, 994.726 and
851.400). The range of scores is interesting. Although three of the four scores
are relatively close the four represents a spread for Northern Territory
government secondary schools from the second highest score to the lowest
Some qualifying points must be made. Firstly SElFA indexes are an average
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score and so may encompass a school with a wide variation in student
population from privileged to disadvantaged, or may reflect a relatively
homogeneous group. This effect predominates more near the mean scores than
at the extremes where homogeneity is more likely. (Further analysis is possible
through a comparison with other SElFA scores such as the Index of Relative
Socio Economic Advantage and the Index of Economic Resources which may
serve to clarify this point). Secondly, given that the SElFA indices were based
on data from the 1991 census, they are clearly out of date. Thirdly, because
there is significant student mobility due to lack of zoning and availability to
parents of choice in where to send their children, coupled with the existence in
the Darwin area of five private secondary schools which may be drawing a
selected group due to the existence of fees, the degree of correlation between
the socioeconomic profile of a school's student population and the IRSED
score of the school's geographic zone is somewhat uncertain. Fourthly,
changes have taken place in demographics in some areas more than in others
in the five years since the 1991 census. The fourth school was located in a
rapidly growing area while the other three were in far more settled and stable
areas. Thus it can be speculated that the current SElFA indexes will show a
closer equivalence between the schools as a result of the significant population
changes which have taken place in the fourth area since 1991. Finally, a
caveat on the use of SElFA indexes is that family structure (number of
parents, number of income earners, number of dependents), is not strongly
represented in the indices. As has been discussed in the literature review,
violent behaviours (or lack of them) may be influenced by family structures,
and so this presents another limitation in the use of SElFA indices.
Assumptions about correlations between socioeconomic status and the
incidence of violence in schools must be treated with some caution. While an
initial examination of suspension rates in secondary schools shows some
correlation, in that the most disadvantaged school has also shown the highest
rates of suspension, schools with much higher IRSED scores have also shown
high suspension rates while other schools with low IRSED scores have, by
contrast, shown very low suspension rates. The purpose of the thesis is to
correlate suspension rates with teacher perceptions of violence, and the
reason for examining IRSED scores is to address, and possibly eliminate,
socioeconomic variables as factors in this attempted correlation. Analysis of
the responses of teachers from the four schools will reveal whether there was
a difference in perceptions of student behaviour which may be explained by
differences in the IRSED scores.
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For the purposes of this thesis it will be assumed that student populations in
the four schools were socially equivalent. It will also be assumed that teacher
populations in the four schools were socially equivalent, although there is no
data in existence to support this due to teacher turnover, other than the fact
that all teachers have achieved tertiary qualifications and are salary earners
at a similar level of income. Analysis of the results of this thesis may require a
revision of this assumption.

3.5 Research Methodology and Rationale
The overall purpose of this research is to ascertain teacher perceptions to
incidents of violence in schools and to make a critical comparison of these
with the documented levels of school responses in the form of suspension
rates. To do this it is necessary to sample the views of the teachers
responsible for imposing suspensions and other sanctions, namely the
principals and assistant principals, to find out whether this group was
applying its collective judgement consistently. By ascertaining the perceived
levels of seriousness of this group and then by surveying the wider teacher
population to determine perceptions of severity and frequency of different
forms of violence it could be possible to make extrapolations on whether there
was any congruence between perceptions of violence and responses to
violence.
In designing the survey questionnaires it is important to consider whether
there was equivalence in the range of student groups displaying the
behaviours on which responses from teachers were to be based. This is done
by restricting the research to a particular age group and by taking into account
socioeconomic factors described in the previous section. What is equally
important, although somewhat assumed, is whether there is equivalence in the
survey sample group, ie the teachers. As all of this group are within a similar
range on determinants such as education, employment, salary level and
housing it is probably safe to assume equivalence in their socio-economic
status. Those variables which are more in evidence such as gender, number of
years in a particular school and teaching area will be tested in the survey
analysis and are subject to hypotheses.
The research methodology is largely survey oriented in nature, as this was the
clearest and most efficient way to obtain a sample of teacher responses. In
this research one objective was to explore whether very cautious and tentative

generalisations could be made by examining the effect of a number of
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variables on teacher perceptions. These included gender, experience and
teaching area of the respondents. Relationships between variables are being
sought. To do this a quantitative approach is clearly needed. By the same
token it was not felt that a sufficiently large sample group could be obtained
to produce a purely quantitative study. For these reasons the questionnaires
were to have some quantitative aspect but should also include scope for open
responses.
Validation of the survey instruments used is discussed below in relation to
each one. In brief the first survey was validated by trials with a small sample
group and request for feedback. The second survey was based directly on an
instrument which had been successfully used in another study and thus
validated. Validation is also enhanced by triangulation of results. This is
achieved to some degree by comparing the perceptions of seriousness of
violence of teacher groups from different schools in survey 2, of teacher
groups with principal groups by comparing responses to particular types of
violent incident in a comparison of Survey 1 and Survey 2 and by comparing
Survey 1 responses with published data on suspension rates.

3.6 Description of Survey Instruments Used
The data presented in this report was gathered through the use of the two
surveys outlined below. Responses were sought from individuals. Whole
school responses were not allowed. Each school was visited in turn and the
purpose of the surveys explained face to face to staff. However it was
emphasised that responses were optional. As a result there was a relatively
low number of responses and the resulting sample was derived by self
selection on the basis of interest and inclination. The surveys had been
distributed in the latter part of term 4 in schools because it was thought that
many teachers would have more time uncommitted to classes, since the year
10, 11 and 12 cohorts had completed their classes for the year. Some teachers
later commented that this did not give them more time as they were then fully
occupied with report writing, future course preparation and school activities
scheduled at that time for similar reasons. Others commented on feeling too
flat at the end of the year.
Following the distribution of surveys a contact person was designated in each
school to collect completed survey forms. There were reminders posted in
each school towards the end of the school year and early in the following
school year.
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3.6.1 Survey 1
The intention of this survey is to ascertain, by comparing the responses of
principals and assistant principals in different schools, the level of
consistency in the approaches used to violent incidents involving students
within schools, and whether there is any correlation with the data collected in
the unpublished Northern Territory Department of Education document.
While anonymity was preserved in both surveys respondents to Survey 1 (see
Appendix 4), were asked to provide information on the following aspects:

gender, as there may be differences in the response of male and female
administrators; position, in order to examine whether responses of principals
differ from those of assistant principals; experience, including the number of
years at current and previous levels; and the total number of years teaching.
(Since there are no formal guidelines provided or training on how to conduct
suspensions the judgement of school administrators comes principally from
experience in the role).
In the Northern Territory, if all government and private schools are included,

there are 18 secondary schools with 18 principals and 30 assistant principals.
Not all of these school administrators are directly concerned in their day to
day work with the issues of violence and school exclusion in the junior
secondary school. In most schools these tasks are the responsibility of a single
assistant principal in consultation with the principal. The sample group
involved principals and assistant principals from the four target schools
involved in the study. This included both male and female respondents and a
range of school experience. A coding system using random numbers was used,
so that individual respondents and their schools could be identified by the
researcher, but no reference to individuals or particular schools (other than by
pseudonym), is made in the thesis report. There were a total of four principals
and nine assistant principals invited to respond to Survey 1. The ten
responses received represented a good return and included a response from
each of the school principals and also a response from each school.
Survey 1 was also distributed to a group of final year trainee teachers at the
Northern Territory University. Returns from the trainee teachers enable
exploration of the effects of experience on sanctions applied to various
incidents and allows a direct comparison with the principal group.
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It may be possible to develop guidelines for approaches to particular types of

offences in regard to responses and sanctions used by the school. However
there must be caveats included, that attention must be given to other factors
such as the nature and past histories of the students involved, family
circumstances, parental input into discussions on school action and the
possibility of compromising police or court action.
In the design of questions for Survey 1 incidents were related to each of the six
types of violence defined in this thesis and referred to in Survey 2. For each
type of violence, at least one vignette involving male and one involving female

protagonists was developed. These were then presented randomly.
Responses were invited in the form of an eight point scale. The responses
available from school administrators to incidents of violence in schools are
confined to the following: exclusions from school which may be internal or
external and include suspensions and expulsion. There is an
unacknowledged practice existing in some schools of temporary exclusion
which is not recorded as an official suspension and is not reported centrally.
It is more of a cooling off period arranged with parents. ln addition internal
exclusion is not considered as one of the categories of suspension for the
purpose of this thesis as it is not recorded as such by the school or
department although it is a commonly used strategy in dealing with a variety
of student transgressions. The only other officially recognised response as set
down in legislation is corporal punishment Although this exists in statutes in
the Northern Territory it is very seldom used, with some schools having their
own school policy of non use of corporal punishment. However, because it
exists as a sanction it was included in the list of possible responses.
Responses other than corporal punishment or formal suspension and
expulsion, all of which are set down in legislation or in the schools manual,
fall within a category which has been labelled 'Low level responses'. These
include counselling, a stem chat, discussion involving parents, conflict
mediation strategies, school based punishments and impositions, external
exclusions referred to above and detentions. While it is debatable whether all
of these are 'low level', that is the term which has been used to encompass
them, as they are not part of the focus of this questionnaire, and, as informal
recourse, for the most part cannot be compared with recorded instances.
So the eight possible responses included low level, internal exclusion, corporal

punishment, expulsion and four categories of suspension. These four
categories represent differing lengths of suspension (which reflects the
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perceived seriousness of the offence) and were derived from an examination
of suspensions in School A over the last three years which seemed to fall into
four categories (see Table 1.8): - suspension for two to three days; suspension
for the remainder of the week (these may in fact be the same or similar but
where an offence occurs on a Thursday, for example, it may be considered to
warrant two or three days and not the one day remaining in the week,
conversely where it occurred on a Monday it may be considered to warrant
two to three days but not the remainder of the week); suspension for one
week; and suspensions for more than one week. It should be pointed out that
in the Northern Territory four weeks is the maximum period of suspension
available, but is usually used only in response to extremely severe incidents.
Such incidents may, for example, include setting fire to a part of the school,
incidents where the subject has a history of repeat offences and has been
given adequate chances for rehabilitatiOI\ incidents involving composite
offences (such as one student who, over a few days, had assaulted and
bullied others, made unwelcome sexual approaches, extorted money, and
damaged school property) and incidents involving students who have shown
themselves to be a danger to others to such a degree that they should not be
permitted to return to the school environment until some form of therapy or
psychiatric assistance has been arranged. Suspensions of over a week are
normally for two weeks or four weeks. There is little evidence of any other
period between one and four weeks being used except when it is for the
remainder of a school term.
Table 3.1 Categories of incident used in Survey 1

Types of incident used in the vignettes:

Abbreviation

QoNumber

Gender

MF
FMM
FMMFM
F,M
F, M
M.F

used
Verbal aggression to other students

VAS

9, 13

Verbal aggression to teacbe~

VAT

3 ,4, 7

Physical aggression to other students

PAS

1,2,6,8,11

Physical aggression to a staff member

PAT

5,14

Damage to property of a student

DPS

15,16

Damage to property of a staff member or the

OPT

10, 12

school.

Each type of violent incident considered in this research was represented by
at least two vignettes in Survey 1 as shown in Table 3.1, which also indicates
for each type, the question in which it is encapsulated, and whether it relates
to male or female protagonists, as well as the number of protagonists
involved. Incidents involving weapons were not included for the following
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reasons: they occur at a very low frequency in Australia (Trimboli and Bonnie
1994); they are normally referred directly to the police; responses to such
incidents are subject to wide variation (see Noguera 1995); it would add
another dimension which is not within the scope of this thesis.
The incidents were entirely fictitious, although they were based on similar
incidents experienced by myself and a small number of other principals and
assistant principals with whom I consulted. The names used are fictitious first
names (usually in the case of males the names are of cricket players and in the
case of females, of super models or international personalities). The
questionnaire was trialed on one principal before being put to use.
For each vignette in Survey 1, respondents were invited to provide an
indication on the eight point scale described above for each of the obvious
antagonists in the vignette, and were provided space to add comments to
qualify their answers.

3.6.2 Survey 2
The intention of the second survey (see Appendix 5), was to elicit teacher
responses, in terms of frequency and severity in the classroom and the
playground, to the six forms of violent behaviour defined in this thesis. The
responses of classroom teachers might then be contrasted and compared with
those of school administrators expressed in Survey 1.
While anonymity of individuals was preserved in the survey, responses from
each of the four schools were kept separate and will be referred to by
pseudonyms (School A, B etc) to allow testing of hypotheses.
Respondents to Survey 2 were asked to provide feedback on the following
aspects: Gender, as there may be differences in the response of male and
female teachers (Hypothesis 2); teaching area, as there may be a correlation
between subject area and student frustration (Hypothesis 9); number of co-

faculty members because teachers in smaller faculties may experience
isolation and lack of peer support which may colour their perceptions of
incidents (Hypothesis 10); aspects of preservice training as this thesis may
have future implications for preservice training; respondents own secondary

schooling, as local people who have taken up teaching may have more
empathy with local students than teachers who came from elsewhere
(Hypothesis 12); number of years teaching and number of years at this
school, as preliminary data on verbal abuse to teachers showed an alarmingly
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disproportionate number of neophyte teachers were subject to verbal abuse
(Hypothesis 5); and numbers of students taught in all classes and in the junior
secondary school, as the degree of exposure to middle school students may
influence perceptions of their behaviour (Hypothesis 11).
The 1994 study (Burke et al 1994) conducted by a team led by Associate
Professor Carrie Burke, the Director of the Centre for Policy and Leadership
Studies in Education at Queensland University of Technology, forms the basis
for Survey 2. There are some important differences. Firstly Survey 2 is
directed at teacher responses to behaviours exhibited by a different student
group, the junior secondary school rather than to the primary school group
surveyed by Burke.
Responses to Survey 2 were invited on an open scale of low to high (as used
by Burke et al 1994) for frequency and severity in the classroom and in the
playground. The rating indicated by the respondent was then measured and
recorded by the use of a transparency overlay with an 18 point scale applied
to the ratings, from 0 for low to 18 for high. For each of the four parameters
respondents were asked to indicate whether the incident occurred mainly with
boys or girls or with both. Open ended responses were invited on what made
the incidents severe and the strategies used to deal with the incident. Each
respondent was then invited to indicate degree of satisfaction on the same
low to high rating scale and to provide an open ended response on what
might prevent the incident from occurring in the future. The ratings could then
be collated in tabulated form and the open ended responses could be listed
and analysed.
In accordance with the definition of violence discussed in Chapter 2, the

parameters used in Survey 2 of this thesis were confined to six, discarding
those of Burke's parameters which related more to classroom disruptive
behaviours than to violence. As discussed in Chapter 1 (p21) the behaviours
which relate to violence as defined in Crawford et al (1994) which are
targeted in Survey 2 are as follows:
•

Verbal aggression to other students: student directs insulting, abusive,
statements or 'put downs' at peers,

•

Verbal aggression to teachers: student directs insulting, abusive,
statements or 'put downs' at teacher,

•

Physical aggression at other students: student directs physical attack at
another student - punching, pushing, spitting, throwing things,
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•

Physical aggression towards staff member: student physically assaults
teacher or other staff member,

• Damage to property of student: a student has items of clothing or
property deliberately damaged, hidden or stolen resulting in a distressed
state,
•

Damage to property of staff member or school: this includes incidents of
vandalism or graffiti, fire, theft, actions directed in aggression individually
or collectively against staff or the school.

In addition, respondents were provided with two blank pro forma to allow

responses to incidents which they considered represented significant violence.
It should further be noted that in this survey responses of teachers are sought
with the intention being to correlate these with official school sanctions used
in response to such incidents, particularly exclusions. For this reason the
views of teachers only were sought, and only on interactions involving
students and not on staff to staff interactions or interactions between
members of staff and outsiders. The consequences of these other types of
interactions are outside the responses of school authorities towards violent
behaviours of children
In Survey 1 each of the scenarios or vignettes used to elicit responses was

based on one of the six forms of student violent behaviour outlined above. At
least two vignettes were presented for each (so that both female and male
protagonists were considered).The purpose of this was to allow comparisons
to be made between teacher perceptions of and responses to student
behaviour and the responses of school administrators whose daily tasks
involve providing an official school response to such behaviours. These may
then be compared with departmentally collected data on reasons for school
exclusions and may also be examined in the light of the legislation and
practice pertaining to exclusions.
Survey 2 is a similar survey to that administered by Burke' s group (1994), and
analysis is carried out in a similar manner. However one difference in the
analysis is that in the primary schools comparisons may be made between
teachers of different year groups and thus presumably teaching students of
differing ages. A separate category in Burke's study was the specialist
teachers who taught across the primary school.
In the secondary schools involved in the current thesis, all of the teachers

involved came from the latter category, and so what is preferred is to analyse
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teacher responses from teachers of different years of experience and from
faculties of different sizes. The reason for this is that preliminary study on
incidents in school A indicated that in cases of severe verbal abuse of teachers
which had led to school exclusion, the overwhelming majority of teachers
involved in these incidents were in their first year at the school or their first
year of teaching or were relief teachers (fable 1.9). To a lesser extent teachers
from very small faculty areas suffered a disproportionate number of such
incidents. This analysis followed the observation that over a number of years
where the frequency of school suspensions for other types of violent incident
such as fights, assaults and other student to student matters declined during
the course of the year, there was a constant and sustained rate of incidents of
verbal abuse towards teachers (see Table 1.4 ).
Thus the essential aspects of Burke's questionnaires have been preserved in
Survey 2 and the results of Burke's research make the use of such a modified
survey valid in this instance.
3.7 Summary of Methodology

This research comprises two main survey instruments, both of which provide
a combination of quantitative and open ended responses. These surveys have
been applied to a number of sample groups of teachers and administrators
from four separate schools and to trainee teachers. The responses sought were
to behaviours exhibited either by hypothetical students, or by groups of
students who, it is argued, as a result of the nature of the schools surveyed,
are equivalent.

OiAPTER4

RESULTS OF SURVEYS
4.1 Presenbtion of Results
In the results section extracts from the raw data are presented in a form which

will enable them to be considered in relation to the hypotheses. The actual

data are presented in the Appendices. The responses to Survey 1 are collated
in spreadsheet form and presented in Appendix 6 (principal group) and
Appendix 7 (trainee teachers group). The scaled responses to Survey 2 are
also collated in spreadsheet form and are presented in Appendix 8. In the
case of open ended verbal responses to Survey 2, a discussion of these
responses is presented in this section, but the actual responses are listed in
Appendix 9. The open ended verbal responses to Survey 1 appear in
Appendix 6a and 7a. There has been no attempt to sort these verbal
responses on the basis of male or female (except Survey 1 verbal responses),
years of teaching or any of the other determinants used in the hypotheses. The
sorting according to these parameters has been restricted to quantitative data.
Mean scores are presented (from the 18 point rating scale in Survey 2). These
are then used to rank factors in perceived order of significance. This final
ranking, rather than the mean scores, is the basis for analysis of data.
In chapter 5 the results are analysed and compared to discover whether the

hypotheses outlined in chapter 3 are supported. ln chapter 6 there is a
discussion of the results of this analysis with reference to the literature
reviewed in chapter 2. Conclusions and recommendations are then made in
chapter 7.
4.2 Results of Survey 1

Survey 1 was designed to determine opinions on the degree of seriousness of
six types of violence involving both girls and boys, and was used with two
groups. The first group was principals and assistant principals in the four
schools involved in the surveys. 1his group is referred to as the principal
group. The second group was the final year secondary trainee teachers at the
Northern Territory University. This group is referred to as the trainee teachers
group. Raw responses from the two groups are presented in Appendices 6,
6a, 7 and 7a. These have been presented below, question by question, in
graphical form for ease of comparison. The key for responses is reproduced
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below. Participants were asked to use this key to indicate what they
considered an appropriate level of response to each of the incidents described
in the hypothetical scenarios.
A: low level response: classroom teacher /low level imposition/ no action
B: corporal punishment
C: internal suspension/isolation for a period around 1 day
D: exclusion or suspension from school2-3 days
E: exclusion or suspension from school remainder of week
F: exclusion or suspension from school 1 week
G: exclusion or suspension from school more than 1 week
R expulsion
The following matrix (fable 4.1) shows the six types of violent behaviour
surveyed through the questionnaires
Table 4.1: Six types of violent behaviour~ through the questionnaires
Student

Teacher

Verbll
aggression

VAS

VAT

Physical aggression

PAS

PAT

Damage to property

DPS

OPT
(includes schooll

There were sixteen vignettes which each depicted an incident of one of the six
types of violence shown in table 4.1. These varied in whether the protagonist
was a boy or a girl. The vignettes are not reproduced here. Their details are
contained in the instrument used for Survey 1, reproduced in Appendix 4.
There were eleven respondents in the principal group and twenty two
respondents in the trainee teachers group. Space was allowed for comments,
and the comments made are reproduced in full in Appendix 6a and 7a, and
commented on in the analysis of results. There were extensive comments on
each of the responses from almost all respondents. Some were made to clarify
responses. Some expressed the difficulty of responding without knowing more
of the protagonist's background. Many comments provided valuable points
which will be taken up in the discussion. The number of responses to each of
the eight categories in the key above are shown for each vignette in graphical
form for both principals and trainee teachers.
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The first question related to an incident of physical aggression between two
girls. Both girls shared equal responsibility. Responses of the two groups are
shown in Graph 4.1 and Graph 42 below.
Graph 4.1: principal group response to survey 1 Question 1
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The modal class for responses here is C, internal isolation for a period,
indicating that most principals did not feel that suspension was appropriate
in the case of two girls who had no prior history and were involved in a
spontaneous fight. Some respondents indicated suspension, with periods
either two to three days (D) or a week (F). These respondents indicated a
need to set the tone at the start of the year. Some indicated suspension was a
matter of policy for fighting. Many discussed counselling.

j Graph 42: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 1 I
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None of the trainee teachers group indicated suspension in this instance. The
modal class was A, indicating a low level of response, with a third of the
respondents suggesting a period of isolation. Many suggested separation and
detentions or manual tasks. The spontaneous nature of the incident was
generally recognised and many suggested warnings.
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The responses of some in the principal group may reflect school policies of
automatic suspensions for fighting. The trainee teachers group are as yet
uncontaminated by school policy and so have reached a response which is
arguably more suitable for this particular unpremeditated offence.
The second vignette was very similar to the first except that it involved a
spontaneous fight between boys. Responses of the two groups are shown in
Graph 4.3 and Graph 4.4 below.

IGraph 4.3: principal group response to survey 1 Question 2 I
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The principal group modal class response was D which involves suspension
for two to three days. Of the eleven respondents eight advocated suspension.
While the response seems more severe than for the girls some suggested the
severity of the punching would be a factor.

IGraph 4.4: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 2 I
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Once more the trainee teachers group did not advocate suspension, being
almost evenly divided between internal isolation for a day and some other
form of low level response. A number suggested a talk on sportsmanship or a
task to research rules of the game. Warnings for first offences were common.
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This was consistent with their response for a similar scenario in question 1.
They did not distinguish on the basis of gender. Once more they contrasted
with the principal group who may have been following school policies on
suspension for fighting.
The vignette outlined in question 3 involved verbal aggression towards a male
teacher by a girl. Responses of the two groups are shown in Graph 4.5 and
Graph 4.6 below.

IGraph 4.5: principal group response to survey 1 Question 31
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With only one exception the principal group advocated suspension, with
periods of between two and three days and a week. However, principals
wanted to know what had led to the incident. The point of high profile
punishment for a high profile offence was made. Several said they would
involve the counsellor.

Graph 4.6: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 3
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In contrast to the principals less than half the trainee teachers group

advocated suspension, although one trainee proposed corporal punishment.
The majority advocated a day in isolation. Some commented that Gina
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wanted to be suspended, and so to suspend would be giving in. Others
suggested involvement of the counsellor and parents, indicating a need to get
to the source of the problem with Gina. The effect on other students of a
public outburst was noted by some.
The fourth scenario presented a similar outburst of verbal abuse to a teacher,
this time from a boy. Responses of the two groups are shown in Graph 4.7
and Graph 4.8 below.

IGraph 4.7: principal group response to survey 1 Question 4 1
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The principal group unanimously advocated suspension in this case with the
majority proposing a week or more. Collectively the respon se seems to treat
the boy slightly more severely than the girl for a very similar incident, although
both inddents resulted in suspension. It was widely indicated that if there
had been prior similar inddents resulting in suspension that a longer period of
suspension is warranted.

Graph 4.8: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 4
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The majority of the trainee teachers group (approximately two thirds),
proposed suspension. However there was a wide spread of opinion about the
duration of suspension with two students even p roposing expulsion. Trainees
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also indicated the response d epended on earlier r esponses and student
history. Some saw it as attention seeking behaviour. Some questioned what
would be done during a suspension. The trainee teacher response to this male
scenario was more severe than that to the female scenario.
The fifth scenario involved physical aggression to a teacher by a girl.
Responses of the two groups are shown in Graph 4.9 and Graph 4.10 below.

j Graph 4.9: principal group response to survey 1 Question 5 I
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In the principal group the modal class was C showing internal isolation as a
response. Half the respondents proposed suspension. One principal did not
respond. There were comments on the difficulty in proving intent, although it
was felt that the teacher had to be given support.

Graph 4.10: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 5
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The trainee responses also indicated a difficulty with the matter of proof of
intent, and whether belief of a student's claim of innocence would be gullible.
It was clear most believed the incident to be intentional but were unclear on
how to challenge Wendy's claim it was an accident. The bulk of the trainees
opted for means other than exclu sion, with only six proposing suspension.
This was somewhat at variance with the principal group, m ost of whom
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proposed isolation or suspension. There were further comments on the need to
know about Wendy's history of behaviour.
The sixth vignette depicted an incident of physical aggression between boys.
The incident was spontaneous, with one student having a history of low level
disruptive behaviour. Bill initiated the incident and Tom retaliated. Responses
of the two groups are shown in Graph 4.11 and Graph 4.12 below.

IGraph 4.11: principal group response to survey 1 Question 61
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The majority of principals proposed suspension for both boys. Although most
saw a need to treat the two boys equally some saw it being Wlfortunate for
Tom. However the point was made that anger and violence are inappropriate
and need to be discouraged. One proposal was for corporal punishment
which seems at odds with this.
Graph 4.12: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 6
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The trainees discriminated more between the behaviour of the two boys than
the principals, seeing Bill as more culpable. Bill's behaviour was seen as
provocative and dangerous and Tom's as exhibiting lack of control. Some
found the situation difficult. Very few of the trainee teachers group advocated
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suspension in response to this incident. This was consistent with their
responses to other vignettes depicting unpremeditated physical aggression.
The seventh vignette involved verbal aggression to a teacher by a boy, who,
although new to the school, had a history elsewhere of similar behaviour.
Responses of the two groups are shown in Graph 4.13 and Graph 4.14 below.

IGraph 4.13: principal group response to survey 1 Question 71
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Eight of the eleven principals advocated suspension of up to a week, the
remainder proposing isolation or other responses. Parental involvement and
referral were also proposed. The suspension response again probably reflects
school policy on verbal aggression to teachers. These responses appear
consistent with those for the girl involved in verbal aggression to a teacher in
scenario 3, but were not as severe as for the boy in scenario 4.
Graph 4.14: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 7
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Only one trainee teacher advocated suspension. A number noted that Charlie
was seeking attention and trying to make his mark at a new school and that it
was important to establish the school response early. The trainee teacher
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responses were consistent with their response to the two previous vignettes
depicting verbal aggression to teachers.
The eighth vignette involved a severe assault on one girl by another resulting
from a story being carried and a situation inflamed by a third girl. Responses
were invited for Zoe (the assailant) and Andrea (the fight promoter). These
are shown in Graph 4.15 and Graph 4.16 below.

IGraph 4.15: principal group response to survey 1 Question 8 I
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The principal group were consistent in applying a suspension of around a
week to the assailant (Zoe). This seemed related to the severity of the beating.
The suggestion was made to advise parents to press charges against Zoe. The
response to Andrea varied, with three principals advocating suspension, but
the majority presumably not seeing Andrea's part in the incident as severe. It
is arguably more malicious, though.

Graph 4.16: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 8
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Once again, when proposing suspensions the trainee teachers group displayed
no consistency between themselves on the period of suspension warranted,
with one proposing expulsion. Two proposed corporal punishment for Zoe.
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Only one trainee teacher saw Andrea sharing significant responsibility and
requiring suspension. One respondent commented 'Andrea needs to learn that
" lagos" are culpable and not only "Othellos'".
The ninth vignette involved verbal aggression to another student in the form of
intimidation by two boys. Responses of the two groups are shown in Graph
4.17 and Graph 4.18 below.

IGraph 4.17: principal group response to survey 1 Question 9 I
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Although this was recognised as intimidation, only one of the principal group
saw it as warranting suspension, proposing the remainder of the week. The
remainder proposed a day's isolation or some other form of low level
response. Comment was made on the need to discuss the matter with the
victim.

IGraph 4.18: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 9 I
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Some trainee teachers commented that more information was needed. They
suggested that the victim, by his actions, may have provoked the respon se,
although most saw it as intimidation. The trainee teachers group response
was very similar to that of the principal group with only one proposing
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suspension (of a similar duration to the one proposed in the other group) and
the majority of the remainder proposing low level response or isolation.
Comments were made on the need for caution to avoid retribution.
In the tenth vignette a boy with a history of disruptive behaviour and

suspensions causes extensive damage to school property while at the same
time verbally abusing the principal. Although it may be suggested that this
vignette mixes two forms of aggression (VAT and DPl) it clearly depicts a
boy directing aggression at the school, as represented by its furniture and its
principal. Responses of the two groups are shown in Graph 4.19 and Graph
4.20.

IGraph 4.19: principal group response to survey 1 Question 10 I
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The principal group almost unanimously proposed lengthy suspension with
one proposing expulsion. There was general recognition in the comments that
the behaviour exhibited suggested deeper problems which may require
professional intervention. Part of the reason for exclusions was to allow time
for medical or psychiatric intervention.

IGraph 420: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 10 I
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Once again when the trainee teachers group advocated suspension there was
a wide range of opinions on the period to be imposed. There was a feeling
widely expressed that investigation of home life was needed
The next vignette depicts verbal aggression between students escalating to
physical aggression when one student severely assaults the other. The
assailant has a history of poor behaviour. Responses of the two groups are
shown in Graph 4.21 and Graph 4.22 below.

IGraph 4.21 : principal group response to survey 1 Question 11 I
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Most of the principal group proposed suspension for a week or more. lbis
was very consistent with the response to the girl assailant in question 8. The
victim's actions were generally condoned or praised.

IGraph 4.22: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 11 I
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From their comments, some in the trainee teachers group had seen the victim
as the aggressor. Responses, as when they have perceived a degree of severity
in other vignettes and proposed suspensions, were widely spread. One trainee

teacher advocated corporal punishment and two advocated expulsion.
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(Corporal punishment was advocated by the trainee teachers group in a
number of the scenarios, but not by the same respondent). Involvement of the
school based constable was proposed. The public nature of the action was
recognised and commented on.
Damage to property of the school by two girls was represented in the next
vignette. This was in the form of graffiti directed at other girls and so perhaps
this scenario is really verbal aggression towards other students. It may be

argued that, as damage to property of the school, it is not on the same scale
as the incident involving the boy in vignette 10. Responses of the two groups
are shown in Graph 4.23 and Graph 4.24 below.
Graph 4.23: principal group response to survey 1 Question 12
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Less than hali the principal group proposed suspension and there was some

variance in the period proposed. The principal who responded B qualified
this by adding 'or some other form of punishment'. Almost all comments

related to the need to have the girls clean and / or pay for the damage. There
was one comment on the need to mediate between the feuding groups.

IGraph 4.24: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 12 I
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A wide range of periods of suspension was proposed. Many comments
related to cleaning of the graffiti. Mediation was also mentioned. That more
trainee teachers than principals proposed suspension suggests that prina pals
may have become inured to graffiti.
The next vignette involved verbal aggression by one girl towards another in the
form of intimidation and is similar to the vignette involving boys in question 9.
Responses of the two groups are shown in Graph 4.25 and Graph 4.26 below.

I

Graph 4.25: principal group response to survey 1 Question 13
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No principals advocated suspension for this incident, althou gh comments
showed they regarded intimidation as serious. Reference was made to school
harassment policy. The responses were very similar to those for question 9
involving boys.

IGraph 4.26: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 13 I
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The trainee teachers group responses similarly did not include suspension and
in this respect were very similar to the principals, and to the trainee teachers
group resp onses to similar behaviour from boys. One commented that 'at this
stage it is not our business', and another expressed anxiety that any action
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may make things worse for the victim. Most alluded to the need for
counselling and warnings about future consequences.
Physical aggression towards a teacher is the subject of the fourteenth vignette.
Responses of the two groups are shown in Graph 4.27 and Graph 4.28 below.

Graph 4.27: principal group response to survey 1 Question 14
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Most of the p rincipal group saw this incident requiring suspension for a week
or more. The history of belligerent behaviour would contribute to this. Three
respondents indicated isolation for a cooling off and one some other low level
response. The' A' response proposed sorting out the matter to the satisfaction
of the teacher without suspension. This is sometimes difficult in a school
where other members of staff may get involved and advise the teacher
otherwise. Comment was made on the nature of previous offences having an
influence on the treatment of this one.

Graph 4.28: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 14
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Trainee teachers advocated suspension, but were again at odds over the
duration, showing a wide range, including, as before, expulsion and corporal

no
punishment. Two commented that suspension was not working for this
student and an alternative should be sought. This contrasts with the
'escalation' view of suspensions. The trainee teacher response was widely at
odds with their collective response to a similar incident of physical aggression
involving a girl (vignette 5), to which very few advocated suspension, the
majority advocating low level response.
The last two vignettes depicted damage to property of students, the first of
these by girls. Responses of the two groups are shown in Graph 4.29 and
Graph 4.30 below.
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The majority of principals have proposed suspension for the girls. The
malicious and premeditated nature of the incident were referred to as reasons
for suspension in preference to other approaches. Payment for damages,
counselling regarding harassment and parental involvement were all
mentioned.

IGraph 4.30: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 15 I
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Most trainee teachers advocated isolation or low level response with eight
proposing a range of suspension periods. Financial compensation was
commonly mentioned.
These responses to an incident of vandalism involving girls may be contrasted
to the last scenario which involved damage to property of another student by
a boy. Responses of the two groups are shown in Graph 4.31 and Graph 4.32.

Graph 4.31: principal group response to survey 1 Question 16
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Most principals advocated low level response with only two proposing
suspension. This was at odds with the previous vignette depicting damage to
student property by girls, possibly through a perceived difference in the degree
of malice. Admittedly there was little background information provided in
this vignette.

Graph 4.32: trainee group response to survey 1 Question 16
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Responses of the trainee teachers group followed a similar pattern to that of
the principals, with only one proposing suspension. The trainee teacher
response to the boys and girls was perhaps slightly more consistent. One
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commented 'kids will be kids' which is very close to excusing the offence on
the basis of gender as 'boys will be boys'. Two commented on having the hat
washed which is probably ineffective as the stigma of the urine is as bad as
the urine itself.
For each of the questions in Survey 1, a modal group has been derived. This is
the group with most responses, and thus illustrates the majority indication. It
is used, not only as a basis for direct comparisons between the principal and
trainee teachers group responses, but also to make comparisons between the
vignettes. This is to allow comparison of responses to different forms of
violence and to gender of protagonists for the same type of responses. Where
it has not been possible to identify one modal class (or two) the median
response has been used. These data are presented in Table 42 below.
Table 4.2 Modal classes for types of violence in the vignettes in Survey 1
violence type

vignette

modal class
principals

modal class
students

DPS

15

D

c

2F

DPS

16

A

A

M

DPT

12

CID

D (median)

2F

DPT(VAT)

10

G

CfF

M

PAS

1

c

A

2F

PAS

2

.D

A

2M

PAS

6

D,D

A,C

2M

PAS

8

A,F

A ,F

F

PAS

11

F

E (median)

M

PAT

5

c

A

F

PAT

14

G

D (median)

M

VAS

9

C,C

A, A

2M

VAS

13

A

A

F

VAT

3

F

F

VAT

4

G

c
c

M

VAT

7

E

c

M

Table 42 has been presented with the types of violence in column 1 sorted to
enable comparison of responses. In examining Table 42 the following
comparisons are possible.
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DPS: Vignettes 15 and 16 related to damage to property of students. The
responses of the groups were consistent, but showed differences between
treatment of girls and boys, with the boys being treated more leniently. Tlus as
may be a result of the phrasing of the two vignettes, with 15 carrying much
more detail than 16. However it may also reflect a feeling that 'boys "'ill be
boys' and thus their behaviour is excusable. This would indicate a very
gendered response from both groups.
DPT: Two vignettes represented damage to property of teachers or of the
school, 10 (involving two girls) and 12 (involving a boy). The trainee teachers
group response mode was similar for both vignettes. The principal group
mode for the boy indicated a longer period of suspension than for the girl.
PAS: Physical aggression to students was represented in two vignettes
involving girls (1 and 8) and three involving boys (2, 6 and 11). As a general
trend the trainee teacher responses indicated greater overall leniency than the
principals. In vignettes 1, 2 and 6 where there had been no history of
aggression the trainee teachers group were more lenient in their response. In
vignette 8 and 11 where there was a serious assault and some history both
groups responded similarly. There was no significant difference in the
response to girls or boys by each group for similar types of incident.
PAT: Two vignettes presented physical aggression to teachers, 5, a girl and 14
a boy. For both groups the response to the girl was more lenient than the
response to the boy with the trainee teachers showing significantly more
lenience in both cases than the principals.
VAS: Verbal aggression towards other students was portrayed in two
vignettes and in both cases was in the form of intimidation rather than of
abusive language. The trainee teachers did not distinguish on the basis of
gender and did not see exclusion as an appropriate response. The principals
did not see formal suspension as an appropriate response, but treated the
boys differently to the girl.
VAT: Three vignettes depicted verbal aggression to a teacher, number 3 by a
girl and numbers 4 and 7 by boys. The modal response from trainee teachers
for all three vignettes was internal isolation (response C) showing no
discrimination between boys and girls. The principal group advocated
suspensions in all three cases, but without significant difference between girls
and boys.
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If it is conceded that duration of suspension is a reflection of percepbon of

severity, or that this is a significant influence, then it may be po55ible to
produce a ranking of perceived severity of offences for the tra.mee teacher and
the principal groups. An examination of Table 4.2 shows the following
apparent ranking.
For the principal group, physical and verbal aggression towards teachers were
most severely treated. These were followed by damage to property of teachers
or the school, and physical aggression between students. Damage to property
of students might warrant suspension, and verbal aggression towards other
students was not seen as warranting suspension.
For the trainee teachers group there was a general reluctance to propose
suspension or exclusion. Those areas where suspension was advocated
generally showed a wide range of responses, and so median score rather than
modal class has been u sed for these. The fonn of violence the trainees seemed
to see as most severe was an assault from a boy with a history of assault (but
not other depictions of physical aggression between students) . The only other
vignettes with significant numbers of suspension proposals were damage to
property of school by girls and physical aggression to teachers by boys. All
other violent incidents were dealt with other than by suspension.
The effect of gender of respondents was examined by sorting both group
responses and identifying modal class. Where it was not possible to find a
modal class the median response was recorded . In the principal group there
were three female and eight male respondents. In the trainee teachers group
there were sixteen female and six male respondents. The results of the sorts
are displayed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4.
Table 4 .3 modaVmedian responses by gender of the principal group

2

MoF
Mdf

MoM
MdM

D

c
c

3

4

F

G

D

F

E

6

7

8a

F

E

D

D

5

c

9

F

c
c

G

A
A

c

EE
D
D

F

8z

A

D

10

II

12

F

G
G

13

14

15

16

c

G

c

c

D

A

D

F

A

c

F

Mo F and Mo M = modal class fOf' female and male respoodems. Mdf and MdM .-e media
scores for female and male respondents.
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The responses of the principal group appear not to differ significantly
according to the gender of the respondent on most of the vignettes. However
there was a significant difference in three of the vignettes. In number 5, which
depicted physical aggression to a teacher by a girl, the male respondents
proposed a day of isolation while females proposed suspension for the
remainder of the week. In number 12, which involved damage to the school by
girls, males proposed isolation while females proposed suspension for two to

three days. In number 15, which depicted damage to property of students by
girls, females proposed a day in isolation while males proposed susp ension
for 2-3 days. This is a reversal of the trend in the previous two discrepancies
discussed. The female response for 15 and 16, both involving damage to
property of students, was consistent. The male response to these was quite
dissimilar.
Table 4.4 modal/medi.an responses by gender of the trainee teachers group

2

Mof

A

3

A

4

5

6

7

8a

D

A

c
c

A

A

c
Mctf
Mo

A

c

A

c

A

D

II

12

13

15

16

c

A

c

A

14

A

D
A

c
D

10

A

E

M

Met

9

A

D
A

8z

E

D

D

E
A

A

E

D

D

E

D

M

The scores used in the trainee teachers group were medians whenever
suspension seemed to be the consensu s. This is because of the wid e spread in
suspension periods proposed which made the use of modal class impossible.
The trainee teachers group showed a very high degree of consistency between
responses of males and females on all the vignettes. The only significant
variation was in number 3 which depicted a girl swearing at a teacher. In
response to this vignette female trainee teachers proposed a brief su spension
while males proposed a day in isolation.
Respondents from both groups commented that it was difficult to make
responses to vignettes, because in the real situation there would be more
known both about the protagonists and the incident. For example in question
6 , those in the principal group who did not advocate suspension presumably
recognised the spontaneity of the incident and the absence of malice. In
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question 3 involving an outburst of verbal aggression to a teacher, many of the
trainee teachers group who had not advocated suspension, qualified tlus wtth
remarks about counselling and seeking background to find whether the
student was under particular stress. Furthermore, in real situations, there
would be input from other teachers and consultation and discussion Wlth
parents.
4.3 Results of Survey 2
The results of Survey 2 are teacher responses to frequency and severity, in the
classroom and playground, of the six types of aggressive behaviour shown in
table 4.1. The raw data on scaled responses is presented in Appendix 8, and
has been sorted to produce the results shown in the tables below. The verbal
responses to Survey 2 are presented in Appendix 9 and are commented on
and referred to in discussion below. The surveys have been examined in total,
by school, by gender of respondent, by subject area, by duration in the school
and by student group taught. From the scaled data, means were calculated
using a maximum score of 18 for each. These means are presented in Tables
4.5 to Table 4.16, with the number of responses parenthesised.
Table 4.5 Mean scores for teacher perceptions of frequency in tbe classroom of each oftbe six
violent behaviours (max= 18). Data are in the form X (n)

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

DPS

OPT

Total teachers

10.2 (33)

5.9 (34)

4.4 (34)

0.9 (30)

8.6 (32)

8 5 (30)

teachers school A

13.2 (13)

7.7 ( 14)

6.3 (14)

0.5( 13)

12.3 (13)

9.8( 12)

teachers school B

11.3 (8)

8.3 (8)

3.9 (8)

0.1 (7)

8 8 (8)

9 9 (8 )

teachers school C

6.83 (6)

3.0 (6)

4 .0 (6)

3.0 (5)

7.2 (5)

8.8 (5)

teachers school D

5.5 (6)

1.1 (6)

1.0 (6)

0.6 (6)

l 3 (6)

2 6 (6)

male teacbers

9.8 (17)

6.6 (17)

5.3 (17)

0.4 (16)

10.1 (17)

89(16)

female teachers

10.6 (16)

5.0 ( 17)

3.5( 17)

1.4 ( 14)

69 ( 15)

7 9 (14)

neophyte teachers

13.5 (2)

6.0 (2)

9.0 (2)

0.0 (2)

16 5 (2)

17 0 (2)

first yr in school

14.5 (11)

7. 2 (12)

5.8 (12)

0.5 (11)

10 (II)

9 I ( 11)

8-10 teachers

10.7(24)

5.8 (24)

4 .7(24)

0.2 (24)

8.3 (23)

9 8 (22)

maths teachers

7.2 (9)

2.2 (9)

1.9 (9)

0.1 (8)

6 4 (9)

7 0 (7)

english teachers

10.0 (7)

7.9 (7)

4.6 (7)

1.3 (4)

7.8(6)

7 8 (6)

small faculty

11.0 (5)

4.0 (5)

3.8 (5 )

3 4 (5)

9 4 (5)

7 0 (5)

Six tables present data showing mean responses to frequency and severity of
each of the behaviours in the classroom and playground, and teacher
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satisfaction with outcomes. Six alternative tables rank the 13 classes of
respondents for each behaviour for the four situations and for satlsfactJon
with outcomes. The first table (fable 45) shows the mean scores for teache-r

perception of frequency in the classroom of each of the six behavtours.
Table 4.61Wlk order of behaviour raings- Frequency in Clasloom

VAS

VAT

PAS

first yr in school

teachers school B

oeq>hyte tc:acbcrs

neophyte teacbcrs

english tcacbcn

teachers sctm A

teachers school A

teachers sct:m A

first yr in school

teachers school B

first yr in school

male tclcbcn

small faculty

male teachers

8-1 0 teachers

8-10 teachers

neophyte teachers

english teachers

female tc:acbers

I cui tcachrn

I<UI teachers

T<Ul tcas;b"~

8-10 teacbc:rs

teachers school C

english teacbers

female tc:acbers

teachers school B

male teachers

small faculty

small faculty

maths teachers

teachers school C

female tc:acbers

teachers school C

maths teachers

maths teachers

teachers school D

teachers school D

teachers school D

PAT

DPS

DPT

small faculty

neophyte teachers

neophyte teachers

teachers school C

teachers school A

teachers school B

female teachers

male tcacbe:rs

8-1 0 teachers

english teachers

first yr in school

tcacbers school A

T<Ul ~~h~!l

small faculty

first yr in scbool

teachers school D

teachers scbool B

male ICac.bc:n

teachers school A

ToW1gchm

teachers school C

first yr in school

8-10 teacbc:rs

ToW teachers

male tc:acbcn

cng1ish teachcn

fr:mak tea::bcn

8-10 ll:acbcn

teachers school C

english ICacbcn

maths tcacbcrs

fmlale tea::ben

matb:s ICaC:ben

teachers school B

maths tcacbc:n

small faculty

oeopbvte teacbe:rs

tcac:bers sct:m D

tcacben scbod D

PAS and PAT were low frequency in the classroom. In order to avotd the
contrived scores imposed by the derivation of means from an etghteen pomt
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scale sup erimposed on teacher ratings, the responses for each category of
behaviour have been ranked according to mean score for each teacher group.
The ranking of responses to perceptions of frequency in the classroom show
relative differences depending on the type of behaviour considered. Teachers
in school D showed the lowest rating of the four schools for all behaviours

except physical aggression to teachers. For the other three schools there was
no consistent pattern to ratings of frequency. Female ratings were higher than
males for some but not for others. Teachers in their first year in the school
rated the first three behaviours comparatively highly but not the next three.
Teachers in small faculties rated physical aggression to teachers as more
frequ en t than other groups did, but not verbal aggression to teachers. They
rated damage to property of students as frequent but not damage to property
of teachers or the school.
Ratings of frequency of the behaviours in the playground is presented in Table
4.7. These scores are similar to the scores for frequency in the classroom. PAT
was seen as very low frequency with the highest frequency being of verbal
aggression to students. Verbal aggression to teachers was seen as being lower
frequency in the playground than in the classroom.
Table 4.7 Mean scores for teacher perceptions of frequency in the playground of each of the six
violent behaviours (Max score 18)

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

DPS

DPT

Total teachers

9.75 (32)

4.6 (33)

5.1 (33)

0.9 (29)

6.8 (30)

8.2 (30)

teachers school A

11.1 (13)

6.1 (13)

5.4 (13)

0.5 (13)

8.2 (12)

8.8 (13)

teachers school B

13.5 (8)

5.1 (8)

4.2 (8)

0.0 (7)

7.7 (7)

9.1 (7)

teachers school C

6 .67 (6)

3.8 (6)

7.3 (6)

3.0 (5)

7.4 (5)

11.0 (5)

teachers school D

5.0 (6)

1.3 (6)

3.3 (6)

0 .6 (5)

2.7 (6)

2.6 (5)

male teachers

9.4 (17)

5.1 (17)

5.9(17)

0 .4 (16)

6.8 (16)

9.3 ( 16)

female teachers

10.1 (15)

4.0 (16)

4.25 (16)

1.5 (13)

6.9 (14)

7.0 (14)

neophyte teachers

10.0 (2)

7.0 (2)

7.0 (2)

0.0 (2)

12.0 2)

1.0 (2)

first yr in school

11.5 (10)

6.2 (11)

6.1 (12)

0 .5 (11)

7.5 (11)

9.0 (12)

8-10 teachers

9.7 (23)

4.2 (23)

5.8 (23)

0.25 (20)

6.5 (21)

8.7 (22)

maths teachers

6.4 (9)

1.7 (9)

3.3 (9)

0.1 (8)

6.1 (9)

5.9 (7)

english teachers

10.5 (7)

5.3 (7)

4.0 (7)

1.3 (4)

5.0 (4)

7.0 (5)

small faculty

10.6 (5)

3.2 (5)

4.8 (5)

3.5 (5)

10.2 (5)

7.8 (5)

Rank order of the behaviour ratings in the playground is presented in Table
4.8 and shows some similar trends to the ranking of classroom r esponses. For
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example the ratings of teachers in school D was lowest for most behaviours,
but again formed no consistent pattern for the other schools. Neophyte
teachers ranked higher in rating verbal aggression to teachers in the
playground than they ranked for this rating in the classroom.
Table 4.8 Rank order of behaviour ratings- Frequency in Playground

VAS

VAT

PAS

teachers school B

neophyte teachers

teachers school C

first yr in school

first yr in school

neophyte teachers

teachers school A

teachers school A

first yr in school

small faculty

english teachers

male teachers

english teachers

teachers school B

8-10 teachers

female teachers

male teachers

teachers school A

neophyte teachers

Total teachers

Total teachers

Total teachers

S.l0 teachers

small faculty

S.l 0 teachers

female teachers

female teachers

male teachers

teachers school C

teachers school B

teachers school C

small faculty

english teachers

maths teachers

maths teachers

maths teachers

teachers school D

teachers school D

teachers school D

PAT

DPS

DPT

small faculty

neophyte teachers

teachers school C

teachers school C

small faculty

male teachers

female teachers

teachers school A

teachers school B

english teachers

teachers school B

first yr in school

Total teachers

first yr in school

teachers school A

teachers school D

teachers school C

8-10 teachers

teachers school A

female teachers

Total teachers

first yr in school

Total teachers

small faculty

male teachers

male teachers

english teachers

S.l 0 teachers

8-10 teachers

female teachers

maths teachers

maths teachers

maths teachers

teachers school B

english teachers

teachers school D

neophyte teachers

teachers school D

neophyte teachers

Perceptions of frequency in the playground and classroom of the six
behaviours are at variance from perceptions of the severity of these
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behaviours. For example Physical aggression towards teachers received an
overall mean rating for frequency in the classroom and playground of 0.9,
which indicated a very low frequency. However the severity of the same
behaviour was rated at a mean of 5.4 in the classroom and 6 in the
playground. Verbal aggression among students was seen overall as the most
severe form of behaviour. Physical aggression towards teachers was seen as
least severe, possibly because of its extremely low frequency.
Table 4.9 Mean scores for teacher perceptions of severity in the classroom of each of the six
violent behaviours (Max score 18)

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

DPS

DPT

TOUI teachers

8.8 (32)

7.75 (33)

6.7 (33)

5.4 (30)

7.2 (30)

7 .6 (30)

teachers school A

10.6 (13)

9.0 (14)

10.4 (14)

8.3 (13)

9.8 (13)

8.0 (12)

teachers school B

9.25 (8)

9.6 (8)

3.1 (8)

2.25 (7)

6.5 (6)

9.1 (8)

teachers school C

7.16 (6)

5.1 (6)

4.8 (6)

2.8 (5)

7.0 (5)

6.8 (5)

teachers school D

4.33 (6)

3.7 (6)

4.2 (5)

4.8 (5)

2.3 (6)

4.8 (5)

male teachers

8.0 (17)

7.6 (17)

7.1 (17)

4.8 (16)

7.5 (16)

6.8 (16)

female teachers

9.1 (15)

7.9 (16)

6.3 (16)

6.2 (14)

6.8 (14)

8.5 (14)

neophyte teachers

11.0 (2)

16.0 (2)

11.0 (2)

0.0 (2)

14.5 (2)

14.0 (2)

first yr in school

13.0 (11)

9.1 (12)

10.0 (12)

5.9 (11)

9.5 (11)

8.4 (1 1)

8-10 t.eacbc:rs

8.6 (24)

8.0 (24)

6.3 (24)

4.9 (2 1)

7.8 (22)

9.0 (22)

maths teachers

4.2 (9)

5.9 (9)

4.8 (8)

2.4 (8)

4 .9 (9)

6.9 (7)

english teachers

9.3 (7)

7.0 (7)

3.9 (7)

4.0 (4)

6 .2 (5)

7.8 (6)

small faculty

10.8 (5)

5.4 (5)

8.0 (5)

6.0 (5)

7.8( 5)

6.6 (5)

Once again these responses are ranked (fable 4.10). The ranking of perceived
severity of classroom behaviours shows a number of trends. Female teachers
rank higher than male teachers in perceptions of severity of verbal aggression
both to other students and to teachers, as well as to physical aggression to
teachers and damage to property of teachers. Neophyte teachers ranked
among the highest group in perceptions of all forms of violence (perhaps other
teachers were more accustomed to student violence) except PAT for which
they ranked lowest (having possible not yet experienced it). Small faculty
teachers ranked higher than teachers in larger faculties for almost all forms of
violence except DPT for which their ranking was comparatively low.
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Table 4.10 Rank order ofbebavioor filings- Severity iD Classroom

VAS

VAT

PAS

first yr in school

neophyte tc:achcn

ocopbyte tc:achcrs

ocopbyte teachers

teachers school B

t.cacbcn school A

small faculty

first yr in school

first yr in school

teachers school A

tc:achen school A

small faculty

english teachers

8-1 0 teachers

male teachers

teachers school B

female teachers

T ocall~hers

female teachers

Total ~ch~!l

8-10 teacbcrs

Iotat ~"h~D

male teachers

female teachc:rs

8-10 teachers

englisbtcachc:rs

maths teachers

male teachers

matbs teachers

teachers school C

teachers school C

small faculty

teachers school D

teachers school D

teachers school C

english teachers

maths teachers

teachers school D

teachers school B

PAT

DPS

OPT

teachers school A

neophyte teachers

neophyte teachers

female teachers

teachers school A

teachers school B

small faculty

first yr in school

8- 10 teachers

first yr in school

small faculty

female teacbc:rs

Total t.eache!l

8-10 teachers

first yr in school

8-10 teachers

male teachers

teachers school A

teachers school D

Iotal teach~!l

english teachers

male teachers

teachers school C

Total

english teachers

female teachers

matbs teachers

teachers school C

teachers school B

teachers school C

matbs teachers

english teachers

male teachers

teachers school B

matbs tcachc:rs

small faculty

neophyte teachers

teachers school D

teachers school D

tea!;;b~ll

Severity of behaviours in the playground followed a similar pattern to the
classroom except that damage to the school was rated as most severe. The
ratings of comparative means for violent behaviours in the playground are
shown in Table 4.11.
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Table 4 . 11 Mean smres for teacbc:r pcrcqtioos c:IIICWrily in the piaygJouod c:l each c:l them
violent behaviours (Max score 18)

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

DPS

OPT

Total teachers

8.8 (3 1)

5.7(33)

7 .2 (32)

6 .0 (28)

7.0 (29)

9.4 (.30)

teachers school A

9.6 (11)

6 .9 (13)

9 .2 (13)

10.4 (11)

8 .8(12)

10.1 (13)

teachers school B

11.2 (8)

7.0 (7)

5.0 (8)

2 .3 (7)

7.3 (6)

9 .6 (7)

teachers school C

7 .0 (6)

3 .0 (6)

1.5 (6)

2 .8 (5}

8 .2 (5)

9 .6 (5)

teachers school D

5.8 (6)

4 .1 (6)

S.4 (5)

4 .2 (5)

2 .3 (6}

7 .2 (5)

male teachers

8 .8 (16)

S.9 (17)

7.3 (17)

5. 1 ( 16)

7 .9 (15)

9.5 (16)

female teachers

8 .8 (IS)

5.4 (IS)

7 .1 (15)

7 .2 (12)

6 .2 (14)

9 .4 (14)

neophyte teachers

8 .0 (2)

8.0 (2)

8.0 (2)

0 .0 (2)

8.0 (2)

14.0 (2)

first yr in school

10.7 (10)

6 .9 (11)

9.5 (11)

8 . 1 (9)

6 .3 (10)

10.2 (12)

8-10 teachers

8 .4 (22)

6 .8 (22)

7.3 (23)

5 .8 (19)

7 .1 (21)

10.9 (22)

maths ttachers

5 .4 (9)

3 .1 (9)

4 .9 (8)

2 .7 (7)

3.4 (9)

9 .0 (7)

english teachers

10. 1 (7)

6.5 (6)

3.4 (7)

5.3 (4)

3.0 (4)

6 .8 (5)

small faculty

8 .2 (5)

3 .0 (S)

8 .4 (5)

6 .0 (5)

10.8 (.S)

6 .8 (S)

The perceptions of playground behaviours, expressed as means in Table 4.11
are ranked against each other to derive the relative perception of each teacher
group. Table 4.12 presents the results of this ranking.
Table 4 .12 Rank order ofbehaviour ratings- Severity in Playground

VAS

VAT

PA S

teachers school B

neophyte teachers

tint yr in school

first yr in school

teachers school B

teachers school A

english teachers

teachers sc~ A

small faculty

teachers school A

first yr in school

neophyte teacbcrs

male tc:achers

8-1 0 teachers

teachers school C

Total teachers

english teacbers

8-10 teacbcn

female teachers

male teacbers

male teachers

8-10 teachers

Total teachm

Iota1 ttacbers

small faculty

boa1e ICaCbcrs

female tr.acbcn

neophyte teachc:rs

teacbers~D

tc:acben school D

teachers school C

ma1hs tcacbcrs

tcacben school B

teachers school D

tcacbc:rs school C

ma1hs lcad:w:n

maths teacbers

small faculty

Cll2li sb tcacbcn
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PAT

OPT

DPS

teachers school A

small Dculty

ocopbyte teac:bc:n

first yr in school

tcachcn school A

8-10 ICaCb:n

female tea:hers

tcacbc:rs school C

first yr in school

smallf.arulty

ocopbyte teachers

tc:acbers school A

Total teachrn

male teachc:n

teachers school B

8-10 teachers

teachers school B

teachers school C

english teachers

8-1 0 teachers

male tc:acbcn

male teachers

Total lea!ihers

Total teachers

teachers school D

first yr in school

fi::male tc:acbc:rs

teachers school C

female tea:bcrs

maths teachers

maths teachers

maths teachers

teachers school 0

teachers school B

english teachers

sma.Ufarulty

neophyte teachers

teachers school 0

english teachers

Teachers were asked for each of the behaviours to indicate whether they were
committed by boys (B), girls (G) or both (A). The results are presented in
Table 4.13. Very few respondents saw girls being mostly involved in any of
the incidents. Only one of the 34 respondents saw girls being mostly
responsible in any of the ratings. However a majority saw both girls and boys
being involved in most incidents. The conspicuous exception to this was
physical aggression to other students, which may also be construed as the
most common form of bullying. For this behaviour boys were seen as mostly
involved in all locations both in terms of frequency and severity.
Table 4. 13 Teacher perceptioos of gender responsibility of students involved in each of the six
types of violence.

frequeocy

frequency
classroom

severity
classroom

playground

All

B

22

12

21

11

23

11

9

6

15

17

5

19

All

B

VAS

26

8

VAT

23

10

PAS

9

PAT

G

All

B

24

7

20

11

22

11

20

12

3

11

3

11

18

9

19

6

8

21

4

19

6

All

B

28

5

21

10

24

9

10

7

DPS

15

OPT

22

1

severity
playground

G

1

G

1

G

1
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Teachers were then asked what strategies they used to deal with incidents of
the type in question, and the responses to these strategies are listed in
Appendix 9. They were then asked whether these strategies were in keeping
with the school's policy. Table 4.14 gives the results of this.
Table 4.14 Number of teachers IeSpODding when asked whether their method of dealing with
problems was in keeping with school policy (n=34) in percentages

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

DPS

OPT

Yes

47.1

52.9

38.2

17.6

20.6

35 .3

No

5.8

2.9

2.9

2.9

5.8

5.8

47.1

44 .1

58.8

80.5

73 .4

58.8

Not Sure or
No Response

It was interesting to note the number of teachers who ctid not know whether

their method of dealing with behaviours was in keeping with school policy. It
is probable that those,who did not respond were also unsure. This data
shows less than half the teachers acting in keeping with school policy. This
indicates either ignorance of school policy or dissatisfaction with it. From
Table 4.14 it can be seen that ~hile more than half the teachers surveyed were
familiar with school policy in relation to VAS and VAT, and most said they
followed this policy, a very large majority were unsure of the school policy in
relation to PAT and DPS. In the case of the former this may be due to the very
low perception of the frequency of this type of event. One cannot attribute the
lack of response to an absence of policy since a significant percentage claimed
to act in accordance with school policy. In order to explore further the
differences between the four schools involved in the surveys this data is
further broken down school by school (fables 4.14.1 to 4.14.4). These tables
show a school by school breakdown of teacher responses on knowledge and
use of school policy on incidents of violence. The value of this breakdown is in
exploring whether there is any correlation between school suspension rates in
the four schools and the staff knowledge of school policy on treatment of
violent incidents. This will be explored in depth in chapters 5 and 6. It is
possible that if school principals treat similar incidents in similar ways, and
there is similarity between the schools in teacher perceptions of frequency and
severity of violent incidents, that the differences in suspension rates are due
to differences in teacher knowledge of school policy. Although the sample
groups from some schools was small this should be valid, because those
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teachers who took the trouble to complete the survey were probably tuc:hft'S
who would take the trouble to become familiar with school policy.
Table 4.14. 1 Responses ofTcacbcn in School A (o=14) in~

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

OPS

OPT

Yes

28.6

42.6

21.4

14.3

14.3

28 .6

No

7.1

Not sure or

64.3

7.1
57.4

71.6

15.7

71.6

71.4

No response
Table 4.14.2 Responses ofTeacbcrs in School B (o=l) in percentages

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

OPS

OPT

Yes

31.5

50.0

31 .5

12.5

12.5

50.0

No

12.5

Not sure or

50.0

87.5

50.0

12.5

50.0

62.5

15 .0

No response
Table 4.14 .3 Responses ofTeachcrs in School C (o=6) in percentages

Yes

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

OPS

OPT

66.7

66.7

33 .3

33 .3

33 .3

33.3

33 .3

33 .3

66.7

66.7

66.7

66.7

No
Not sure or
No response
Table 4.14.4 Responses ofTcacbcrs in School 0 (n=6) in percentages

Yes

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

OPS

OPT

83 .3

66.7

83 .3

16 .7

33.3

33 .3

16.7

33 .3

50.0

33 .3

16.7

No

Not sure or

16.7

16.7

16.7

13.3

No response

In comparing the four schools it is of interest to note the very large proportion

of teachers in school A who claimed they were unsure of school policy m
relation to all the areas surveyed. In all schools there was a high degree of
uncertainty in relation to the last three types of violence. Similarly of note was
the high proportion of teachers in school 0 who claimed they dealt wtth the
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first three (VAS, VAT and PAS) in accordance with school policy. Those
teachers who claimed that their response was not in accordance with school
policy may be assumed to know what school policy was, but to prefer otheT
approaches.
It was of interest then to compare the apparent uncertainty with school policy

to the degree of teacher satisfaction with the outcomes of strategies they used
for dealing with violent incidents in the classroom (Tables 4.15 and 4.16) and
in the playground (Tables 4.17 and 4.18).
Table 4.15 Teacher satisfaction with outcomes in classr-oom (Max score 18)

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

DPS

OPT

Total teachers

11 .4(34)

11 .7 (32)

11 .9 (30)

10.5 (12)

9.6 (28)

9 3 (25)

teachers school A

10.2 ( 14)

10.4 (13)

10 7 ( 12)

9 8 (8)

g 8 ( 12)

6

teachers school B

12.0 (8)

11 .8 (8)

11.1(7)

16.S (2)

7.9 (7)

8 7 (6)

teachers school C

10.3 (6)

11.3 (6)

13.0 (6)

NR

10 4(S)

10 0 (4)

teachers school D

14.3 (6)

1S.4 (5)

14.8 (S)

NR

14.0 (4)

15 2 (5)

male teachers

12.4 (17)

12.1 (17)

13 7 (IS)

11 0 (8)

10 8 (12)

92( 14)

female teachers

10.4 (17)

11.3 (IS)

10.2 ( 15)

9.8 (4)

7.9 (12)

9.5 (11)

neophyte teachers

14.0 (2)

18.0 (2)

13.S (2)

18.0(2)

7

s (2)

12S(2)

first yr in school

9.3 (12)

12.0(11)

11.8( 10)

9 .4 (S)

9.6 (9)

10 5 (9)

8-1 0 teachers

11.4 (24)

11.9 (23)

12.6(21)

IO.S (6)

9 .6(19)

9 7 ( 18)

maths teachers

12.S (9)

14.3 (8)

13.8 (9)

17.0 (3)

9.0 (7)

10 8 (7)

english teachers

12.4 (7)

10.S (7)

12.6 (6)

NR

7.8 (S)

8

small faculty

9.8 (S)

9.4 (5)

8.2 (5)

NR

6.4 (5)

9 5 (4)

s ( 10)

s (4)

Teacher satisfaction with the outcomes of the strategies they used in the
classroom was moderately high for all behaviours, the lowest being OPT.
There were many teachers who did not respond to strategies on p hysical
aggression to teachers and this is a reflection of the extremely low &-equency of
such behaviours. Some teachers claimed never to have encountered it.
Not surprisingly, since they claimed highest knowledge of school policy,
teachers in School D reported the highest degree of satisfaction in dealing with
all forms of violent behaviour (Table 4.16). In addition teachers in school A

reported the lowest level of satisfaction. This seems to correlate weU with the
knowledge of school policy shown in Tables 4.14 to 4.14.4.
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PAS

VAT

VAS
tcacbcn ICbool 0

DCIOpbyte t.cacbcn

~ICbooiD

ocopbyte t.cachc:n

tcac:bcn teblol 0

mmhs kaCben

maths ICIChcn

matbs kaCben

mak llii:K:bcn

eoglisb leac:bcn

makteacbcn

~- t.cacbcn

maJc k:acbcn

tint yr in ICbool

tcachcn ICbool

teacbcn school 8

8-lOacbl::n

cqbsb IICa:bcn

IcuJ tcacbcn

tcacben IChool 8

8-1 0 llii:K:bcn

1-10 tcacbcn

I~---~ll

I~l'2'1m

fcmak teachcn

tc:acbcn ICbool C

tint yr lD tebool

female tl:aCbcn

tca:hcn tehool 8

tcacbcrs scbool A

eogiJ5h teac:bcn

lc:acbcn IC bool A

small facully

t.c:achcrs scbool A

ff:malc k:a:bcn

first yr in school

small brulry

small~"·

tc:acbcn

~ehool

c

PAT

DPS

C

OPT

neophyte teachers

tcacben scbool D

tcacbcn school D

maths teacbcrs

male ceacbcn

ocopb)tc tcachcn

teachers school 8

tc:acbcn ICbool C

matba IIC:aC:ben

male teacbcrs

first yr in tcbool

tint yr

1-1 0 teachers

I~lracbrn

tc:acbcn tcbool

IcuJ Ja§;hers

8-1 0 teachers

1--10 tea:bcn

teachers scbool A

maths tl:aChcn

small farulty

female~

tcacbcrs ICbool A

femak lC:Ebcn

first yr in school

tcacbc:n ICbool 8

I~lrJdm

lD

tebool

c

i:mak tca:bcn
c:qlJ.sb teac:bcn
DCOpb)'te t.cacbcn

small fac:Wnr

It is intert>sting to contrast th~ l~v~ls of ~bsfactlon Wlth stntt-gJt-S of flrst

year teachers m a school and

n~phyt~

tuchn-s.. Tht-W an shown m T 1bl~

4.16. For all but one behaviour (DPS) the nt'Ophytt-S utf'd tughn m

satisfaction with

outcom~s

than

th~

l e v~l

of

first yur m school tuchfi'S. Thl.s ouy ~

due to int~mal confuct ~xpenmced m mt~ 1 new school whf'T'f pollaf'S .n
either unknown or ~t or wh~ then lS 1 tendnxy to r?''m to older
m~thods.
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Teacher satisfaction levels with strategies used in response to playground
behaviours was not as high as for classroom behaviours. In addition fewer
teachers responded to this question. Satisfaction levels with strategies used in
response to playground behaviour are shown in Table 4.17 and the ranking of
teacher groups in respect to perceptions appears in Table 4.18.
Table 4.17 Teacher satisfaction with outcomes in playground (Max score 18)

VAS

VAT

PAS

PAT

DPS

OPT

Total teachers

10.0 (29)

10.5 (29)

11.1 (27)

10.3 (11)

8.1 (25)

8.3 (23)

teachers school A

8.8 (10)

7.6 (10)

9.7 (9)

9.1 (7)

7.8 (11)

5.6 (9)

teachers school B

10.5 (8)

12.2 (7)

11.1 (7)

16.5 (2)

6.2 (6)

9.0 (5)

teachers school C

8.2 (5)

9.5 (6)

11.8 (6)

NR

8.8 (5)

6 .3 (4)

teachers school D

13.1 (6)

14.3 (6)

13.0 (5)

NR

12.0 (3)

14.2 (5)

male teachers

10.6 (16)

10.1 (16)

12.6 (13)

11.6 (8)

8.8 (16)

7.7 (14)

female teachers

9.3 (13)

10.9 (13)

9.7 (14)

7.0 (3)

6.9 (9)

9.2 (9)

neophyte teachers

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

first yr in school

8.9 (9)

9.4 (8)

10.8 (8)

13.0 (3)

7.8 (8)

8.2 (5)

8-10 teachers

11.3 (19)

11.3 (19)

12. 1 (19)

13.7 (4)

9. 1 (16)

8.2 (16)

maw teachers

10.6 (8)

11.7 (8)

12.5 (6)

NR

8.8 (6)

10.1 (6)

english teachers

8.8 (6)

11.4 (5)

12.5 (6)

NR

8.0 (4)

6 .0 (4)

small f.aa.llty

9.8 (5)

9.0 (5)

8.2 (5)

NR

7.6 (5)

7.8 (4)

Teacher satisfaction levels with strategies used in response to playground
behaviours was not as high as for classroom behaviours. In addition fewer
teachers responded to this question (fable 4.17).
Teaching areas represented in the survey are as follows: There were seven
English teachers, nine maths teachers, four physical education teachers, four
science teachers, five social education teachers, two technical studies teachers,
one counsellor, one home economics teacher and one librarian.
The small faculties group consisted of two technical studies teachers (from
different schools), one home economics teacher, one counsellor, and one
librarian, all from dilierent schools.
Rank order of teacher satisfaction with outcomes of strategies used in the

playground is presented in Table 4.18.
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Table 4.18 Rank order of teacher satisfaction with outcomes in playground

VAS

VAT

PAS

tc::achers school D

teachers school D

teachers school D

8-10 tcacbcrs

teachers school B

male teachers

maths teachers

maths teachers

maths teachers

male teachers

english teachers

english teachers

teachers school B

8-1 0 teachers

8-10 teachers

Iotal ~s;h~a

female teachers

teachers school C

smallfarulty

Total ~ch~a

teachers school B

fmlak tcacbers

male teachers

Total teachers

first yr in school

teachers school C

first yr in school

english teacbers

first yr in school

teachers school A

teachers school A

small farulty

female teachers

teachers school C

teachers school A

small farulty

PAT

DPS

OPT

teachers school B

8-10 teachers

teachers school D

S-1 0 tcacbc:rs

maths teachers

maths teachers

first yr in school

teachers school C

female teachers

male lcacbers

male teachers

teachers school B

I<ni tcachcn

Total teache~

Total teachers

teacbcn school A

english tcacbcrs

first yr in school

famk ICK:ben

first yr in school

8-1 0 teachers

t.ea.cbc:rs school A

small faculty

small farulty

male teachers

fanale teacbc:rs

teachers school C

teachers school B

english teachers

teachers school D

teachers school A

4..4 Ranking of Teacher Perceptions from Survey 2
Instead of relying on mean scores derived from a rating scale the mean scores
have been used as a basis for ranking each of the behaviours. These rankings
are on the scores of selected groups. The ranking of teacher perceptions of

types of violence according to mean score are presented in the following tables
(fable 4.19 to 426). This is presented in order to obtain some notion of
relative perceived severity and frequency of each of the types included. Mean
scores for the group considered for each behaviour are also shown. Each table
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represents the relative rankings of each of the six behaviours by a different
teacher group.
From Tables 4.19 and 420 it is apparent that all teachers found VAS the
most frequent in both classroom and playground and most severe in the
classroom.
Table 4.19 Ranking of perceptions for all teachers in classroom
ranking frequency

ranking severity

VAS(l0.2)

VAS(8.8)

DPS(8.6)

VAT(7.75)

DPT(8.5)

DPT(7.6)

VAT(5 .9)

DPS(7.2)

PAS(4.4)

PAS(6.7)

PAT(0.9)

PAT(5 .4)

Table 4.20 Ranking of perceptions for all teachers in playground

ranking freQuency

ranking severity

VAS(9.75)

DPT(9.4)

DPT(8.2)

VAS{8.8)

DPS(6.8)

PAS(7.2)

PAS(5.1)

DPS(7)

VAT(4.6)

PAT(6)

PAT(0.9)

VAT(5.7)

An examination of behaviours by ranking in the classroom and playground

(fables 4.19 and 420) shows that although VAT is ranked fourth and fifth
respectively in frequency it ranks second in severity in the classroom but first
in severity in the playground.

A comparison of behaviour rankings on the basis of teacher gender was then
made. The results appear in Tables 421, 4.22, 423 and 424
Table 4.21 Ranking ofpercepjons for male teachers in classroom

ranking frequency

ranking severity

DPS(lO.l)

VAS{8)

VAS(9.8)

VAT(7.6)

DPT(8.9)

DPS(7.5)

VAT(6.6)

PAS(7.1)

PAS(5.3)

DPT(6.8)

PAT(0.4)

PAT(4 .8)
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Table 4.22 Ranking of perceptions for male teachers in playground

ranking frequency

ranking severity

VA$(9.4)

DPT(9 S)

DPT(9.3)
DPS(6 8)

VAS(8.8)
DP$(7 9)

PAS(5.9)

PA$(7.3)

VAT(S .l)

VAT( S 9)

PAT(OA)

PAT(S l)

From tables 4.21 and 4.22 it becomes apparent that male teachers ranked
verbal aggression highly, but also saw damage to property of students as
being both frequent and severe. Physical aggression to teachers was seen as
rare and as least severe by male teachers, in both settings. Verbal aggression
was seen as next least frequent and severe in the playground, but in the
classroom ranked second in severity.
Table 4 .23 Ranking of perceptions for female teachers in classroom

ranking frequeocy
VAS(l 0.6)
DPT(7.9)
DPS(6.9)
VAT(S)
PAS(3 .5)
PAT(l .4)

ranking severity
VAS(9 l)
DPT(8.5)
VAT(7 9)
DP$(6.8)
PA$(6 3)
PAT(6 .2)

Table 4.24 Ranking of perceptions for female teachers in playground

ranking frequeocy

ranking severity

VAS( lO.l}

DPT(9 4)

DPT(7)

VAS(8.8}

DPS(6 9)

PAT(7 2)

PA$(4.25)
VAT(4)

PA$(7.1)
DP$(6.2)

PAT(LS)

VAT(5.4)

The behaviour rankings by female teachers were similar with some notable
exceptions (Table 4.23 and 4.24). Female teachers saw physical aggression to
teachers as being comparatively more severe than male teachers. They rated
verbal aggression to students among the most frequent and most severe, but
also ranked damage to property of the school or teachers as both frequent and
severe. Verbal aggression to teachers was not seen by females as being
particularly frequent. Its severity in the classroom was seen as somewhat
higher than in the playground where it was seen as the least severe of the
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behaviours considered. Physical aggression to other students was not ranked
highly in either frequency or severity, although female teachers ranked it higher
in the playground than in the classroom.

Teachers in their first year in the school ranked verbal aggression towards
studen ts highest in frequency and severity in both the classroom and the
p layground. Physical aggression was ranked as severe, but not frequent in
either location (fables 425 and 426).
Table 4.25 Ranking of perceptions for first year in school teachers in classroom
ranking frequency

ranking severity

VAS(l4.5)

VAS(l3)

DPS(lO)

PAS( l O)

DPT(9.1)

DPS(9.5)

VAT(7.2)

VAT(9.1)

PAS(5.8)

DPT(8.4)

PAT(O.S)

PAT(5.9)

Table 4.26 Ranking of perceptions for first year in school teachers in playground
ranking frequency

ranking severity

VAS{ll.S)

VAS(l0.7)

DPT(9)

DPT(l0.2)

DPS(7.5)

PAS(9.5)

VAT(6.5)

PAT(8 .1)

PAS(6.1)

VAT(6.9)

PAT(O.S)

DPS(6.3)

4.5 Comments on the verbal responses of Teachers in Survey 2
An important element of Survey 2 was the p rovision for open ended verbal
responses. These not only provided for qualification of the scaled responses,
bu t also allowed teachers to expand on answers and comment critically on
the issues. Much valuable material emerged. Some teachers provided
thou ghtful insights into the issue and gave the benefit of their experience. The
respondents represented a very experienced grou p of teachers with an average
of over thirteen years and some with over twenty years teaching experience.
Teachers were asked to consider the six types of violence in the context of
their last year's teaching. It was evident from some of the open responses that
some teachers had not fully understood the questionnaire and were
attempting to respond withou t knowing what they w er e responding to. There
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were also instances where respondents had considered only part of an issue
before responding. For example, in 'damage to property of a teacher or the
school such as graffiti', many said that they had never experienced it. This
seems unlikely given the extent of graffiti on school desks and defacing of
texts, and may indicate a narrower consideration of this category. A
respondent who teaches computing claimed that damage to property of the
school had never happened in his experience. Titis seems at odds with
instances of computers being damaged, mouse mats being graffitied and
mouse balls being removed and vandalised, to say nothing of interference with
software. Some responses were self contradictory. For example one
respondent claimed experience of very low frequency or severity of verbal
abuse in the playground, but went on to advocate prevention of future
occurrence by 'Perhaps more teachers on playground duty. These types of
responses may indicate superficiality of thought put into the questionnaire,
different levels of acceptance or different conceptions of what constitutes
damage.
Teachers, throughout Survey 2, call for clear guidelines and for consistent
implementation of these. The terms 'consistent' and 'uniform' appeared to be
used interchangeably. The call for uniformity, also apparent in reports such as
Fitzgibbon (1996), reflects a particular paradigm of thought. It is very much a
technical rationality. It does not allow for multiple realities and the effects of
context on events. Uniformity of rules and applications may appease those
who are insecure in their treatment of aberrant behaviour. It is neither possible
nor wise to apply uniform sanctions to a diverse student group. Rules applied
to twelve year olds, for example, may be out of place and inappropriate to
apply to seventeen and eighteen year olds in the same school. It is also not
possible to formulate policy and guidelines for every possible eventuality
without the school becoming cumbersome and rule bound. More general
guidelines must therefore allow for interpretation and discretion. Titis does
not preclude consistency, since there is still consistency in outcomes, even
though there may not be uniformity in processes. (The optimum outcome being
that negative behaviours are not repeated and students understand the
reasons for this). It is interesting to contrast the call for uniformity with verbal
responses to Survey 1 (Appendix 12), in which many respondents expressed
difficulty in making a judgement about what penalty to impose without
knowing more about student background. If uniformity was to prevail, there
should be no need to know about student background. Oearly uniformity is
unrealistic.
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Teachers express frustration with damage to school property and the
difficulty of detecting the culprits. They express futility at the thought of
preventative measures and an almost fatalistic view that it is just going to
happen.
In the case of some incidents, like swearing at the teacher, there were a

significant number of teachers who said they would choose to ignore it if it
was barely audible, or to simply seek an apology while they indicated they
were aware that school policies called for something far more severe - usually
suspension.
One teacher pointed out that improvements in student behaviour could not
rely merely on the presence of consequences as a deterrent, but must also rely
on modelling and positive reinforcement. This is laudable, as the management
of student behaviour is a never ending and ongoing process to which the
realisation by teachers that they are involved in adolescent development is
fundamental. lf teachers expect that their students should come to them
already skilled in social graces and knowing how to behave they should teach
adults, not adolescents who are still in the process of learning these things.
Several teachers said that they considered all physical aggression severe and
indicative of a problem. This is taken to mean all inappropriate physical
aggression, since physical aggression would not be inappropriate or out of
place in some circumstances, such as sporting contests.
In examining the open ended responses, and even the scaled responses, it

became evident that many teachers did not see incidents in the playground as
being in their domain. They either said the response to the behaviour in the
classroom would be the same in the yard, or else did not respond. Perhaps
the use of the term 'playground' was misleading as it has primary school
connotations, and the term 'schoolyard' should have been used. Another
factor is that most incidents occuning in the playground take place when a
teacher is not around, (there are even cockies posted to warn of the approach
of teachers), and are dealt with by a senior teacher, assistant principal or
principal, or a school based constable. It is also worth noting that at most
schools the average weekly time spent on yard duty (by those who do it) is
forty to fifty minutes, while the classroom teacher would normally spend
around twenty hours in the classroom. Thus it is to be expected that the
classroom behaviour of students has far more influence on the formation of
attitudes and responses of teachers than playground behaviour.
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For some offences (such as assault of a staff member by a student),
termination of enrolment (without the formality of expulsion) was proposed
as a response. This practice is possible in government schools, but stretches
the legalities, and is not sustainable if a parent declines to cooperate. It also
has elements of washing one's hands of a problem and letting it resurface
elsewhere.
On damage to property, theft and vandalism: children often damage articles
which are more expensive than they, or their parents, are able, or prepared to
pay, or of such trivial expense (although of value to the owner) that it is not
considered worth the fuss by the perpetrator and family. In the case of
damage to the school it is very rare that parents will pay, even after agreeing
to do so, and there is really no way of enforcing it. In one example, the father
of one of a group of students involved in damage to a set of cricket nets was
so incensed by a request that they share payment for the repair that he
engaged a lawyer to approach the school. It would seem this father found
more value in paying a lawyer's fee than in paying what would have been a
considerably lesser amount as his child's share. In another instance where a
student had broken a window through horseplay the parent claimed that
glass had an inherent property of weakening over time due to the effects of
tennis balls and other objects hitting it, and her child's striking the window
had merely been the catalyst in what was an inevitable event. However both
these incidents share a common feature. Neither was caused by intentional
malicious behaviour.
Security of student belongings is a two edged sword because provision of
lockers, for example, brings with it associated problems such as storage of
illicit materials, pornography, drugs or weapons, creation of a congregating
point and provision of a new set of excuses for being late to or absent from
class.
Some respondents expressed the opinion that school structures, such as
vertical timetabling, are unsettling on students and prevent a build up of
rapport between teacher and student. Thus removal of such structures would
reduce the instances of some negative student/teacher interactions,
particularly swearing at teachers.
As a strategy for dealing with incidents, referral to another member of staff

(assistant principal and school constable were common) in the expectation
that someone else would deal with the incident was not an uncommon
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strategy. This happens quite often, with the referring teacher believing that
they have dealt with the matter properly if they have referred it to someone
else, yet having very little positive idea of what should be done.
It was interesting to note the wisdom of some teachers who used strategies
which for them produced a high degree of satisfaction with the outcome, but
which they said were not the strategies recommended by their school
discipline policy. It was also evident that many teachers were ignorant of the
school discipline policy, even in schools where such a policy existed (which
calls into question the value of articulating such policies). The difference in
responses of neophyte teachers and experienced teachers in their first year in
a school indicated that the neophytes seemed more conscientious in learning
the school procedures and policies, while the first year teachers expressed
dissatisfaction which may have come about through conflict between this and
their last school's procedures.
Some teachers advocated action taken 'until the message gets through'. This
approach seems to miss the point that behaviour is learned and learning is a
continual process. Furthermore the behaviour of students who are repeatedly
suspended seems to deteriorate. A better approach would be to use a variety
of strategies. This would not please the advocates of a uniform approach.
Finally, some teachers provided thoughtful comments on other forms of
behaviour which they found disruptive. These were 'Work Refusal', 'Pack
Behaviour', 'Verbal aggression towards other teachers using the library' and
'Constant talking and interruption'. Titis additional input was most
appreciated and showed a wide concern with the issues of student disruption
and violent behaviour. These sections are detailed in Appendix 9.

